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ABSTRACT 

This study examines problems involved in the management of chronic illness and disability in 

cross-cultural contexts. It specifically looks at conflicts between different belief systems and different 

discourse practices in cross-cultural communication between Tohono O'odham (Papago) families of 

children with disabilities and non-Indian service providers. The discourse practices through which 

cultural knowledge is represented in face-to-face interaction, and the range of beliefs and practices 

which constitute cultural knowledge, are investigated using ethnographic methods which emphasize a 

discourse-centered study of meaning and interaction. Utilizing information from participant observation, 

open-ended interviews, and naturally-occurring speech from a variety of interactional settings, the 

research focuses on both inter- and intra-cultural variation in knowledge and discourse. 

The major findings are: 1) a system of beliefs and practices about cause, prevention and 

trea~ment of serious illness exists in O'odham communities which 1iffers significantly from the bio

medical system within which medical and educational services to children with disabilities is provided: 

2) intracultural variation exists in O'odham communities between language and knowledge held by 

specialists and lay people; and 3) the major genres used by O'odham people to provide information 

differ significantly from the formats routinely USt'.d by service providers to elicit information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

The management of chronic illness and disability is often fraught with confusion and frustration 

for both families and service providers as they interact to make decisions for children with chronic ill-

ness or severe disabilities. When these decisions are situated in cross-cultural contexts the problems 

involved in disability management are vastly compounded. My work with Tohono O'odhami (hereafter 

O'odham) families who have children with disabilities, and the educators and health care providers who 

serve them, shows that all parties involved experience difficulties in managing disability. These difficul-

ties derive partly from living conditions and resources on the reservation (high unemployment, great 

distances between homes and services, transportation problems, limited availability of services), but also 

come from problems in "cross-cultural communication": conflicts between different belief systems and 

different discourse styles among those concerned with disability management. 

In my study I look at the interaction between culture, disability and language, focusing on 

beliefs and practices about chronic illness and disability which constitute "cultural knowledge", and the 

discourse practices through which participants represent their knowledge in face to face interaction. 

Based upon these data, I argue that differences in belief systems and discourse practices existing 

between the groups of people involved in decisions about O'odham children with disabilities contribute 

to miscommunication problems. 

The Tohono O'odham Reservation is localed in southwestern Arizona. The reservation takes 

in hundreds of square miles of Sonoran desert and is divided into eleven political districts. There are 

approximately sixty y;llages in which between 12,000-15,000 people live. The Tohono O'odham 

language ic; a member of the Uto-Aztecan language family. 

iThe Tohono O'odham people officially changed their name from "Papago Indian Tribe of 
Arizona" to the "Tohono O'odham Nation" in 1986. 
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Prior to beginning my formal research ill 1988, I spent three years on the reservation in various 

capacities. I volunteered in a residential prograr'l for multiply handicapped children, I became a 

member of the O'odham parents' group for developmentally disabled children, and I was a research 

assistant for 18 months on a National Science Foundation funded study of O'odham dialects. During 

this time I talked informally to families of chronically ill and disabled children, educational staff and 

health care providers. All of these people mentioned the confusion and frustration they felt when 

dealing with each other regarding the management of chronic illness and disability. Families talked 

about frustrations with the technical language used by doctors and teachers, the ways in which 

information in elicited and presented, the time constraints on medical appointments, and the confusion 

they experience in dealing with multiple agencies involved in the care of their children. At a minimum 

this includes the Indian Health Service with a new staff of physicians every two years, the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs school programs with special education teachers, speech therapists and physical 

therapists, the O'odham tribal education and social services programs, and state and federally operated 

programs, such as Crippled Children's Services in Phoenix and Tucson. Physicians voiced frustrations 

about compliance with treatment routines, especially in taking medications regularly and performing 

daily physical therapy. Physicians also had concerns about the difficulties involved in the communication 

process, and with time constraints on appointments. Teachers felt that some O'odham parents do not 

care about their children because they do not seem to take an active role in decisions about their 

children. 

These concerns voiced by the people responsible for providing care to children with disabilities 

raise very practical issues. ! believe that some of the problems can be addressed by anthropological 

research methods which focus on cultural differences in belief systems and discourse practices. In 

focusing on these differences as potential sources of disability management problems, I do not want to 

minimize the very real political and economic issues which exist in Native American communities. 

Issues, such as unemployment and poverty. reductions in federal support for health care services and 
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control and management of many health and educational programs by non-Indian people, certainly 

affect the quality of care received by children with disabilities. Provision of services and quality of care 

issues are also affected by the kind of communication that occurs in the talk between O'odham families 

and non-Indian service providers. In my study I focus on knowledge systems and discourse practices 

that affect communication in cross-cultural contexts, in an attempt to understand some of the problems 

which exist with an eye towards possible solutions. 

My study is informed by extensive ethnographic work in Tohono O'odham communities by 

Underhill (1936, 1938, 1939, 1946, 1948), Underhill, Bahr, Lopez, Pancho and Lopez (1979), Bahr. 

Gregorio, Lopez and Alvarez (1974), Bahr (1975,1983) and Joseph, Spicer and Chesky (1949). Studies 

by Underhill and Bahr have emphasized the expert belief systems of diagnosticians and curers 

conducting their work in O'odham. Other studies in the area of health and illness beliefs and practices 

have focused on socialization of O'odham children into health concepts (Aamodt 1971), and 

terminological classifications of types of specialists, illnesses and etiology found in O'odham health 

systems (Shaw 1968). My work differs from these studies by examining beliefs and practices among 

a non-specialist, or lay population of O'odham speakers. Many of these speakers are elderly O'odham 

people, who constitute, with the similar age group of specialists or experts, an important reference 

group for younger O'odham who are understanding, experiencing and managing disability. 

METHODOLOGY 

Since the fall of 1985 I have had continual contact with O'odham communities, spending six 

months in residence during 1989, and one month in 1990. In conducting the fieldwork I used 

ethnographic methods which emphasized a discourse-centered (Sherzer 1987) study of meaning and 

interaction. My data consists of four sources, including 1) tape-recorded open-ended interviews with 

twelve elderly O'odham men and women who are non-specialists in the area of chronic illness and 

disability knowledge. These interviews were conducted in the O'odham language by an Q'odham 
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research assistant. Approximately 25 hours of material was collected. The research assistant transcribed 

the material using the Alvarez and Hale (1970) writing system, and then she and I translated the texts 

into English. 2) Eleven tape-recorded life-history interviews with family members of children with 

disabilities. Nine of the interviews were conducted in English; two were conducted in O'odham by the 

research assistant. 3) Data from observations of 25 interactions between O'odham families and non

Indian service providers in various settings. These include parent-teacher conferences which took place 

in schools and in family homes, and family-physician interactions in clinics on the reservation and in 

hospitals in Tucson. I was unable to tape-record these interactions for various reasons. In some cases 

institutional regulations prevented me from tape-recording, and in other cases the interactions teok 

place in "chance" meetings where I did not have the opportunity to record. I took on-going fieldnotes 

during parent-teacher conferences, and in some cases I was able to conduct follow-up tape-recorded 

interviews with family mem.bers and teachers. 4) Participant observation in clinics, schools and homes. 

I spent approximately 35 hours of observation in Indian Health Service clinics. My role at the clinic was 

as a family friend to O'odham people whom ( had axompanied in either emergency situations or 

scheduled appointments. I observed interactions between O'odham people and physicians and nurses 

in a variety of departments, including pediatrics, emergency, dialysis and physical therapy. I observed 

in three schools on the reservation which serve handicapped children. and I participated in the day to 

day lives of several O'odham families. 

In order to obtain naturally-occuring speech from O'odham people as they talked about 

knowledge of chronic illness and disability it was important that the contexts of talk were ones which 

are meaningful to O'odham people. Researchers have pointed out many problems inherent in the use 

of research interviews and research contexts for obtaining "natural" speech (cf. Briggs 1986 for a 

comprehensive appraisal of socio1inguistic interviews). Students from the ethnography of communication 

approach emphasize that intervie·.¥s are types of speech events which shape the form and content of 

talk, and that what constitutes meaningful speech events varies across communities (Hymes 1974). 
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Cook-Gumperz and Gumperz (1976) remind us that contexts of speech events are more than elements 

in a physical setting. Contexts are jointly constructed by the participants during the interactional process. 

such that "interview data" results from a joint production between interviewer and respondent (Briggs 

1986). Many researchers emphasize that "natural" speech will be mor~ likely to occur in contexts where 

the participants, the topics and the style of language are familiar (Linde and Labov 1975). Briggs 

(1986:28) suggests that the success of the interview depends on "the researcher's capacity for allowing 

native communicative routines to work their way into the interview situation". 

Keeping in mind these suggestions I attempted to collect information in ways that were familiar 

and appropriate to the ways in which O'odham people provide information. One of the ways that 

grandparents taught cultural traditions, himda~, to younger family members is through speeches and 

stories delivered in a lecture-style routine (Underhill 1939). Young people were expected to listen well 

during these pedagogical teaching sessions, and not to ask questions. This cultural teaching procedure 

continues today as younger people involved with bilingual school-based programs, and those involved 

with tribally-sponsored cultural hi:;tory programs actively seek out elders in their villages, suggesting 

topics for discussion and tape-recording the sessions. My research assistant worked in a bilingual 

program and was herself interested in gathering cultural history material on the topic of healtb and 

illness beliefs and practices. It is important to point out here that the topic of prevention, etiology and 

'..reatment of serious illness is by no means a neutral one for many O'odham people. A fundamental 

proposition underlying the discourse on illness is that words, thoughts and actions have the power to 

cause illness and misfortune. I show in Chapter IV how this proposition is represented in the discourse 

forms and speech genres used by O'odham people as they discuss this topic. Despite the p0tentially 

powerful nature of this topic it is acknowledged by many O'odham people as an important one to 

discuss with young people, and so it was viewed as an appropriate topic to discuss with me and my 

resear~h assistant. 
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All of my interviews with elderly O'odham people took the form of pedagogical teaching 

sessions. My research assistant, a younger O'odham speaker with whom I had worked OiA the dialect 

study, accompanied me to the homes of elderly people whom we had met during that study. During 

these visits we talked about our interests in the topic of chronic illness and disability and set up 

interview times. When we arrived for the interview there were often three or four interested people 

present, either relatives or close friends of the main speaker. Depending on the temperature of the day. 

we would either sit indoors around a kitchen table, or outdoors under the shade of 3. ramada. The main 

speaker whom we had arranged to talk with usually opened the conversation with a reference to our 

earlier visit, for example, "You said that you wanted to know things that the elders told us about what 

makes people sick." These openings were usually spoken in O'odham, although sometimes English was 

used. When that happened either my assistant or I would explain that I was trying to learn O'odham 

and so I would be listening carefully with my O'odham na:nk, "O'odham ears". The interview then 

proceeded in a lecture-style with the main speaker introducing topics such as etiology, treatment or 

prevention of disabling conditions, and elaborating on them through narrative. The other speakers. 

including tbe research assistant, contributed to the topic under discussion with their own stories. There 

were almost no questions asked during the interaction, however at the end of the sessioll, the main 

speaker would often ask if anyone had any questions. Sometimes I or the younger speakers would ask 

a few questions to clarify something that had been said in the conversation. All of these sessions were 

tape-recorded and copies of the tapes were offered to all of the participants. 

In order to obtain ftrst-hand evaluation and representation of experiences with disability I 

conducted life-history interviews with eleven families of children with severe disabilities.2 The contexts 

in which I talked with families of children with disabilities differed in several ways from the context 

of the elderly interviews. The majority of these interviews were conducted in English with several 

2Children in these families were chronically ill or severely disabled from the effects of various 
illnesses or medical conditions. These include spinal meningitis, spina bifida, cerebral palsy, trisomy 
14, trisomy 21, Laurence-Moon-Bied.l syndrome and fetal alcohol syndrome. 
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family members present. I had previously met and talked with at least one family member from each 

of the families I interviewed. The majority of family members indicated to me that they felt quite 

comfortable talking about their children in English. Unlike the elderly interactions in which few 

questions were asked, the life-history interviews were guided by a series of open-end~d questions which 

I talked about at the beginning of the conversation. For example, I said that I was interested in their 

experiences with raising a child like theirs-what cam~ the child to be like this, when did they become 

aware that the child was like that, how has the condition changed during his or her life, what are the 

effects on the family and what ki,ds of treatments have been sought. Due to the fundamental 

proposition regarding the power of words and thoughts in causing illness, I phrased the questions in 

ambiguous and indirect language, avoiding terms such as "handicapped," "disabled," and "chronically 

ill." 

The family interview contexts were less formal than the contexts in which elderly people were 

providing O'odham himda~ regarding health and illness knowledge. These interactions often took place 

during meal preparation or child-care activities in which I participated. These conversations were tape

recorded, and families were given copies of the tapes if they wanted them. Because of the sensitive 

nature of the topic of illness, at the request of several families I destroyed these tapes of our 

conversations after I had taken notes from them. 

The study is divided into seven chapters. Chapter II introduces the complex problems involved 

in managing disability in cross-cultural contexts. Using a "case-study" approach I contextualize care 

decisions made by families and service providers, and then explore possible sources of miscommunica

tion. The third chapter reviews and critiques the decision making literature, and introduces a framework 

for looking at health and illness knowledge as it is represented in interaction. The proposed framework 

consists of an integration of a cultural models approach with social interactional theory. Chapter IV 

presents the discourse processes and cultural knowledge structures represented in the discourse of 

O'odham speakers as they talk about health and illness knowledge. Two important discourse practices 
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are introduced: O'odham speakers use formulaic expressions and vague, indirect language in their 

discourse on etiology, treatment and prevention of severe illness, and they embed this knowledge in 

narratives. Also introduced is the fundamental proposition underlying discourse and knowledge about 

illness in the texts represented here: words, thoughts and actions have the power to cause illness and 

misfortune. Chapter V examines the nature of intracultural variation between the knowledge and 

language of O'odham lay persons and that of O'odham specialists. This chapter introduces the 

importance of the social organization of knowledge in problems of miscommunication between clients 

and professionals. Chapter VI examines variation across interactional contexts focusing on two features 

of contexts which affect the representation of information: participant structuring and discourse genres. 

Finally, the seventh chapter summarizes the sources of miscommunication in cross-cultural interactions. 

and suggests how those who are involved in providing health and educational services to O'odham 

families with children with disabilities might improve those services. 



II. THE MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC ILLNESS AND DISABILITY 

IN CROSS-CULTURAL CONTEXTS: THE CARE DECISIONS 

INTRODUCTION 
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When I was a research assistant on a dialect study among elderly Tohono O'odham who lived 

on the Tohono O'odham Reservation in southwestern Arizona. 1 became acquainted with a grandmoth

er of a child with severe physical disabilities. The boy had recently undergone surgery to sever the ham

string muscles in his legs. The grandmother told me that with extensive physical therapy possibly her 

grandson Jimmy would eventually walk, making the very painful operation and the painful and lengthy 

recovery worthwhile. During the course of the dialect study I saw Jimmy's grandmother several times. 

In response to my inquiries as to Jimmy's recovery and progress, she would reply, "Oh, he's doing 

okay." I met Jimmy a year after the surgery and he wasn't doing okay "enough." He had recovered 

from the operation but his legs were tiny immobile limbs-he had not received any physical therapy 

since the surgery. The doctors had told her there was now no chance for Jimmy to walk. She explained 

that she was to have taken Jimmy into an off-reservation clinic for physical therapy at a pre-arranged 

time after his surgery. She missed the appointment because her nephew hadn't returned her car in time 

for the 150 mile drive to the clinic. She didn't have access to a phone and so was unable to notify the 

clinic. She didn't try to make another appolDtment, because, in her words, "I was so embarrassed at 

missing that one, that 1 couldn't make another one." No representative from either the health and 

educational programs which assist Jimmy on the reservation, or the physician's office which performed 

the operation, nor the physical therapy clinic which was responsible for teaching the family the physical 

therapy procedures, contacted the grandmother during the critical weeks following surgery. Jimmy 

received no follow-up care from the biomedical community at all. When he returned to his school 

program the staff began immediate therapy, but by then it was too late. My response to his grand-
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mother's explanation of "what happened to Jimmy" provided the nucleus for cy dissertation project. 

and the focus of this chapter. 

"What happened to Jimmy" is a series of care decisions made by his physicians, his teachers. 

his grandmother and other family members which resulted in frustration. confusion and mistrust among 

the decision makers, and left Jimmy permanently sitting in a wheel-chair. I have known other Jimmys 

and their care providers for five years now and from their stories, combined with my participation in 

their lives, I have gained valuable insight into the processes of decision making which contribu~e to 

situations like Jimmy's. 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the specific problems involved in the management 

of chronic illness and disability, and to analyze care decisions made by O'odham families and non

Indian service providers. Through the use of case studies which describe the handicapped children. their 

families, families' illness beliefs, treatments, care decisions, and communication issues. I make the 

following points: 1) Multiple problems exist in the management of chronic illness (on-going treatment. 

interaction with multiple bureaucracies, material realities-home facilities, diet, transportation. economic 

constraints) for families and service providers in general. 2) Management problems are exacerbated in 

cross-cultural contexts in which the belief systems and discursive styles of decision makers arc 

extremely divergent. 3) Care decisions made by O'odham families and non-Indian service providers 

often result in dissatisfaction, or potential deterioration in the health of the children. 

The rationale for focusing on care decisions is based on the work of Gumperz (1982) and 

Erickson and Schultz (1982) on gate-keeping encounters. These are encounters in which people attempt 

to access institutional resources through professionals who act as "gate-keepers," such as personnel 

officers, medical intake staff and special education personnel. Examples of gate-keeping encounters 

include job interviews, college counseling interviews, medical diagnostic interactions and special 

educational placement meetings. Gate-keeping encounters are social moments in which the impact of 
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differences in discourse practice and cultural knowledge on access to resources can be seen very clearly. 

Interactions involving decisions on health and education made by families of chronically ill and disabled 

American Indian children and non-Indian service providers are clear examples of gate-keeping 

encounters which often result in dissatisfaction for all parties. 

The data for analysis as explained in the introduction come from a variety of sources: family 

interview material, interview data from service providers, observations of face-to-face interactions in 

school, home and clinic settings, and extended participant observation with the focal group of children. 

In the textual material represented here I have attempted to keep diacritics to a minimum. Transcription 

conventions include: 

? 

II 

falling intonation 

continuing intonation 

rising intonation 

3 second speech pause 

5 second speech pause 

latching between speakers 

I have used speakers' initials to indicate backchannel comments within a main speaker's text, such as 

M: mother, R: researcher, T: teacher and P: physician. 

This chapter sets the scene, developing an experiential foundation for focusing on the major 

factors contributing to cross-cultural mis-communication: conflicts between different belief systems and 

different discourse styles among people concerned with disability management. 

THE C.A.RE DECISIONS 

A series of care decisions made by O'odham families and service providers who provide care 

for handicapped children are presented here. The decisions are located in their cultural contexts and 

are described in a "case study" format, designed to make specific points about the decisions. These 
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decisions are analyzed in interpretation sections following each case study. The case studies illustrate 

some of the problems involved in disability management in cross-cultural contexts. They are not meant 

in any way to be used as comparative data (e.g., correlations between specific decisions and gender of 

children, assignment of responsibility among care providers). I have tried to conceal the identification 

of all participants in this study: teachers, physicians, family members and children with disabilities by 

interchanging identifiable characteristics (e.g., gender, age, disability, guardianship). 

MICHAEL 

Michael's case illustrates many problems encountered by families of chrocically ill children 

throughout the world. Themes which are portrayed in the case material on Michael, and then 

elaborated in the interpretation section include the radical differences that exist between families and 

service providers in how they experience and interpret the effects of chronic illness; how problems in 

the environment exacerbate the management of chronic illness (for example, long distances between 

health and educational services, lack of transportation, and economic constraints which limit access to 

services); the fact that families seek treatment in pluralistic medical systems; the fact that families 

interact with professional care providers from many different agencies; and how families' explanatory 

models regarding etiology and treatment differ from those held by service providers. 

One of the most noticeable things about Michael is that it takes him a long time to warm up 

to you-no matter how well you know him, or how close you are to him. When I first met him I 

thought his "aloofness" was caused by the fact that I was a stranger, or that he was the "new kid on 

the block" and felt strange because all the other kids in the dorm at Michael's boarding school had 

known me for several years. In those early encounters he always surprised me by wanting to take my 

hand as we walked back from the playground in tho:! early evening-he always seemed to want to make 

some kind of connection, after a period of cautiousness. After I got to know him better I realized that 
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his cautiousness is most probably related to the fact that Michael is progressively losing his sight and 

his hearing due to health complications from a genetic syndrome. His mother describes a similar 

pattern of aloofness at home. She is having a difficult time trying to make him understand the 

ramifications of his eyesight loss. She knows that it is important for her to explain to him that he will 

lose his sight and what things they need to do now, but it's difficult to broach the subject when he's 

home from school on the weekends because Michael doesn't communicate for a lengthy period of time, 

By the time he's back in the routine of family life it seems like an inappropriate topic to bring up. His 

physicians and teachers are concerned that he will completely lose his sight before he learns important 

adjustment skills. None of the professionals feel that they have the "right" to tell Michael about the 

ramifications of the disease, but they all worry about the rapid progress of the disease. Michael, of 

course, knows that something is happening to him. On cloudy days or at periods of dusk he wants to 

hold someone's hand. Inside the house in the evenings he always wants the light on, and he insists on 

putting a lamp close to the television set on video nights. 

Michael's family lives on a daily basis with the devastating effects of chronic illness. His mother 

is diabetic, and was on insulin during her pregnancy with Michael. Although she is not on an insulin 

program now, she has to continually monitor her diet so that her own heaith will not become a major 

problem. Michaei began to develop severe health problems after he turned two years old. Although 

physicians at the Crippled Children's Clinic have diagnosed and labelled his condition as a genetic 

syndrome with a constellation of symptoms (progressive visual and hearing loss are part of the 

condition), his mother remembers that he was a happy, healthy little boy until he had a "stroke." 

[Text 11 

Mother: He was okay as a baby, and then when he was two years old he had a stroke. One time he 

went into the restroom, he was alright when he went ia there, and then all of a sudden he 

started screaming, he just cried, and me and his dad rushed in there and all of a sudden on his 
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right side he just went weak / / R: Really? / / uh huh and I think that's what the cause of him 

to be like that / / R: oh / / now. 

Michael's mother recalls that there was no follow-up from the hospital for this particular illness 

Mother: I took him to the hospital and they sent him to Phoenix Indian Medical Center. They said they 

were gonna do some tests but they didn't even do anything / / R: They didn't? / / and then 

after that didn't bother to follow him up, nor anything. 

Researcher: They didn't tell you anything? 

Mother: No hu n't, till .,. I think he was about five, four or five, around in there somewhere, they did 

follow him up. 

During his young life Michael has had a series of severe ear infections and several episodes 

of pneumonia. He has been hospitalized in the local Indian Health Service (IHS) hospital as well as 

hospitals in Tucson and Phoenix. He is presently being seen by a number of health care professionals, 

including Crippled Children's Clinic physicians and physical therapists, consulting neurologists at IHS. 

pediatricians and field nurses located on the reservation. On their most recent visit to Crippled 

Children'S, tubes were put in Michael's ears, which his mother believes may be helping him hear better. 

Michael's mother says she really doesn't understand everything that is happening to her soc. 

[Text 3) 

Mother: And then they found all that that uh you know his eyes plus his hearin~. then they were telling 

me about, they mentioned five things what it is that ... 
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Researcher: You mean just recently? 

Mother: Uh huh they just recently, about last year. They told me about it. that maybe another three, 

maybe two years he might lose his sight, plus .. but they did put some whachacallit um they 

did put some tubes in his ears about two or three weeks ago. 

Researcher: Are they able to tell you anything about what's causing it? 

Mother: No that doctor that he's been going to see that comes from that C~ppled Children's Center. 

Dr. X, he's a geneticist or whatever ... he-'s the one that told me abnut the eyesight and his 

hearing / / R: Oh / / that's about it .. 

Researcher: Because is there, did they give you a name for it, is there some kind of .. 

Mother: Yeah like I said they mentioned five names for it / / R: Oh five names for it, I see / / uh huh 

I don't remember you know I don't remember ... 

Researcher: Yeah it's kind of a special name, but they don't ., do they have any idea ... do they think 

that it's something genetic that maybe ... 

Mother: Well maybe it's because of that stroke. 

Researcher: Maybe because of that stroke, yeah ... and did, do any of your other children? rOo any of 

her other children have the same syndrome?] 

Mother: No, hu uh, no my my the one I lost, that was in between my little one and Michael. She was 

about five. We lost her yeah we lost her a couple of years ago ... 

Researcher: yeah I think someone told me that you had uh that you lost her. Was that uh? 

Mother: She had un asthma / / R: Ohh. 

In addition to seeking treatment in the biomedical system, Michael's mother seeks relief for 

him and her other children in the O'odham medical system. During his most recent bout with 

pneumonia, Michael's family hired an O'odham medicine person to treat him at the local hospital. The 

decision of whether to seek treatment in the biomedical system or the O'odham medical system is often 

made by Michael's family based on what they believe to be the cause of the sickness. If they believe 
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that it is an O'odham-caused sickness then they take the child to a medicine person. l Sometimes they 

seek treatment in both systems for the same sickness. 

[Text 4) 

Mother: Yeah, we've been taking him [to the medicine man) like it seems like it's it was. he's been 

getting sick on like on Indian, Indian " stuff. Not like his sister did with asthma / / R: Yeah 

that was different / / um hmm when he was getting sick by Indian doings and all that, we've 

been taking him to the O'odham medicine man .. 

Researcher: And then do they kinda tell you what what it .. , 

Mother: Yeah what was bothering him and all that ... 

Researcher: And then do you have to do uh songs? / / M: Uh hmm, yeah .. 

Researcher: Do they do it there? 

Mother: Uh hmm, well they do it sometimes ., and they don't .. sometimes they don't know so we have 

to wait for another person that knows it. 

Researcher: I see so you have to go search out / / M: Uh huh 

Researcher: Then do you have to pay for that? / / M: Uh huh, yeah / / So it's all .. fairly,. costly .. 

Mother: Um hmm, yep '" like I was saying my mom taught me this ... you have to go to a medicine 

man for .. I was like that when I was small .. being sick with Indian doings ., and she's been 

taking me here and there ... and plus we b2ve to pay our transportation to whoever takes us 

down there / / R: Sure, yeah / / ... and that's how it is with us now .. 

Researcher: Uh huh, so you have to find somebody to take you, pay them 

Mother: Uh huh and you have to pay the medicine man too 

lIn the O'odham medical system, described in detail by Gregorio in Bahr et al. (1981), there is a 
distinction made between illnesses which are caused by O'odham actions and only affect O'odham 
people, ka-cim mumkidag. "staying sicknesses," and other kinds of illnesses, such as infectious diseases. 
The kinds of treatment sought often depend on etiological distinctions. I discuss treatment-seeking 
behavior in Chapter IV. 
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Resear.:her: Do you like have to make an appointment or are they just usually down there? 

Mother: Sometimes we have a hard time getting to them / / R: I was wondering / / an we decide if 

they're home and we'll tell them and we have to pay them again when they take us down 

there. 

Researcher: And then do sometimes. do they. do the medicine men. does he tell you that it might not 

be " Indian doings and so / / M: Sometimes, and sometimes it's just together / / oh I see, it's 

just kinda a mixture / / M: Yeah, uh huh / / and so .. you can take, you r.an ... 

Mother: Yeah like it happened to Michael one time ... umm they said he had pneumonia ... and he was 

there in Sells for a week. And then after a week we decided to get this medicine man and take 

him down there to check on him .. and he said it was just the Indian. Indian doings .. so, he 

did his thing and then after that he was just alright / / R: really / / um hmm stayed there for 

another couple of days and he came home. / / R: So did he come to the hospital? / / yeah, uh 

huh, cause we took him dow'1 there. We took him down there ;and he did his thing and then 

he was telling us that was probably the cause of it, cause he wasn't eating anything or drinking 

/ / R: I see / / this or that. So in a couple of days he was eating, he was alright, talking as 

always and then he came home / / R: yeah / / I guess sometimes it'll be a mixture and 

sometimes it'll be just one thing. 

Researcher: But so you. did you know not to take your daughter who had asthma. did you know not 

to take her there to a medicine man. but to take her to the clinic? or something or? 

Mother: Yeah I've been taking her to a medicine man / / R: Oh you did? / / yeah / / R: So you, for 

both? / / uh huh I guess that sometimes it just combines. 

Michael is not the only person in his family to suffer a series of illnesses from this particular 

genetic disease. His younger sister (mentioned in the above discourse) developed chronic asthma when 

she was three months old. She died several years ago at the age of five of heart complications. She 
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spent much of her young life in hospitals undergoing surgical treatments to remove extra digits on her 

hands and feet, and for respiratory treatments. Michael's mother remembers these periods of trea!ment 

for her daughter as times filled with frustration and pain. The hospitals were located several hundred 

miles from the village where they live, and since they have no means of transportation she couldn't 

drive back and forth to be with her daughter. She couldn't stay at the hospital because Michael needed 

full-time care at home. 

Michael's mother and I were sitting on the tailgate of my truck on the afternoon that she talked 

about her young daughter's death. We had been exchanging knowledge about the causes of sickness that 

we had learned from "the elderlies"-she, from her mother and grand93rents, I, from my talks with 

elderly O'odham women and men. We were facing west and the sun was highlighting the adobe church 

facing us. She began to cry as she nodded towards the small cemetery beside the church. 

[Text 5] 

Mother: Like I said, everything is dangerous, We have to watch out ourselves, what we do, like when 

we're out walking in the desert and all that ... / / R: Uh hmm, and be careful about thinking 

too hard about .. somebody? / / Yeah, uh huh cause if you think of them too much then you 

can get sick / / R: Yeah you yourself can get sick / / uh hmm yeah ., that's what they were 

telling me when I lost my little girl. They were saying just to think about the other kids that 

you have, you know, not to think of her too much .. but once in a while I do. 

We sat together for a long time, both (,f us crying softly, facing the cemetery. Finally she 

started talking about Michael again-how he tries to help around the house when he's hume on 

weekends and during the summer, how she takes him to the feast-preparation meetings with her, how 

he will make his fIrst Holy Communion this year. Since he i~'t home during the week, she will take 

the catechism classes and then teach Michael what he needs to know. 
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Michael's mother regrets that she and the family haven't been able to visit him at the school 

where he lives during the week. They visited the school before he was placed in the special education 

program, but because they have no transportation they have been unable to visit again. The school is 

approximately 100 miles from Michael's home, and there are no phones in his village. Several of his 

teachers have come out to the village, but there is little on-going communication between the school 

and this family. 

In addition to caring for Michael, his now-deceased younger sister, and four other children of 

her own, Michael's mother has cared for other family members' children. One of these children attends 

the same special education program as Michael. Michael's mother took care of this child when he was 

a baby, during the time when his mother was dying. At the present time Michael's aunt's three teen-age 

children live in their family. Michael's mother reports that now he has lots of people who take care of 

him when he's home. 

In addition to Michael's family, there are many other people who provide care for him. Some 

of these people are non-Indian professionals involved in health care or education, others are O'odham 

professionals, school aides and dorm staff. 

Interpretation 

In order to understand the significance of the themes in Michael's life-story, and their 

relationship to the potential ior conflicts in disability management. it is important to place them in the 

larger framework of chronic illness in cross-cultural contexts. 

Effects of Chronic Ulness and Disability The pain and suffering from the effects of chronic 

illness that Michael and his family experience is well documented in anthropological studies of illness 

and disability (Krefting's 1987 study of head-injured young adults, Kleinman's 1988 work with Chinese 

and North American adults living with various types of chronic illness, Edgerton's 1967 work in mental 

retardation). Cross-culturally the effects of and experiences with chronic illness are understood quite 
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differently by families and service providers. Kleinman's and Eisenberg's (1981) distinction between 

the terms "illness" and "disease" adds to our understanding of this variation in meaning, and attends 

to the potential for conflict in disability management. "Illness" is the experience of suffering and pain 

which patients and families encounte:- as they live with chronic illness and disability on a daily basis: 

"disease" is the problem encountered by physicians after they "recast" illness symptoms into "theories 

of disorder" (Kleinman 1988). Kleinman maintains that this fundamental difference between the 

experience of chronic illness for lay people, and the physician's perspective on the biomedical aspects 

of "the disease" are sources of conflict in the management of chronic illness. 

When chest pain is reduced to chronic coronary artery disease for which calcium blockers and 
nitroglycerine are prescribed, while the patient's fear, the family's frustration, the job conflict, 
the sexual impotence, and the financial crisis go undiagnosed and unaddressed, it is a failure . 
. . In the practitioner's act of recasting illness as disease, something essential to the experience 
of chronic illness is lost; it is not legitimated as a subject for clinical concern, nor does it 
receive an intervention. Treatment assessed solely through the rhetoric of improvement in 
disease processes may confound the patient's (and family's) assessments of care in the rhetoric 
of illness problems. Hence, at the heart of clinical care for the chronically ill-those who 
cannot be cured but must continue to live with illness-there is a potential (and, in many cases. 
actual) source of conflict (1988:6). 

Basham and Kwachka's (1989) study on communication between health care practitioners and 

Alaskan Athabaskan patients with diabetes illustrates conflicts in management goals which can partially 

be attributed to the differences involved in the illness/disease perspective. Even though one of the 

major goals in long term treatments of diabetes is for patients to assume the major responsibility for 

their care, physicians continually stressed the "technical aspects of the disease and the necessity for 

followups and routine checkups, implying the disease, like any other, is amenable to control through 

the medical system" (1989:9). Physicians rarely discussed ways for patients to deal with daily problems 

caused by the illness as they attempted to assume responsibility for self-care. One of the insidious 

results of conflicts in perspectives regarding the meaning of chronic illness lies in the interpretations of 

the conflict-physicians regard Athabaskan diabetic patients as unwilling to take active responsibility 

for the treatment of their disease, while Athabaskans view their visits to the clinic as unhelpful. 

confusing, and unnecessary. 
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Michael and his iamily experience his chronic illness quite differently from service providers 

involved with his care. He and his family live on a daily basis within a context of Chr0niC illness; his 

physicians and teachers provide health and educational care to him outside that context, and within the 

confines of their own agencies, concentrating on treatment strategies for each symptom. for example 

progressive hearing loss and progressive vision loss. 

Pluralistic Medical Systems Michael's family seeks treatmeat in two medical systems-the 

O'odham system and the biomedical system. Pluralistic medical belief systems exist within all cultures, 

and many chronically ill patients and families seek relief from more than one system (Fabrega and 

Manning 1979, Kleinman 1988). Many recent studies dealing with variation in perceptions about 

treatment issues fmd significant contrasts between North American Indian families and non-Indian care 

providers (Garro's 1988 work in Ojibway communities regarding causes and treatments of high blood 

pressure, Joe's 1980 work with Navajo children with spinal meningitis, Locust's 1987 work with Apache, 

Yaqui and Hopi beliefs about unwellness and handicaps, Basham and Kwachka's 1989 work in health 

communication around diabetes with Athabaskans). 

Biomedical perspectives on treatment issues (which are often shared by people in the 

educational system) differ radically from those held by many O'odham families. Family decisions 

regarding whether to seek treatment for acute illnesses in the O'odham system or the biomedical system 

appears to be an area of conflict between families and care providers. Service providers question the 

efficacy of taking children with respiratory infections to a medicine person rather than the local clinic; 

families are reluctant to talk about O'odham healing practices with service providers for fear of ridicule. 

Institutional Contact Michael a:.1d his family deal with care providers from many different 

agencies. There are a number of agencies which provide a variety of services to O'odham children and 

their families. Medical services are provided by local Indian Health Service clinics on the reservation. 

as well as the Public Health Service hospital located in Phoenix. Other agencies with provide medically

related services include Crippled Children's Hospital, physical therapy clinics and tribally-operated 
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health programs. Educational services provided by special education teachers and s~aff are located in 

public schools, Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) schools and tribally-operated agencies. In general 

families of chronically ill children interact with a multitude of health care agencies and educational 

institutions encountering problems in case management issues (which bureaucracy has financial, legal. 

or other kinds of responsibilities for this child?), and in institutional language differences (medical and 

educational language is often highly technical and difficult for lay persons to understand) (Cicourel 

1987, Joe 1980, Mehan 1983). Michael's mother talked about the difficulties she encounters when 

talking with physicians about her son's syndrome. 

Responsibility A second important source of conflict in the complex arena of institution

aljO'odham family contact is in the area of responsibilit), for disability management-who will be 

making medical and educational decisions (for example, to perform surgery, to determine the need for 

physical therapy), and who will implement these decisions. In most cases, families become involved with 

the educational and health care systems on an involuntary basis, either because their children are 

identified as "handicapped" through educational endeavors designed to identify and plan programs for 

handicapped children mandated by federal laws, or through illness encounters with hospitals and clinics 

as their children experience acute and/or chronic illness. The "non-voluntary" aspect of family 

involvement has ramifications in the area of responsibility for decisions in that families do not have a 

choice about participating in the systems which provide services to their children. I am not suggesting 

here that O'od.tam families do Dot want services for their children, but they feel that service providers 

initiate most of the encounters and that many of the decisions regarding services have been made prior 

to face to face interaction. Through repeated interactions with service providers in institutionally defined 

relationships (in which routinized discourse interactions are the norm; these are discussed in detail in 

Chapter VI), families learn to expect that if professionals deem X as important for their children they 

will be contacted and asked to agree. They believe that service providers are not interested in their 

input because during interaction it is the service provider who talks, rather than the family member. 
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The comments of a grandmother regarding her frustrations with the lack of physical therapy for her 

severely physically impaired granddaughter illustrate this point: 

I'm not sure why they called this meeting. They told me about what she does [in the 

educational program], and then I signed some papers. I tried to talk to them about doing the 

physical ... physical therapy but it seems like they don't listen. 

Service providers see family responsibility in terms of "shoulds"-families should actively seek interven

tion and treatment in the biomedical arena for their children; they should be more involved in the 

decisions made about their children; they should ask questions and make comments during conferences. 

They feel that families should follow medical routines, keep medical appointments, and they should seek 

medical attention before a medical problem becomes an emergency situation. 

The theme of "responsibility" is, however, not exclusive to the biomedically-oriented care 

providers. It also appears to be a fundamental organizing principle in the discourse on care and 

management of chronic illness and disability of both family members of handicapped children and of 

elderly O'odham men and women. An "ethic of car~" is strongly represented in elaborated narratives 

by family members as they talked with me about theu- children's lives. The role of family members in 

ultimately causing handicapping conditions is a major theme in the elderly's narratives. Responsibility 

themes are explored in detail in the chapter on cultural models (Chapter IV), and in the interactional 

chapter (Chapter VI). 

Explanatory Models Michael's family'S perspectives regarding etiological beliefs, intervention 

and treatment differ from the explanatory models of his professional care providers in several 

perspectives. The professional care providers view the chronic disorder as a biomedical entity-a 

genetic syndrome with several major debilitating diseases among the constellation of symptoms, with 

each disease necessitating specific and timely biomedical and/or educational treatment (tubes in the 
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ears, diet for obesity, instruction in Braille). Michael's mother views her son's present condition of 

progressive eyesight loss as one more illness in a lifetime of illnesses. The biomedical perspective views 

Michael's condition and that of his recently deceased sister as "the same" genetic syndrome. Michael's 

mother views them as unrelated illnesses springing from different sources (Michael has experienced 

many illnesses since having a "stroke"; his sister had chronic asthma). 

Biomedical and educational perspectives on the etiology, intervention and treatment of chronic 

illness often differ radically from those held by patients and families. Kleinman's (1988) recent work 

with chronically ill patients from social and economic groups in the United States and China clearly 

illustrates radical differences in explanatory models held by Western physicians and their clients. 

Differences in explanatory models are sources of potential conflict in disability management in general; 

this potential for conflict is extremely high in cross-cultural contexts where providers and patients share 

neither common discourse styles nor world views. 

Dell's case illustrates conflicts between different models for treatment held by family members 

and professionals as they follow different strategies for Dell's disabling seizure condition. 

When Dell's grandmother asked me to meet them at the clinic to assess Dell's seizure 

medication levels I was pleased to have the opportunity to observe face to face interaction between 

physician and family member. A month before, I had accompanied Dell to the emergency room when 

she was experiencing multiple lengthy seizures. At that time the attending physician and a teacher from 

Dell's school program had discussed with one another the issue of parental noncompliance with the 

medication routine and its effect on Dell's seizure patterns, and I was interested in how the pediatrician 

would deal with this issue with Dell's grandmother. As it turned out, Dell's grandmother was unable 

to come to the clinic due to a sudden illness of her elderly aunt whom she took care of, and so the 

interaction took place between service providers-the school staff representative (a teacher) and the 
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pediatrician. Because the physician was unaware of the reason for this visit she asked whether Dell was 

here for a check-up or specific problems. The teacher's response provided the following information: 

[Text 6] 

Teacher: Last week when we picked up medication for her Dr. X notified the pharmacist that she 

should be seen today at the peds clinic, because of the level of medication that she's taking and 

the fact that she's still having seizures / / P: Uh huh / / Now last month we had gone through 

a couple of bad weeks where she was having five, six, ten, eleven minute seizures. Since then 

it's been down / / P: urn hmmm / / and we know one of the problems ... that her grandparents 

...... lower the medication over the weekend because her grandmother feels she's too doped 

up so she gives her medication morning and evening and doesn't give her the afternoon 

medication so when she come back to us on Sunday / / P: she seizures / / we usually have you 

know like a few too many seizures and things and then it works it's way down, by the end of 

the week at the most she's having 20 to 30 second seizures. 

In a vivid description of the lengthy seizure activity, the teacher expressed her concern about 

these seizures, and the physician in tum validated those conc'::"Ils. 

[Text 7] 

Teacher: I was mainly concerned when she was having ... the long seizures because I've never rve 

never experienced ten minute seizures / / P: yeah, yeah / / and I've been doing this for .. not 

hundreds of years but enough years that if they were prevalent I sure should have come across 

one or two / / P: urn hm / / ... uh but I think the longest I've experienced up until this may be 

three or four minutes and I thought that was a lifetime to / / P: yeah / / to be a part of .. uh 

when she had the eleven minute seizure ... I felt like I was aging .. / / P: urn hmm / / and she 
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/ / P: watching her / / it was just / / P: um hmm / / and then when she stopped. breathing .. , 

/ / P: um hmm / / '" I I picked her up and and shook her and she she started to to breathe but 

uh I've never had somebody stop breathing on me / / P: ub huh / / in the middle of a seizure 

/ / P: uh cub, and it does happen with the long ones / / yeah and .. , 

Physician: And it's a terrifying experience even if you've seen it .. and if's especially terrifying if you're 

not like you know in an emergency room (laughter from both speakers) 

Teacher: Yeah I wasn't in the emergency room. there was no doctor around. there was no phone close 

enough so that I could even get a doctor / / P: um hmm / / on the line I had to go to the next 

building to use the phone and I didn't want to leave her / / P: um hmm / / so it's like ... wow 

...... I figure it was the following day she had a five minute seizure in the truck coming back 

from Tucson / / P: uh hmm / / "wonderful here we are. on highway 86. me and you. / / P: uh 

hmm, laughing / / and you're having one of these seizures / / P: hmm / / please let it be a 

short one" and when it went over a minute I says, "Dell this doesn't look like it's going to be 

a short one. There's no O!le around. I see no one (laughter) '" Don't do this to me. stop it at 

two." ..... And I was so glad when it just ended at five / / P: yeah / / and she was breathing 

through the whole thing. (laughter from both speakers)2 

During the course of the visit the physician attempted to do a physical examination of Dell. 

although she remained asleep throughout most of the eham. The physician asked about this sleepiness: 

"Does she seem to sleep less on Mondays or do you notice any difference in how often she naps?" The 

following exchange of information interested me in light of the seizure medication noncompliance issue. 

21 want to point out that in this interaction between physician and teacher the conventional question 
• response format characteristic of medical encounters is not used. The teacher is allowed to narrate, 
and in so doing, provides much important information about the child's seizure activities. I think this 
encounter differs from physician· client interactions because the participants share many characteristics. 
They share professional responsibility for the health of the child; their explanatory models of the illness 
and treatment needs are quite similar; they come from similar language and cultural backgrounds. 
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(Text 8) 

Teacher: No, she, it / / P: it's still the same / / I don't ... whether she has the medication or not .. that's 

what I don't. I don't think she's sleeping because of the medication. 

Physician: Yeah, part .,. it may be the underlying disease itseU / / T: right / / it's very possible that it 

is. It's sometimes hard to tell because the medicines can obviously make them sleep too. But 

uh a lot of the kids. it could just be their baseline. 

Teacher: Yeah, she only has a few up moments during the day. 

From this exchange it seems clear that the service providers believe that Dell's sleep behavior 

results from the underlying illness conUition and not from an increase in levels of medication. This is 

a kind of specialized knowledge which neither Dell's grandmother nor I had access to, and which is an 

integral part of explanatory models-an issue I address in the interpretation section. 

Dell's grandmother describes Dell as having been more alert several years prior to beginning 

a new series of seizure medicines. She believes that by eliminating one round of pills during the days 

Dell is home with her, Dell will be less sleepy and therefore more responsive. Dell's teachers have 

talked with her about the increased intensity and frequency of Dell's seizure activity when she returns 

from weekends at home. She acknowledges their concern for her granddaughter, but she believes that 

the large amount of medication accounts for Dell's constant sleepiness. 

Dell's paternal grandparents have raised Dell since she was three months old. Her mother was 

a young Ameri~::. Indian woman from another part of the United States. Dell contacted viral 

meningitis when she was a month old and spent the next several months in hospitals. Dell was left 

severely and multiply handicapped from the disease, and her grandparents offered to care for her. Dell 

is now ten years old and has been attending a special school on the reservation for the past three years. 
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IntemretatioD 

Dell's case clearly illustrates the potential for devastating consequences to occur when the 

cultural models for "successful treatment" differ between family memhers and service providers. In this 

case the decision regarding ievels and amounts of medication was determined by the biomedical 

community, with the expectation that the medication regime would be carried out on a daily basis by 

her care providers. Dell's care providers (her grandmother and family members, and the school staff 

and physicians) hold conflicting ideas regarding treatment of Dell's condition (increasing alertness versus 

controlling seizures) which result from radically different explanatory models informing their 

understanding of her disabling condition. 

The service providers' perspective on Dell's disabling condition differs from that held by her 

family in several ways: Although both perspectives view the seizure activity as resulting from the 

condition labelled "cerebral palsy," the service provider model focuses on the need to control seizures. 

While recognizing that the level of medication may contribute to the overall nonalertness (gr~'7iness, 

and other sleep-related behavior), they believe that the sleep-related behavior is part of the underlying 

condition, and that its increase is due to the "natural" course of the disease, rather than to the seizure 

control treatment. Dell's family'S model focuses on the effects of the treatment procedures on Dell's 

ability to function in their family. They believe that the seizure medication is directly responsible for 

her chronic sleepiness, and their goal is to alleviate some of this behavior through the reduction in 

medication when she is at horne. 

The belief that Dell's sleep behavior most probably results from the underlying disease, rather 

than from medication treatments, is a kind of specialized knowledge shared by teacher and physician 

which becomes an integral part of their explanatory models, influencing their treatment decisions. 

Researchers focusing on discursive practices in institutional settings (Mehan 1987, Cicourel1987) have 

clearly shown that interactional outcomes between bureaucrats and clients are affected by differences 
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in the distribution of knowledge when bureaucratic knowledge is restricted to insiders and inaccessible 

to clients. 

Differences in explanatory models are common sources of potential conflict in disability 

management, regardless of the social and cultural backgrounds of the decision makers. When disability 

management, and the decision making processes which contribute to it, are situated in cross-cultural 

contexts problems are exacerbated. 

Christina 

In addition to variation in cultural knowledge, cultural variability in discourse form and style 

also affects the ways that decisions in cross-cultural settings are framed, made and evaluated. Christina's 

case illustrates the role that discursive practices play in the construction of frustration and confusion 

experienced by families and care providers. 

Fieldnote Entry- January 18 1989 This has been a long and frustrating day of 

observing parent-teacher conferences in which the expectations of teachers about what 

would be discussed in the conference:: and the actual outcomes were totally at odds. 

It's probably the same for the parents-I hope I can get at their understanding as I 

talk to them about ~eir kids. One meeting in particular was seen as totally puzzling 

by the teachers. I took notes on this one, while holding little Christina on my lap

she's about eight, small for her age, has the characteristics of an FAS [Fetal Alcohol 

Syndrome] child-droopy eyelid, no easily identifiable speech, walks on her toes, 

underdeveloped facial features-although nobody seems to know for sure what caused 

her to be this way, she does need a lot of special assistance and this program seems 

to be meeting her needs fairly well. About a month ago I heard a rumor from distant 

relatives of Christina that her parents were upset over something that happe~ed at 

school, and that they were talking about withdrawing her from the program, and 

possibly bringing a lawsuit against the school district. The relatives didn't seem to 



know what the incident was, just that Christina's mother was "kinda mad about it." 

Although none of this information had been directly communicated from Christina's 

parents to the teachers, they had also heard similar rumors and were expecting that 

the issue would be discussed at the parent conference today. 
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During the conference the school staff (one O'odham. two non-Indian) who work with Chris-

tina spent most of the time explaining the different programs and activities that she does in the day 

school program and in the dorm program in the evenings. Neither parent asked any questions nor 

volunteered any information about her behavior at home on the weekends. nor expressed opinions 

about the goals set for Christina in the IEP (individualized educational pia:!). Near the end of the 

meeting one of the teachers asked, "Is there anything that you have questions about?" After about a 

ten second pause, the mother said, ·'Nothing." After signing the IEP forms the parents went with Chris-

tina to see her dorm room. 

The staff were quite frustrated at what had not happened in this meeting, and they made 

comments such as, 

We know they were angry with something that happened here, and here we are all prepared 
to talk about it with them, and did they talk about it-no way, so now is it over or what? 

I'm not sure what else we could have done. I didn't feel like bringing it up-especially since 
it felt like they didn't want to talk about it. 

Interpretation 

Decision makers as participants in face to face interaction bring to the encounter cultural 

models of expectations of what should be accomplished, and strategies for accomplishing tbose 

expectations. Decision makers also bring their interpretive strategies which enable them to make 

situated judgments regarding the on-going communicative process. If we focus on the expectations and 

interpretive strategies held by families of chronically ill children and non-Indian service providers as 
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they interact face to face (as illustrated in Christina's case) we can begin to understand the influence 

of cross-cultural communication on the management process. 

One of the techniques I used to study the decision making process (based on the work of 

Gumperz 1982, and other conversation-oriented researchers) involved observing face to face encounters 

in a variety of settings (families' homes, schools and clinics), and then interviewing the participants 

separately about their perceptions of what happened (or didn't happen) in these encounters. A pattern 

of interaction that I observed many times in schools on the reservation and in Indian Health Service 

clinics involves what conversational analysts call "routinized interactive exchanges". Family members 

and service providers would meet in face to face encounters to either discuss educational goals (as in 

Individualized Educational Plans [IEP) conferences) or health-related decisior.s (seizure medication, 

placement of hand brace on physically impaired child, a decision to perform surgery). These interactions 

have the following form: presentation of information by the service provider, presentation to families 

of a series of questions designed to "get at the facts," an invitation to parents to make comments 

(structured in the form of a question "Is there anything you'd like to know about this or What do you 

think about this"), and a conclusion to the encounter in the form of signing educational forms, or taking 

prescriptions to the clinic pharmacy. 

These exchanges are characterized by service providers as "very frustrating." 

This is what gets me-tbey kinda want to meet you, and yet they act like they don't care. They 
don't ask any questions, like Jimmy's grandmother-it seems like she's only half interested. 

We never hear what they really think-they agree to anything because they know we will stop 
talking if they do. 

I kept thinking they'd bring it up. I mean, it's not like we weren't aware of it-the grapevine 
is loose and fast around here. And I thought I gave them a chance-an opening-but nothing
just silence. 

When I talked with families about their percel'tions of the encounters they too had frustrat!ons. 
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It's always like this. They treat us like we don't have anything to say. And then of course it's 
questions, questions, questions-and when we do try to talk it seems like we're interrupted 
quite a bit. 

It seems like they already have their minds made up, and so why should we try to say 
anything. 

I tried to talk to them about physical therapy and they seem to listen, but yet not really. 

There are a number of historical and structural factors which have contributed to the formation 

of this routinized pattern of interaction (the exploitation of American Indian people during initial 

contact with whites, the on-going exploitation of O'odham people today, the institutionalization of 

relationships between Indian people and the bureaucracies set up to serve them). Although these points 

3re beyond the present discussion, a contributing factor to the formation of this routinized pattern of 

interaction which I introduce here is the effect of cultural variability in discourse form and style on face 

to face interaction. 

A critical source of variability between O'odham speakers and non-Indian service providers 

is the way in which information is elicited and provided. A conventional strategy used by O'odham 

speakers to provide information is through the use of narrative. Major points and supporting facts are 

embedded in stories. During a speaker's turn at talk, it is not appropriate for listeners to ask questions. 

make comments or otherwise interrupt the narrative. When the speaker's turn is ftnished there is a 

period of silence, followed by either comments on the topic or a change in topic and the speaker's turn. 

Service providers utilize strategies characterized as "bureaucratic discourse" by researchers studying 

the practices of disccurse in institutional settings (Cicourel 1987, Mehan 1983, Philips 1987). Service 

providers use of rigid question-answer formats, and their patterns of providing feedback during 

O'odham speakers' turns (in the form of clarification questions aud comments) often result in the 

elicitation of very little information. 

In an impressionistic analysis of Christina's case it seems reasonable to argue that the face to 

face encounter between her parents and her teachers followed the form of a routinized exchange in 
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which information was presented to the parents, parental input was solicited in question form, no parent 

comments were given, and the exchange concluded with the signing of educational forms. During this 

exchange there was no discussion of the critical issue of a change in program placement for Christina. 

a decision which requires family and agency input and consent (mandated by P.L. 94-142, Handicapped 

Children's Act). Nor was there any discussion of the incidents leading to the rumors of anger attributed 

to Christina's parents. 

Analysis of this encounter is focused on two levels-proximate outcomes and ultimate (long

term) influences on future interactions. Proximate outcomes of the exchange are that Christina 

remained in the program, the appropriate forms were signed, and although there were no explicit signs 

of conflict in the meeting, dissatisfaction was expressed by all participants in later discussions. Teachers 

voiced their disappointment and frustrations in comments such as those reported in the fieldnote entry 

above, and others, "1 don't know what else to do to get them to talk-I can't put words in their 

mouths." Their interpretations of the content of the meeting were based on cultural expectations of 

what should have been accomplished in the meeting (e.g., discussion of placement issue an~ rhe i!'6dent 

which upset the parents, in addition to the explicit goal of discussing educational objectives and 

activities), and on their expectations of how to accomplish the goal (e.g .• providing parents opportunities 

to introduce the issue in question). 

Christina's mother talked with me about her interpretations of the outcome of the meeting 

voicing similar frustration. The following comments are paraphrases of our conversation which took 

place at the rodeo fairgrounds several weeks after the parent-teacher meeting. 

1 don't know exactly what happened. I guess we were kinda waiting for somebody to bring it 

up. I was telling my mom that it seemed like they didn't want to talk about it. So we didn't say 

anything either. 
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Even though she had not directly communicated her concerns to the teachers, Christina's 

mother expected them to have knowledge of the incident, and to introduce discussion of it, She 

expected this because an important vehicle for communicating information in O'odham communities 

is through the use of third parties, People living in remote areas of the reservation, with limited access 

to telephones or transportation, often utilize third parties to disseminate information, for example, notes 

or verbal messages between service providers and families are often delivered through bus drivers. 

Third parties are also used to communicate potentially conflict-producing information. thus 

mitigating the potential for direct conflict between the parties involved, while at the same time insuring 

that individual viewpoints will be .. 'l-'ressed. A brief example from my fieldwork experiences illustrates 

the productive use of third-party communication strategies. During feast-day celebrations, most of the 

women in the village spend a majority of the time working in a central kitchen area, only leaving to 

attend church services or to participate in part of the activities. On one such occasion I was working 

with the women in the household where I was staying, when a younger member of the family motioned 

for me to leave the group with her. She told me privately that she had to leave and that she wouldn't 

be back until later in the evening. Rather than asking me to take care of her two young children, or 

to tell her mother and aunts who were working in the kitchen that she needed them to watch the 

children, she said, "I just wanted somebody to know ti:lat I'm gonoa be gone for awhile." When I 

communicated the information to her mother, she replied, "She knew I would get after her for leaving 

those kids .,. she's just going to run around and we need her here. That's why she told you." By using 

me as a third party for communicating controversial information, the young woman avoided conflict 

with her family and assured that her children would be cared for in her absence. In Christina's case, 

I am suggesting that Christina's mother's expectations for, and interpretations of, the face to face 

encounter were based on culturally held assumptions regarding information dissemination, conflict 

avcidance and topic control. She had discussed the incident with key people in the school district, and 
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she assumed this information would be communicated to her daughter's teachers. Based on previous 

bureaucratic interactions she expected the school staff to speak to the topic if they felt it was important. 

The ultimate result lies in the negative interpretations of the encounter held by the participants, 

and the ramifications of these evaluative feelings for future interactions between these specific parties 

and other family-agency encounters.3 Major differences in communicative resources lead to differences 

in interpretations regarding the nature of the interaction, and these differences are often interpreted in 

evaluative terms (Gumperz 1982). In Christina's case the family and service providers view each other 

with mutually-held negative propositions: "Those people are uncooperative, uncaring and insincere." 

Routinized interactional patterns maintained and exhibited in this particular encounter significantly 

increase the potential for future interactions between Christina's family and these service providers, and 

other family-agency encounters to result in frustration and dissatisfaction. 

31 am not attempting to represent psychological states of mind in a discussion of ''feelings.'' I am 
interpreting "evaluative feelings" from discursive representations in the interview material. 
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III. DECISION OUTCOMES FRAMEWORK 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter I focused on decision outcomes which result from interactions between 

family members and service providers. The interactions have taken place in decision making contexts 

and my task becomes an exploration of the factors that shape these contexts-<:ultural knowledge and 

discourse practices. In my study I am combining a structuralist approach focusing on cultural knowledge 

structures and a practice approach focusing on discourse in interaction in an attempt to understand the 

meanings behind decision outcomes. Shore reminds us that in attempting to understand how meaning 

is constructed, 

we need not choose between structuralist and praxis-oriented accounts. Formalist accounts of 
kno~lcdge structures employ constructs like schemata, mental models and prototype effects. 
Praxis-oriented perspectives treat meaning construction as a creative and ongoing process that 
accompanies practical activities and problem solving and involves analysis of "discourses" in 
-experience rather than structures of experience (1991:11). 

I view decision making as a complex social process involving many kinds of knowledge and many 

strategies, which are constantly evolving and emerging from interaction in multiple contexts. 

In anthropology there is an extensive literature on decision making procc:..ses. In the first part 

of this chapter I review part of this literature and critique the major models utilized by anthropologists. 

One of my major criticisms of this work lies in the decontextualized nature of the data on which 

analyses are based. Rather than looking at how people use tacit, taken-for-granted knowledge-<:ultural 

knowledge-in the interactional process of making decisions, these approaches either focus on specific 

decision criteria elicited through ethnosemantic techniques or on external variables, such as health ~re 

costs. Even newer approaches which utilize narrative discourse rather than relying on data such as 

specific terminolGgical systems, do not attend to the interactional contexts in which decisions are made. 

In the second section I introduce an interactive, modular framework for looking at cultural knowledge 

and discourse practices underlying decision outcomes. 
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REVIEW OF DECISION MAKING LITERATURE 

The influence of cultural knowledge on the decision making process has been given little 

attention in anthropological studies. In Mathews' (1982) recent review of the major approaches to 

decision making within anthropology she finds two divergent approaches. The approach used by 

cognitive anthropologists (H.Gladwin and Murtaugh 1984, Quinn 1976, C. Gladwin 1980, Young 1980) 

attempts to characterize the processes which individuals use to make choices between several complex 

alternatives. A fundamental assumption of these natural decision making studies is that individuals 

simplify complex decisions by reducing them to simpler forms (Quinn 1976:332). The other approach 

(Barlett 1980, Chibnik 1980) "develops statistical proflles of individuals who select different options in 

a given choice" (Nardi 1983:698). The focus of both approaches is on "external" factors utilized by 

decision makers as evaluation criteria, for example, costs of II!edical treatments, weather conditions and 

availability of transportation. Cultural and environmental factors are identified which account for and 

predict actual decision outcomes with little attention to influences of internal factors, such as, ''values. 

beliefs, aspirations, and ambitions" (Nardi 1983:698) held by those decision makers. These subjective 

internal factors involve cultural knowledge, or "folk" knowledge, which influence the way that decisions 

are framed and made (Nardi 1983). The major task of the decision maker in both approaches is to 

evaluate external criteria which are subject to change over time, and to select options from particular 

choices. Nardi and others argue for the inclusion of "the decision maker'S internal attitudes. beliefs, and 

world view" (1983:698) in the decision making process, an approach taken up here. 

Before describing in detail a modular decision making process I review the broader decision 

making literature as it relates to anthropological concerns. Keeping in mind Mathews' (1982) dichotomy, 

anthropologists have used a decision making perspective to view human behavior in two major areas 

of theoretical interest: variability in social structure, or "kin-group composition" studies (Quinn 1975); 

and variability in naturai decision making domains, such as studies of economic and agricultural 
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decisions (c. Gladwin 1983), and health care behavior, specifically in the area of health seeking 

behaviors (Kroeger 1983, Garro 1986b). 

Social Structure Decision Models Quinn (1975) reviews nine decision models in her discussion 

of the development of decision models applied to the study of social structure. Earlier models attempted 

to identify and enumeratl'.: "exhaustive listings" of the criteria utilized in kin-group composition. while 

more recent models attempt to specify how decision criteria are used in "actual" dc;:cisions. Later 

models attempt to formalize the process so that predictions can be made about individual decisions and 

the resulting kin-group patterns. Three types of models which move beyond the limits of earlier decision 

models include "information processing models" (residence studies of Geoghegan 1969, Fjellman 1976). 

focusing on observable social and economic status characteristics; "retrodictive models" (studies by 

Horowitz 1967, Howard 1970, Monberg 1970) focusing on the correlation between demographic data 

and the distribution of actual choices; and Keesing's (1970) "model of cultural principles," which 

identifies and orders culturally-shared principles used in each step of the decision process regarding 

residence decisions of orphaned Kwaio children. Quinn argues that while these models are highly 

predictive of choices based on "observable" constraints of the decision maker, for example status 

characteristics, none of these models account for the ways that individual decision makers make 

"subjective" evaluations "of multiple criteria in natural decision-making situations" (1975:43). Quinn 

notes that models which attend to "multi-dimensional" or "multi-attribute" criteria in natural decision 

making situations are found in cognitive psychology (Tversky 1972, 1969, Shepard 1964). 

Natural Decision Making Domains Natural decision making processes have been investigated 

by anthropologists employing behavioral decision research to everyday activities (e.g., Murtaugh 1984 

on American grocery shopping decisions). Behavioral decision research offers two general classes of 

models, compensatory (or linear additive), and noncompc;:nsatory (or hierarchical) models for describing 

decision processes. Despite experimental evidence for both types of models, anthropologists interested 

in describing natural decision processes have clearly rejected compensatory models because of high 
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computational demands placed on the decision maker (Einhorn and Hogarth 1981). Linear 

compensatory models, having their roots in clas:>ical economics, involves a process of "additive 

weighting;' in which "a decision maker evaluates an alternative by summing the values of all its 

attributes, after these values have first been weighted by the decision maker's judgment of the 

attributes' relative importance" (Murtaugh 1984:243). The prototypical example of additive weighting 

decision making is the new car buyer who makes a list of desired attributes (fuel economy, price, color, 

etc.), assigns a weight to each attribute based on importance or value of attribute, evaluates each car 

based on the weighted criteria, and makes a decision based on the highest score. The process is 

compensatory because low scores on some attributes can be "traded-off," or compensated for, high 

scores on others. As models for the ways that people make choices in their daily lives, compensatory 

models are criticized for being "computationally too difficult to correspond to the process by which 

people actually make decisions" (Murtaugh 1984:243). Cognitive psychologists, utilizing experimental 

evidence have rejected these models as adequate descriptors of how complex decisions are made: When 

faced with an important decision, people appear to search for an analysis of the situation and a 

compelling principle of choice which will resolve the decision problem by offering a clear-cut choice 

without relying on estimation of relative weights or on numerical computations (Tversky 1972:297). 

Noncompensatory models, widely known in anthropology as "hierarchical decision modeling" 

(HDM), are based on suggestions from cognitive psychology that decision makers reduce complex 

decisions to simpler forms by using a series of "simplifying heuristics" which allow them to evaluate 

alternatives in stages (Quinn 1976). Two important heuristics which have been incorporated as general 

principles of hierarchical decision models include "satisficing" (Simon 1957) and "criterion ordering" 

(Tversky 1972). The satisficing rule allows decision makers to choose the first satisfactory alternative 

from among available ones by evaluating whether each attribute is satisfactory, "weeding out" unsatis

factory alternatives, thus saving time and effort from further searching. The satisficing rule is often 

viewed in formal hierarchical models as the "first stage" of the decision process, "one that weeds out 
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clearly undesirable alternatives and leaves the decision maker with a set of acceptable alternatives to 

choose from in a subsequent "stage 2" (Murtaugh 1984:243). 

Criterion ordering is a process in which decision makers consider one criterion at a time, 

evaluating alternatives by applying the most important criteria first. "Those alternatives are chosen 

which are best with regard to the first-ordered criterion (or, in a version of the models called 

"lexicographic semi-ordering," if they are so similar that they are judged equivalent [Tversky 1969:32),) 

the second-ordered criterion is then introduced for selecting among them, and so on until a single alter

native remains" (Quinn 1976:333). An important assumption which allows for consideration of 

"internal" factors influencing choice, is that the order of judged importance of the criteria is not fixed 

prior to the multistage process, but that the decision maker selects a new criterion at each stage, 

weighing its importance in relation to the remaining criteria. This process, known as "elimination by 

aspects" (Tversky 1972), "allows for the notion that, at different moments in time, the decision maker's 

state of mind, with respect to the relative importance of criteria, may be different" (Quinn 1976:333). 

For example, a car-buyer might decide that fuel economy was the most important criterion for 

purchasing a new automobile. Applying this criterion, she eliminates from consideration all cars that 

don't have a high fuel economy rating, and then chooses from this group, applying a different criterion, 

such as price. Multistage, or hierarchical, models are noncompensatory in that a high value on one 

attribute dimension does not compensate for a low value on another dimension. 

Hierarchical decision modeling has been widely used by anthropologists as a formal approach 

for modeling decisions made on a range of topics, including: gender-based division of labor within 

mainstream American households (Mukhopadhyay 1984); energy-efficient automobile choices (H. 

Gladwin and Murtaugh 1984); adoption of varieties of maize by Kenyan farmers (Franzel 1984): 

gardening as adaptive strategies for small-farm families in Florida (c. Gladwin and Butler 1984); and 

social and environmental impact of strip mining on the Navajo Reservation (Schoepfle, Burton and 

Morgan 1984). The research design of these studies is based on a formal approach used by Gladwin 
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(1976) to model agricultural decisions made by farmers. Ethnosemantic data elicited from informants 

in the form of "decision criteria," "particular opinions which farmers have, or situations they 

experience. which cause them to select one alternative over others" (Franzel 1984:200), is organized 

in a flow chart, often called a "decision tree model," which is then used to predict farmers' actual 

decisions regarding such matters as adoption of new planting methods and cropping choices. 

CritiQue of Ethnoscientific Decision Studies Many of the criticisms leveled against early 

ethnoscientific work (d. Keesing 1972 for a critique of ethnoscientific methodology) are applicable to 

decision making models based on the general principles of ethnoscience. These criticisms address the 

decontextua1ized nature of the data; the presuppositions of informant homogeneity; the treatment of 

cultural knowledge categories (cognitive tasks) as discrete entities; the assumption of cross-cultural 

equivalency of semantic domains; and the inability of models of lexicon organization to accurately 

reflect overall schemes of knowledge used in decision making. 

A major problem of ethnosemantic analysis techniques applied to specific lexical domains lies 

in the decontextua1ized nature of the data. Terminological systems are isolated from the context of 

other domains, or systems of knowledge, existing within the culture studied. For example, decision 

criteria utilized by Kenyan farmers for planting specific varieties of maize are isolated from other 

knowledge systems, such as traditional planting beliefs, and they are separated from a larger farming 

system context which includes such influences as personal objectives of farm families. availability of 

local resources and their varied utilization, and personal constraints on decision makers (Franzel 

1984:206). Decision making processes are treated as narrowly-bounded, discrete problem solving tasks. 

rather than as global processes involving multiple kinds of knowledge, utilizing complex strategies 

(Quinn 1976). A second problem occurs when lexemes are isolated from the discursive context in which 

they are used. Such decontextualization of terms provides only a partial picture of their polysemous 

nature. For example, a disease term (or any term in a semantic domain) has multiple meanings 
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depending on who is using it, in what situation it is used, for what reason it is used, and at what point 

in the illness episode is it used (Good 1983). 

A second criticism of natural decision making studies which rely on ethnosemantic methods 

involves the inability of these models to account for intracultural diversity (Chibnik 1980). 

Ethnosemantically-based studies consistently fail to deal with diversity in the target society because they 

fail to address individual variation. There is an assumption of homogeneity of informants, with little 

attention to systematic differences in cultural knowledge among decision makers. For example, Frake 

(1961) interpreted interinformant diversity in medical categories as lack of knowledge held by 

individuals rather than as intracultural variability in knOWledge. Attention to intracultural variation is 

vitally important in a study of cross-cultural communication because there is a tendency towards 

attributing one set of belief systems and a set of discourse styles to one cultural group, and a different 

set to the other group, as though cultural knowledge and discourse systems were monolithic structures 

to which all community members subscribed. For analytic purposes in the chapter on care decisions I 

focused on cultural models and discursive strategies in which variation and diversity between families 

and service providers was emphasized, with little attention to variation within those groups. But Chapter 

V discusses intracultural variation in detail. 

In addition to failing to account for intracultural diversity of knowledge held by community 

members, ethnosemantic studies also view categories of knowledge utilized in decision making as 

discrete entities, rigidly defined categories with meanings agreed upon by all who use them. Little 

consideration is given to situations in which different people use different features in classification but 

share some categories and appear to communicate competently. For example, in American culture 

"stress" and "flu" are folk categories of illness which have many different features with multiple 

:neanings and yet seem to be "specifically-ambiguous" enough to be talked about as though they had 

shared meanings (Nichter personal communication). 
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A major criticism of ethnoscientific decision making studies is that the models for organization 

of the lexicon are not actually reflective of a "general knowing." Nardi voices this critique of early 

cognitive-focused attempts to define decision making processes: 

... it does seem that whittling down the ethnographic enterprise to the study of very narrowly 
defined cognitive tasks leaves scant room for discovering the overall scheme of knowledge 
brought to bear in everyday problem solving and understanding (1983:697). 

It is now generally recognized that processes of everyday understanding, such as decision making and 

classification, are highly complex and draw on a wide spectrum of knowledge bases, and a variety of 

strategies for utilizing knowledge (Quinn 1976, Nardi 1983, Young 1981). 

Health Care Decision Models Health seeking behavior in developing countries is an important 

research topic in both anthropological and socio-medical health care research. In Kroeger's (1983) 

comprehensive review of the extensive literature on health seeking behavior he discusses the two major 

conceptual frameworks developed for looking at people's decisions to seek health care, and to make 

choices regarding types of health services. Tli\!se are "pathway models" which describe illness behavior 

as a process involving different steps, or stages in decision making; and "determmants" models which 

attempt to isolate sets of "explanatory variables" or "determinants" which influence choice of health 

services. While the ultimate focus of both models is to "attempt to put some order into the mass of 

possible interacting variables" (1983:147), the research methodology and the particular variables 

selected for attention ale quite different. Pathway models are based on qualitative research, mainly 

utilized by meecal anthropologists whose focus is often on the influence of nonWestern etiological 

concepts on treatment choices (Suchman 1965, Fabrega 1972, Igun 1979, Chrisman 1977). Empirical 

data from determinants models is quantitative epidemiological data utilized by socio-medical health 

researchers interested in factors such as accessibility of services, costs of care, and levels of education 

(Ludwig and Gibson 1969, Shuval 1981, Anderson 1968). 

The most widely used model in health. care research to date is a determinants model suggested 

by Anderson (1968), and modified by The International collaborative Study of Health Care (Kohn and 
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White 1976). Explanatory variables influencing health seeking behavior are classified into three groups 

of factors: (i) "predisposing factors" (e.g. characteristics of the health consumer, including age, sex, 

household and family composition and levels of education, and characteristics of the disorder. including 

severity, etiological beliefs, and chronicity), (ii) "enabling factors" (e.g. geographical accessibility of 

regular source of care, health insurance, communication between healers and patients and income 

security), and (iii) health services system factors (e.g. kinds of health care services available) (Kroeger 

1983:148). 

Kroeger criticizes both approaches to health care decision making noting that researchers 

utilizing either model focus on a few selected explanatory variables, while ignoring most other variables. 

Medical anthropologists rarely attempt to provide "a careful analysis of the interaction between 

explanatory variables", while socio-medical scholars relying on "computer-produced correlation matrices 

for studying decision trees" routinely ignore limitations of this rese<:rch design (1983:157). 

Kroeger's criticisms of both approaches to health care decision making raise maDY of the same 

issues involved in problems associated with the majority of anthropological decision studies reviewed 

above. These concerns include the decontextuaIized nature of the data, a uni-dimensional view of 

decision making and a focus on external factors influencing choices. Explanatory variables are isolated 

from other systems of variables existing in communities which possibly influence health seeking 

behavior, for example, the nature of social relations between practitioners and clients (Nichter and 

Nordstrom 1989). Explanatory variables are also isolated from the context of the larger health system 

which includes multiple health related variables, for example practitioner-client communication, illness 

etiology and availability of over-the-counter medicines. These studies treat health seekiLg behavior as 

narrowly-bounded, discrete problem solving tasks directed by pre-determined sets of variables, or as 

stages in a process, rather than as a complex, multidimensional process. The focus of these studies is 

on factors which are external to the decision maker (costs, accessibility, education), rather than on the 

influence of internal factors, such as personal healing or medication preferences, culturally influenced 
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values, and a variety of knowledge bases. As medical anthropologists Nichter and Nordstrom noted in 

their recent study of Sri Lankan health seeking behavior: 

The dynamics of health care seeking is multidimensional. To focus on single explanatory factors 
(e.g. access to and availability of health care resources. beliefs abo·.1t eti0iogy, the commodifica
tion of health, the economics of health, or patient-practitioner relations) is to obscure the 
complexities of decision making (1989:383). 

A NEW MODEL FOR DECISION OUTCOMES 

These criticisms of decision making models signal a change in the way that decision making as 

a process is being looked at in recent anthropological work. Decision making has been shown to be a 

highly complex, context-sensitive process involving "complex strategies drawing on variegated 

representations of knowledge and several ways of utilizing thee in the decision process" (Nardi 

1983:697, Nichter and Nordstrom 1989, Mathews 1983). In order to describe an emergent, evolving 

process a model is needed that will account for ways that individual decision makers make subjective 

evaluations of multiple criteria in natural decision making situations. The model must be able to account 

for both external and internal factors which decision makers judge against immediate and historical 

contexts. 

One model for studying decision making that provides useful tools in cross-cultt:ral contexts 

comes out of the work by cognitive anthropologists who focus on the concept of "cultural knowledge 

schemas," often called "cultural models." These are models for the way that cultural knowledge, or 

"everyday" knowledge, is organized. and used by people as they understand and experience their daily 

lives. Cognitive anthropologists derme cultural knowledge as "shared presuppositions about the world" 

which play "an enormous role in human understanding" (Holland and Quinn 1987:vii). They argue that 

such cultural knowledge is organized as "sequences of prototypical events-schemas that we call cultural 

models and that are themselves hierarchically related to other cultural knowledge" (vii). Cultural 

models are dermed by Holland and Quinn as 
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presupposed, taken-for-granted models of the world that are widely shared (although not 
necessariiy to the exclusion of other, alternative models) by the members of a society and that 
play an enormous role in their understanding of that world and their behavior in it (1987:4). 

Cognitive anthropologists focus on culture as "shared knowledge," asking questions such as. 

What must people know "in order to act as they do, make the things they make. and interpret their 

experience in the distinctive way they do" (Holland and Quinn 1987:4, Goodenough 1957). This is a 

difficult area to access since knowledge that is used to understand experiences seems to be largely based 

on taken-for-granted, tacit assumptions. Yet the data for analysis of cultural knowledge is often linguis-

tic data, leading to analysis of "what one needs to know in order to say culturally acceptable things 

about the world" (Holland and Quinn 1987:4). The central methodological problem faced by research-

ers !ooking at tacitly-held propositions about the world is how to reconstruct knowledge that is often 

"unsaid", implicitly or only indirectly reflected in discourse. Unlike earlier cognitive approaches which 

relied on ethnosemantic analysis techniques of specific lexical domains, the newer approach focuses on 

language at the level oi discourse, and uses discourse analysis techniques to infer cultural models. 

Discourse in the form of illness narratives is a critical research site utilized by medical 

anthropologists interested in elucidating the social aspects of illness by studying the processes by which 

meaning is created out of illness experiences (Kleinman 1988, Nichter 1987, Nichter and Nordstrofl1 

1989, Good 1977 and Price 1987). Analyzing and interpreting illness narratives has been advocated as 

a "mandate" for a major undertaking in medical anthropology: " ... such an undertaking demands that 

we move from studies of how predisposing, enabling and service factors influence health care behavior 

at large to studies of illness narrative and life history" (Nichter and Nordstrom 1989:386). 

The clinical importance of illness narratives has recently been noted by physicians and medical 

anthropologists in the field of chronic illness. The interpreration of illness narratives has been argued 

by Kleinman, to be "a core task in the work of doctoring" because 

illness has meaning; and to understand how it obtains meaning is to understand something 
fundamental about illness, about care, and perhaps about life generally ... illness narratives 
edify us about how life problems are created, controlled, made meaningful. They also tell us 
about the way cultural values and social relations shape how we perceive and monitor our 
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bodies, label and categorize bodily symptoms, interpret complaints in the particular context of 
our life situation; we express our distress through bodily idioms that are both peculiar to 
distinctive cultural worlds and constrained by our shared human condition (1988:xii,xiv). 

Kleinman and others interested in improving clinical interaction between practitioners and clients utilize 

information from illness narratives of their patients to understand the patient's perspective of specific 

episodes of illness. Perspectives of illness which patients, families and practitioners hold are called 

"explanatory models." Explanatory models are descriptions of notions regarding the cause of the illness 

(etiological notions), symptom onset and history of the condition (pathophysiology), effects of the illness 

on family and others, and treatments desired or utilized. Explanatory models contain cultural knowledge 

about etiology and treatment, with affective propositions embedded in them. 

Explanatory models are responses to urgent life circumstances. Thus, they are justifications for 
practical action more than statements of a theoretical and rigorous nature. Indeed, they are 
most oft~n tacit, or at least partially so. Not infrequently, they contain contradictions and shift 
in content. They are our representations of the cultural flow of life experience; ... these mod
els-which can be thought of as cognitive maps-are anchored in strong emotions, feelings that 
are difficult to express openly and that strongly color one person's reaction to another's 
explanatory models (Kleinman 1988:122). 

Kleinman argues that radical differences in explanatory models held by patients and physicians are 

sources of conflicts in the management of chronic illness. 

One of the essential implications of concepts like the patient's explanatory model and illness 
problems is that conflicts may arise in the doctor-patient relationship. These in turn cause 
patient dissatisfaction, noncompliance, and poor care (Kleinman and Katon 1980:353). 

Kleinman's explanatory model format provides a powerful tool for comparing illness meanings held by 

the decision makers involved in disability management. Even researchers who strongly advocate a 

formal models approach to health behavior call for supplementing their analyses with information 

regarding explanatory models and cultural knowledge. One such researcher, Garro, argues that in order 

to better understand treatment decisions regarding chronic illness 

it is also necessary to understand the often rich and complicated histories associated with them 
and the belief systems generated through previous experience (1986b:185). 

Cognitively-focused researchers, such as Price (1987), Nardi (1983) and Mathews (1983), who are 

interested in the social, rather than the biomedical aspects of health and illness use narratives to analyze how 
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cultural knowledge schemas are used in the understanding process. Price focuses on the viewpoints and common 

ideas, the cultural propositions and cultural assumptions, which Ecuadorian women hold regarding social roles 

in illness situations. For example, she suggests that illness narratives are vehicles for communicating about 

appropriate roles and behavior which family members "should" practice when people are ill. We will see that 

for O'odham people, illness narratives reveal cultural models regarding responsibility in disability management. 

Such narrations play an important role in decision making processes utilized by O'odham families and non

Indian service providers. 

In the beginning of this chapter! proposed to construct a general framework from which to look at 

decision outcomes. Thus far I have suggested viewing decision making as a highly complex process drawing on 

a wide spectrum of knowledge bases and a variety of strategies, constantly evolving and emerging from 

interaction in multiple contexts. ! am arguing for an interactive, modular approach to decision making in which 

decision makers are required to consult cultural models, and the strategies based on the understandings of the 

models, against a multidimensional context. The reason for a focus on interaction is that discourse in which 

cultural models emerge is produced in face-to-face interaction in social and cultural contexts, and these contexts 

are also being interactionally produced. In spite of the emphasis on the use of illness narratives by many 

researchers looking at the social and cultural meanings of illness, interactional strategies are neglected. 

Narratives are socially-constructed and interactionally accomplished events (Labov and Waletzky 1967). In other 

words narratives are getting told to people by people in interactional contexts which are on-going productions. 

I am going to show in Chapter VI that in order for narratives to emerge at all in O'odham interactions the way 

the interactional context is produced through the negotiation of participant structuring and discourse genres is 

critical. 

Cognitive anthropologists acknowledge that cultural meaning systems are "only one set of variables ... 

which influence what people do and think" (D'Andrade 1990:65), and yet there is little attention to how cultural 

knowledge is influenced, shaped and constrained by the larger social and cultural worlds in which it is 

embedded. In order to more accurately reflect how people use culturally constituted knowledge in their everyday 
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understandings of the world. the process must be placed in that world. This means that a focus on cultural 

models underlying beliefs and practices must address the social and interactive nature of language, knowledge 

and action. The discourse in which cultural knowledge is embedded must be examined in an approach which 

focuses on, and illuminates its interactive nature; for this I tum to theories and methods from sociolinguistics. 

The study of language in usc in its social and cultural contexts is the focus of a wide variety of 

approaches in the field of sociolinguistics. My study of cross-cultural communication draws from a range of these 

approaches, including the ethnography of communication (Hymes 1974, Gumperz 1972), social interaction 

(Sacks. Schegloff and Jefferson 1974, Goffman 1974) and discourse analysis (Cicourel 1980. Labov 1982. 

Gumperz 1982). Although coming out of different academic disciplines these approaches all point to the 

necessity of looking at the socio-cultural dimensions of discourse. In the following review of these approaches 

I focus on concepts which are central in my study. 

Studies in the ethnography of communication tradition are concerned with functional diversity in 

language usc, the characterization of linguistic diversity and its social organization, and with cultural variation 

within and across societies (Hymes 1974). One of the fundamental concepts of this approach central to the study 

of cross-cultural communication is the complex interrelatedness of language form and language function. The 

structure of language changes as the function changes, for example, the form of language used in presenting 

papers at academic meetings, chatting during meal preparation and talking in faculty meetings differs in all three 

situations for English speakers. A major contribution of this approach is that different cultures usc language in 

different ways, (Hymes 1966), such that systems of functions cannot be taken for granted cross-culturally. A 

second important focus is on identifying the linguistic resources available to speakers within cultures. Verbal 

genres are one type of linguistic resource which playa key role in communication in this study. Genres arc 

speech activities which exhibit characteristic structural qualities, such as specific framing C:evices which mark 

or bound them as distinct forms of speech. They are identified by routinized language and often recognized as 

distinct types of speech by the speakers of the language. I will show that the genre of narrative is a central 

speech activity in O'odham discourse. It is in narrative where lay people exhibit models of illness. 
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Social interactionists (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974, Goffman 1974) maintain that discourse is 

an interactional achievement produced or accomplished by co-participants in an on-going process of talk. The 

focus of this approach is on the cooperative or social construction of reality in which meaning is jointly 

constructed during the interactional process. Discourse (and cultural models) should be analyzed "as something 

"produced" over time ... rather than born naturally whole out of the speaker's forehead, the delivery of a 

cognitive plan" (Schegloff 1982:73). The form and content of discourse is partially shaped by the interactive 

"collaboration" of participants situated within particular contexts. 

A key focus of this tradition is on the local organization of talk as it is constructed by participants in 

a "moment by moment" sequential process regulated by turns at talk, or turn-taking mechanisms (Sacks, 

Schegloff and Jefferson 1974). Turn-exchange rules are seen as accounting for ways that speakers alternate turns 

at talk, such that the next speaker is often designated by the current speaker, or the next speaker self-selects. 

or the current speaker continues to talk. Designation of the Iiext speaker is accomplished through both nonverbal 

and verbal means. Tum-taking techniques are also regulated by the "interdependence of utterances" located in 

"adjacency pairs," such that the relationship between a question-response pair is seen as a requirement for hear

ers to respond. The first pair-part (the question) creates a space for the occurrence of the second pair-part (the 

response), to which the hearer must reply, or the non-occurrence of a reply will be seen as an "official absence" 

(Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974). Researchers looking at cultural variation in the regulation of talk (Philips 

1976, Scollon and Scollon 1981) point out the necessity of looking at tum-taking techniques used by speakers 

in other cultures which are non-locally organized. I discuss this point in Chapter VI. 

Discourse analytic approaches with which I will be concerned here emphasize the strategic and con

scious role of the individual involved in face-te-face interaction. Communicative involvement is viewed as a goal

directed activity in which speakers and hearers c.xploit strategies to reach their goals. Cross-cultural communica

tion research has shown that discourse strategies, which exploit a wide variety of communicative resources, play 

a fundamental role in miscommunication between speakers of different cultural backgrounds (Gumperz 1982. 

Philips 1983, Scollon and Scollon 1981, Erickson 1979). Researchers in this tradition focus on the culturally-
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specific elements of discourse form and practice which yield differences in interpretation and often consequent 

miscommunication. For instance, among the culturally-variable communicative resources reviewed in Gumperz 

(1982) are: question-asking strategies, listening strategies, (including making or withholding comments during 

a speaker's turn, and providing listener feedback in the form of backchannel cues), strategies for providing and 

eliciting information, patterns for taking turns at talk, conventions for elaboration of points, and politeness rules 

regulating talk in public situations. Major differences in communicative resources lead to differences in interpre

tations of what is happening during interaction. Gumperz (1982) points out that these differences are often inter

preted in evaluative terms. Tl-is is certainly true for the O'odham case. Families are often seen by service pro

viders as uncaring, unfriendly, uninvolved, uncooperative and nonsupportive; service providers are often viewed 

by families as aggressive, intrusive, abrupt, and insincere. Discourse analysts label these interpretations as 

"misjudgments of the speaker's intent." These misjudgments virtually destroy the potential for effective commu

nication in the decision making process between O'odham families and service providers. 

Researchers addressing the importance in interaction of relations between the social organization of 

knowledge and the practices of discourse in institutional settings maintain that differences in language use 

contributes to miscommunication. In medical, educational and legal bureaucracies, differences in the distribution 

of knowledge influence the process of face to face interaction. These researchers (Mehan 1987, Philips 1987, 

Cicourcl 1987) focus on how knowledge differentiated by institutional role (professional versus client) affects 

interactional outcomes, and they focus on how bureaucratic language and knowledge is often restricted to 

insiders and is inaccessible to clients. 

In Chapters IV, V, and VI, I use an interactional approach combined with a cultural models approach 

to explore cultural knowledge and discourse practices represented in various interactional contexts. 
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Social and cultural differences in interpretive perspectives which shape the nature and 

consequences of discourse in cross-cultural decision making contexts are in turn shaped by cultural 

knowledge regarding cause and treatment of illness, and the discourse in which it is represented. In 

order tc analyze miscommunication which results from cultural differences in language and knowledge. 

these differences must be clearly explicated. I am using social interactional theory integrated with a 

cultural models approach to look at both knowledge held by speakers, and at the communications which 

take place. 

In this chapter I describe cultural knowledge structures and discourse processes which constitute 

a part of O'odham health and illness knowledge (lad practices. Specifically I focus on how some elderly 

O'odham people explain and think about the causes and treatments of chronic illness, disabling 

conditions, sickness and general misfortune. Major questions I address include, What are the characteris

tic discourse practices in which illness beliefs and knowledge are represented, what are the cultural 

themes which organize health and illness knowledge and how is cultural knowledge organized. The 

textual material I analyze comes from tape-recorded open-ended interviews with twelve cldedy 

O'odham speakers, conducted in O'odham. 

I have organized this chapter to reflect my two major objectives for analyzing textual material. 

The first section focuses on discursive strategies, linguistic forms, and discourse genres utilized by 

O'odham speakers to create discourse coherence as they talk about the topic of illness. In the second 

section I reconstruct the cultural understandings of chronic illness that underlie discourse about illness 

and which make such discourse comprehensible. 
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DISCOURSE PRACTICES: STRATEGIES AND GENRES 

Discourse Strategie~ 

The most salient feature of discourse on etiology and treatment is the use of vague speech. 

formulaic phrases and conventional routines to refer to potentially powerful, or potentially negative. 

information about persons, disabling conditions or actions. Speech which describes handicapping 

conditions, or refers to persons with handicaps, or refers to ways of speaking, thinking or acting, or to 

the consequences of such actions utilizes patterns of linguistic indirectness and ambiguity. 

In the O'odham system of health and illness the things people say, think, and do have material 

form in sickness and misfortune. The type of speech which embodies this central proposition is vague, 

ambiguous, and nonspecific. "Talking about", has '0 'a'a~a, "thinking about", has '0 'elidad, and "doing 

things", has '0 'e-ju: are "dangerous", s-ta-e·bidma. Discourse on causes and prevention of chronic 

illness and disabling conditions is stated in formulaic expressions representing prohibited activities in 

the arena of talk, thoughts, and actions. Pi 'amhu ge has 0 'elida<b "[one I shouldn't be thinking any 

way" is a formulaic expression which fits a paradigm that recurs throughout the texts. 

Formulaic paradigms are identifiable through "co-occurrent selections of phonological. prosodic, 

morphological and lexical options" (Gumperz 1982:133), and are, in Fillmore's (1976) terms, a regular 

part of natural language in which "an eiiormous amount ... is formulaic, automatic, and rehearsed. 

rather than propositional, creative or freely generated" (cited in Gumperz 1982:133). A major 

implication of formulaic language is that "meaning cannot be adequately described by lexical glosses" 

(Gumperz 1982:134), such that the usc of formulaic paradigms requires participants in interaction to 

negotiate meaning based on shared cultural understandings of tacit knowledge. Formulaic expressions 

recurring in O'odham discourse represented here are conventionalized ways of talking about knowledge 

of how to treat people and animals with differences, and in so doing. how to prevent illness and 

misfortune. Formulaic expressions.. such as pi 'amhu ~e has 0 ,"one should not ... ", playa major role 
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in communicating meaning about underlying assumptions of the power of words, thoughts, and actions 

in causing illness and misfortune. 

The formulaicness of O'odham phrases which stresses how people should think. talk. and act 

is marked both syntactically and lexically. Phrases (1-3) illustrate the basic linguistic construction in 

which the fundamental idea is embedded. 

(1) Hegam pi 'amhu ge has 0 'elidad 
they NEG LOC EMPH any way FUT thinking 
they shouldn't think any way 

(2) matt pi 'amhu ge s-ke:idad 

(3) 

that-we NEG LOC EM PH hate, scold, rebuke 
that we shouldn't be mean 

mats pi 'abhu hedi has 0 'a: 
that:REP NEG LOC nobody any way FUT say 
that it is said no one should say anything 

The basic construction takes the form of an admonition which specifies that someone shQuld not do 

something (to people with handicapping conditions). The admonition contains two parts: the first part 

often contains pronominal references, the negative form, and locative forms; the second part contains 

the prohibited activities often stated in the future imperfective (Q + verb + -~). A marker of 

emphasis, ~, is often placed between the two parts of the admonition strl'!ssing the importance of the 

information whic!1 follows it. Example (4) illustrates the two-part admonition form: 

(4) Hegam pi 'amhu ge has 0 'elidad 
they NEG LOC EMPH about FUT thinking 
they shouldn't think any way 

The function of the locative forms ('a mho, 'amhu, ~) in conjunction with the negative form. l2i, 

appears to be to mitigate the harshness of a direct imperative such as "don't (do this)", so that pi 'amhu 

glosses as "shouldn't". It suggests a modal of possibility, ("maybe you shouldn't do this") rather than 

an absolute dictum which must be followed. When I asked O'odharn speakers about the function of 

these forms they provided many examples contrasting the difference in locative use between "giving 

advice," and "giving commands." They explained that when people are giving general advice to others 
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about how to act, or when a speaker i~ talking about the kinds of admonitions told to them by elders 

in the past, they use the form pi 'amhu, "shouldn't", or its dialect variants. When giving a direct 

command to someone, such as a parent telling their child not to make fun of handicapped people, the 

form lm!!!!! is used, pi GMHU 2'e ha-nank~d, "DON'T make fun of them." As Catherine Ross said. 

"Pi Whu is much more direct-I'm telling you-here-now, like a command~on't do this."l Some 

speakers omit the locative form, using the intensifier, ~, to signal "never", illustrated in this 

statement about activities which are prohibited for men whose wives are pregnant, Cioj. nopi hab wu~ 

'o:2'8i g 'ali PI 0 ~AI 'AI ha'icu ju' 2' huawl "[A) man, because he is the father of the child shouldn't 

ever do anything to the deer." 

The use of the stress marker ~ is optional in the admonition format although it appears quite 

regularly in the texts. In my discussions with O'odham speakers about the significance of~, they gave 

many examples of admonitions which follow this same pattern. They explained that ~ reminded people 

of the importance of listening to the information being provided by elders. Catherine Ross also 

illustrated the meaning of ~ by providing the following example, He2'8i '0 q GE ma:kai, "That one is 

a medicine person," in which ~ signals to listeners the importance of "medicine person," and indexes 

respect for that person. 

Prohibited activities stressing that people shouldn't think, fee~ and act in certain ways are often 

presented in the form of~, "any way", plus the future imperfective (Q + verb + -gg): pi 'amhu 

ge HAS 0 ha-NEIDAD, "shouldn't BE LOOKING/OBSERVING them in any way [people/animals 

with disabling conditions]"; pj 'amhu 2'e HAS 0 ha-kGAD, "shouldn't BE SAYING [things) in any 

way about them." Another way which speakers express future actions is to use the perfective form of 

verbs, for example, pi 'amhu heqi HAS 0 'I EL, "nobody should THINK THINGS", and pi 0 :;a'i NEI 

2' ha'icu duakam, "should not SEE an animal [that is disabled)." A salient feature of this conventional-

1 It is very plausible that in giving commands, the imperative marker 2' is combining with the form 
amhu. giving the form ~ which signals to listeners the direct command, "do not." 
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ized format is that the full meaning of "thinking, feeling or talking some way" is not explicitly stated. 

~, an indefinite element meaning "some way" or "any way" is tacitly understood by O'odham 

speakers to mean "negatively" or "disrespectfully". One of the younger speakers explained the taken-

for-granted meaning of the expression, pi 'amhu ge has ha-elidad to me: 

It has to do with goodjbad judgmental stuff. The pi 'amhu ge has Q part gives it a negative 
feeling so that "don't think any way about them" means don't think too hard ... don't have 
judgmental thoughts ... don't have strong opinions about people like that ... because you might 
be negative and negative thoughts and negative feelings are dangerous. You could be harmed 
in some way. When they tell us these things it really means "don't think negatively, or act 
negative, or say negative things". 

Similar discussions with other speakers confirm that the tacit meaning of "any way" or "some way" is 

understood to mean "in some negative way". These conventionalized or formulaic expressions in the 

discourse of O'odham speakers are "contextualization cues" in Gumperz' (1982; terms which convey 

meaningful information in the interactional process. Gumperz maintains that strategies such as prosodic 

phenomena, code-switching, lexical and syntactic options, and formulaic expressions have "contextual-

izing functions", in that they signal how messages should be understood. The meanings of the cues 

themselves are implicit and therefore context-dependent, and as such ''their signalling value depends 

on the participants' tacit awareness of their meaningfulness" (Gumperz 1982:131). In the O'odham case 

here, the use of the formulaic expression, pi 'amhu ge has 0 . , signals to listeners who share this 

convention that the speaker tacitly means "refrain from doing, thinking, talking in a negative way". 

Contextualized examples of the admonition format illustrate the pervasive use of these 

formulaic expressions in the discourse on prevention of disabling conditions. In Text 1, CR, a younger 

woman adds to the on-going discussion acong five people regarding proper behavior of expectant 

parents around animals with an example of her aunt's admonition to "stay away from animals when 

you are pregnant because they will make the baby sick": 

[Text 1) 

(a) Yeah, I know, 
(b) that's what I heard ba 'e:p. 
(c) My aunt used to say 



(d) matt hab 0 sa cu'igk 
(e) like if you're pregnant 
(f) mapt pi 'ahho sa'j ha-muab g ha'jcu du:tkam, 
(g) like kakawyo .. 
(h) T () ha-pa4c. 

Yeah, I know 
that's what I heard too. 
My aunt used to say 
that if we're like that [pregnant) 
like if you're pregnant 
that you (sg) shouldn't go near the animals 
like the horses. 
They would harm them [the babiesJ. 
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In the following text fragment (Text 2 c-l), VC uses parallel construction to present multiple 

examples of admonitions from her family members regarding how to treat people with disabling 

conditions. Information in brackets is a translation which expands the meanings of formulaic 

expressions. 

{Text 2J 

(c) hekaj he: pi hab masma 
that's why NEG li.~e this 
that's why 

(d) mas 'am 0 ge has ha-elidad, 
like this LOC FUT EMPH some:way them:thinking 
we shouldn't be thinking some way about them, 
[we shouldn't be thinking negative things about people who are handicapped) 

(e) has ha-a:gad, 
some:way them-be saying 
saying [things in] some way {about] them, 
[or calling them namesj 

(f) 0 s-ha-ke:'id, 
or them-scolding, rebuking 
be getting after them, 

(g) pi ha-ho:hoid, 
NEG them-liking 
disliking them, 

(h) heg we:s, 
that all 
all that, 



(i) heg we:s 'am hab 'e-a'aga ha'ap, 
that all LaC thus be said that way 
all that they used to tell us, 

(j) pi 'ape macs hab masma ha-iieidad, 
NEG right that we-REP like this them-observing 
it's not right for us to be looking at them like this, 
[it's not right for us to be treating them like this) 

(k) s-ape hab 0 ha-iieidad 
proper thus FUT them-observing 
we should be respecting them 

(I) c 0 s-ha-ho'ige'idad 
SS-CON FUT SM:them-pity, mercy, kindness 
and be kind to them 
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The above illustrates several optional features of the formulaic paradigm. The first is the use of parallel 

construction to stress the importance of the elders' knowledge on how to treat people with difference-

"we shouldn't think negatively about them, we shouldn't call them names, we shouldn't scold them, we 

shouldn't dislike them, we shouldn't tr~t them with disrespect" (phrases coD. J.... seccd feature of the 

formulaic paradigm is the presentation of the proper ways to treat people-"we should respect them 

and we should be kind to them" (phrases k-I). This strategy uses the same syntactic forms as in the 

admonition format, except that the negative form, W, is omitted. Both these strategies are used by many 

speakers throughout the texts represented here. 

In Text 3, OM presents admonitions in the formulaic paradigm regarding activities of both 

expectant mothers and fathers regarding treatment of animals (underlined in the textual examples). In 

addition to formulaic expressions she also uses parallel construction to stress her point thc;t fathers 

should not do anything to harm anunals because all kinds of animals are dangerous. Rather than repeat-

ing prohibited activities OM lists seven different kinds of ailimals (lines q, r, s, l, v, X, and y), and she 

repeats the cover term, we's ha'icu, "everything", at four different places within the list (lines u, w, z, 

and aa). 



[Text 3) 

(a) N hia 'a'aga '" 
Well I do say ... 

(b) hab 'a'aga 
say 

(c) 

(d) 

(c) 

(f) 

(g) 

(b) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

(0) 

mat pi Q sa'i iiei g bema g nonnham g ... 
that:sbe NEG ruT really see tbe one the pregnant the ... 
that a pregnant woman shouldn't see .. , 

mat pi sa'i iiei g ba'icu duakam 
tbat:she NEG really see the living animal 
that she shouldn't see an animal 

mat pi '0 'apejigk, 
that is not right 

koi mat 0 ce2'gia ... 
or for example to fight it ... 

Q s-ko'okam ill', 
or hurt it, 

'eda ba'ap 0 'e-baga::udk 
yet it would get angry 

k hab 'ua 'ap o'oki, 
and also make a curse 

'o'okT, 
curse 

b '0 'a'aga hi'i, 
that's what it's called, 

'a sa m hi 'a'aga 'a:pim'? 
or 'what do you call it? 

Cioj 
A young man 

nopi bab wud 'o:gaj g 'ali 
because he is' the father of the child 

pi 0 sai'ai ... 
NEG ruT really 
should not really ... 
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(p) pi 0 sai'ai ha'icu iu: 
shouid not really do anything to 

(q) g huawi. 
the deer 

(r) kawyu, 
the horse, 

(s) haiwaii, 
the cow, 

(t) ko:ji, 
the pig, 

(u) we:s ha'icu, 
everything 

(v) si:k, 
the mule deer 

(w) we:s ha'icu t-o'okid 'a:cim O'odham. 
everything can curse us O'odham 

(x) Cia~gT, 
the gila monster 

(y) ko'oi, 
the rattlesnake 

(z) we:s ha'icu 
everything 

(aa) g hekaj mat we:s ha'icu g Jios 
because everything the Lord made 

(bb) 'idam d ... ma:c g gewkdag. 
he gave them powers 

(cc) Hab wua 'e-bagac 
so they will be angered 

(dd) mamt hab has 0 ju:. 
when you do sorr.ething to them. 

In the coda to this text, CJM makes evaluative comments on the state of affairs today, commenting on 

the actions of today's young people, (they have no respect for animals, they ignore the teachings of the 

elders). These comments are embedded in the conventional admonition format: 



(ee) Hemu hab cu'ig 'idam 
that's the way they are today 
[nowdays young people ignOie the teachings] 

(rf) c pi ha'icu has sai 'ai 'e:'elidc 
CON NEG thiIig really think 
they don't think any way of things 
[young people have no respect] 

(gg) hab 'as 'e-iwihim matp ... 
thus jUst doing what they apparently ... 
they just do whatever they ... 
[expectant parents do whatever they want, they don't follow the prohibitions] 

(bb) g wepo mo pi ha'icu wud sai 'ai 'a:gida. 
it seems like they were never told aliything. 
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In addition to using formulaic expressions to describe prohibited activities, O'odham speakers 

use vague, indirect language when they talk about people and animals who have disabling conditions, 

and when they describe the consequences of violating prohibited actions. This kind of formulaic speech 

is characterized by the pervasive use of anaphoric elements (pro-forms which refer to unstated objects. 

facts or propositions, Labov and FansheI1977:1l7) and deictic pronouns. Anaphoric and deictic expres-

sions are a central feature of everyday discourse in English in which speakers routinely take for granted 

ambiguous referents signaled by pronouns and other forms (CicoureI1985). When proforms are used 

to refer back to previously introduced topics in the discourse, such as persons or objects, they have an 

anaphoric function. For example, in many of my discussions with people about the causes of disabling 

conditions they would refer to a relative or personal friend who had a disabling condi~on as "being like 

that". FM (Text 4) describes her sister's grandchild who has multiple handicaps as "like that", and 

repeats the phrase in the constructed dialogue of her sister. The phrase "done something really wrong" 

is an anaphoric reference to prohibited activities which we had been discussing for the past several 

hours. 

[Text 4] 

FM: I was listening to my sister Catherine, 
Mary [her granddaughter) is like that, 
and she said, 



one time she was saying, 
"I must have done sornethin2 really wrong, 
that's why Mary is like that, 
but I accept, 

I'm gonna take care of her 
as long as I can." 
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In this same conversation JE uses anaphoric reference in O'odham as he described his grandson who 

is handicapped: 

[Text 5] 

(a) N hemu hab hem a cu'ig g ii-ba'ama~ 
Now I have my grandson 

(b) mo 'am ii-we:m daha hemu 
he is living with me now 

(c) kc ~ ~ 
and he in the same manner like that 
and he's like that 

(d) c pi ha-ftiok 
he doesn't talk. 

MD uses this type of anaphoric reference in O'odham as she describes her friend Irene's child who has 

physical handicaps: 

[Text 6] 

Nap 'a s-ma:c g Irene? 
Mo ge 'al hema 'aliga 
k haP Cj!'i~ 
c pi 'al 'apkodag, 
pi 'al 'ape, 
[ ] 'j 'as ge jeg 'i:ya, 
'i ... up· here, 
vvulrij 'ep pi 'al 'ape. 

Do you know Irene? 
She has a small child 
he's like that, 
he's not quite proper [normal] 
not quite right ... 
he has a hole here [in his mouth], 
up here, 
his eye isn't right either. 
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Deictic elements are forms whose referents are "contingent on the local context and the local 

circumstances in which the utterance is produced" (CicoureI1985:176). Examples in O'odham include 

the locative system in which choice of form (~,~) depends upon (among other considerations) 

distance and direction from the speaker. Deictic expressions in English include "this person, last week. 

these mountains. front, back," and so on. For my purposes the importance of deictic and anaphoric 

elements lies in their reliance on context for interpretation of meaning. In my discussion of O'odham 

strategies I view both kinds of elements as conventionalized forms having the same interactional 

function, which is to require listeners to make inferences about what is being said based on background 

knowledge of how the topic of illness can be represented, and based on the on-going interactional 

context. It is important to note here that pro-referents are often dependent on prior or initial reference 

which is more semantically specified. This does not seem to be the case in O'odham strategies of 

vagueness in these texts. Prior reference is usually not more explicit, for example there is no direct 

reference to bio-medical or educational labels for handicapping conditions. It appears that some of the 

pro-references in the discourse represented here are referring back to the general topic of causes and 

treatments of severe illness which I and my research assistant introduced during our initial visits to set 

up the interviews. During those visits my research assistant used a formulaic paradigm, ~, "not 

okay, not fine", to describe handicapping conditions, and expressions containing conventionalized forms. 

such as hascu cern pi ha-hiw~d, "what things they [expectant parents] weren't allowed to do". to 

describe prohibited activities. 

Examples (a-e) illustrate conventionalized forms used to describe people or animals who have 

handicapping conditons. Phrases (f-b) are examples of ways to talk about the results or consequ:::nces 

of parental transgressions, that is, chronic illnesses, disabling conditions, and general misfortune. 

(a) hab cu'ig 
thus like that 

(b) ha'ap 
that way 



(c) hab masma, mas. mahcma (in some dialects) 
similar to that, like that 

( d) has rna sma 
in a certain way, in some way 

(e) haba 
in the same manner 

(f) t hab 0 'e-ju: 
it thus will happen 
it will happen 

(g) hab 'e-wua 
thus it happens 

(h) mo hab cu'ig 
it is thus like that 
it's like that 
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Contextualized examples from several texts illustrate these conventional strategies used by all 

speakers in my texts. In example (5), VC is talking about the potential dangers of mistreating people 

with handicaps and she says, "it will happen like this," implicitly meaning "our children will be similarly 

affected or handicapped." In the same conversation, in examples (6) and (7), VC talks about her pcr-

sonal experiences with family members who are handicapped. Rather than directly stating that her 

cousin had a disabling condition she uses formulaic expressions to refer to the condition. 

(5) 1 hab 0 ~ hab masma 
it thus FUT happen like this 
it will happen like this/some way 
[Our children will be similarly affected or handicapped] 

(6) £ masma hah c\\'i~~, 
SS-CON similar like that that way 
she was like that 
[A cousin in VC's family was handicapped] 

(7) c (h)ab III ~ ~. 
SS-CON thus NEG really well/good/healthy 
she wasn't really very well 
[she was handicapped] 

In the text below, CR is talking about the importance of not calling attention to difference 

when women are pregnant because that action could result in a form of attribute transfer from the 
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target to the baby. CR uses pro forms in (ee-ff) to refer to the talk of the previous speaker who was 

presenting knowledge given to younger O'odham people from their elders. to refer to the knowledge 

which had just been presented and to refer to the elders and to younger O'dham people. In (gg-hh) she 

uses formulaic expressions from the admonition paradigm as examples of the kind of prevention 

knowledge talked about by the elders. In (jj) the consequences of ignoring the prohibitions are 

embedded in the formulaic expression, hab 0 'e-ju-, "it will happen", meaning sickness or misfortune 

will result. 

[Text 7] 

(ee) 

(ff) 

(gg) 

(hh) 

(ii) 

(jj) 

A:ii ba s-wohocud hab '3"~k 
I believe what was said 

!!!.Q 'am a woho rno hab t-a'a~a 
that it's true what they tell us 
[the knowledge from the elders has truth value] 

mats pi 'abhu hedi has 0 'j 'el, you know. 
that' it is sail! nobody should think negative things 

pj 'abhu hedi has 0 'a: 
nobody shoUld say negative things 

when you're pregnant 

nruoi hab 0 'e-ju: g m-mad 
because it will happen to your child 
[your baby will be like the person you have mistreated] 

In Text 8, a younger O'odham woman uses formulaic phrases when asking MD, an elder, to 

describe what knowledge and instructions she was given by ill elders regarding both the social 

treatment of people with handicapping conditions and the consequences of prohibited actions: 

[Text 8] 

(a) Mas cem s-ma:cim 
One just wants to know 

(b) mapt g m-ge'egedga, 
what you from your elders 



(c) 'a mo ~ hab 'i-m-a:gid hab 'amjed ~ 'i, 
what they told you about things . 
[information and knowledge regarding treatment of people with disabilities) 

(d) has masma hab 0 ha-iieidad 
how you should treat them 
[people with disabilities) 

(e) he~am mo b cu:cu'i~, 
those who are like that 
[people with disabilities) 

(f) '0 hascu 'a:gk ... 
or why ... 

(g) hascu cern pi ha-hiw~d 
what things they weren't allowed to do 
[prohibited activities for expectant parents) 

(h) k 'oya mo 'am hab 'e-wua, 
because it happens 
[if prohibitions aren't observed, illness can occur) 

(i) k 'oya hebai hab 'e-wua 
because it happens 

U) mat ha'icu pi 0 'aoek g ha-aliga. 
there will be something wrong with their child. 
[children of parents who don't observe prohibitions will be handicapped] 
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In her discussion of prohibitions on observing people or behaviors which could be dangerous 

to the health of unborn children, eJM comments on the potential harm to pregnant women from 

watching television programs (Text 9). Her discourse is a good example of the pervasiveness of 

formulaic language. 

[Text 9) 

(a) ~mo ... 
that one that is ... 
[television] 

(b) TV mo ... cern hekid mo pi 
[on] TV there are always [some) that aren't 



(c) hll pi 'a'apijig, 
sC'me NEG good, proper 
some aren't normal 
[some people on TV act strange/crazy) 

(d) hll pi wepsig, 
some NEG good mental health 
some are crazy 
[some people on TV] 

(e) koi rna hab cu'i~. 
I mean they are like that 
[some people on TV act crazy] 

(f) pi ~ cegitoidag 
NEG that way mind 
[their J minds aren't right 

(g) mat hab 0 e-ju: 
that it will happen 
[attribute transfer will cause illnes] 

(h) map 'anhu hab 'a;~ 
that you thus say 
what you have said 
[the information the other speaker gave earlier) 

(i) mo pi 'amhu 'i si s-ap ha'icu ce@o. 
when one NEG LOC too well thing think 
when one doesn't think too well of things 
[have negative thoughts about people who act crazy] 

(j) pi 0 ~'i nei ~ nonnham he~ai 
NEG ruT really see the expecting that one 
One who is expecting shouldn't see that one 
[pregnant women should not observe people who act crazy] 

(k) k'~ hemu cem hekid ~ hab iieid. 
and yet now always that one watching 
and yet now almost all the time that is what they watch. 
[today young people see people who act crazy on TV all the time] 
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In the textual material represented here, there are two conventionalized ways of referring to 

people or animals who have disabling conditions. One strategy is to use anaphoric and deictic reference 

as illustrated in the contextualized examples above. Another strategy is the use of a formulaic paradigm 

which describes people or their specific conditions as "not okay",~. Syntactical elements include 
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the negative form, Jll, and either a stative form such as ~, "(being) fme, all right", (in which the 

stative marker deletes) or a nominal form which refers to a person's condition, such as "frame of 

mind", ce21toidag, or "to be of good mental health",~, In the text above, eJM used these types 

of forms to refer to people who act crazy on television: 

(c) ha'i pi 'a'apijig, 
some NEG good, proper 
some aren't normal 

(d) ha'i pi wepsig, 
some NEG good mentai health 
some are crazy 

(f) Jll ha'ap ce~toidag 
NEG that way frame of mind 
[their I minds aren't right 

A striking feature of O'odham discourse in the use of this formulaic paradigm is the addition 

of mitigating devices which soften the effect of describing people with disabilities and disabling 

conditions in completely negative terms. Diminutives are commonly used to modify such descriptive 

phrases, The elements, ~ and ~, "little, small", are used by many speakers to temper the harshness 

of a direct reference to a person with disabilities as "a disabled or abnormal person". For example. in 

speaking about a nephew born with Down's Syndrome, RM referred to him as: 

pi 'al 'ape 
NEG DIM right, proper 
he's not quite right 

RM explained to me that the use of ~ softens the description of "retarded," or "abnormal," and is 

especially used when speaking about a family member with a disability, or about a person with a 

disability in the presence of his or her relatives or close friends. As seen in Text 5, JE described his 

grandson as c hab ' AL cu'ii, "he's a bit like that". 

Text 10 is a good example of the use of the diminuitive mitigating device,:aI. In this text, MD. 

an elderly woman is describing a younger friend's son who has multiple disabilities, and the questions 

that the mother had regarding her role in causing his disabling condition. Prior to this discussion. MD, 
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BB, and I had been discussing the relationship between parental actions and handicapping conditions. 

This text illustrates the connection between concepts of latency, attribute transfer and parental 

responsibility, salient themes of O'odham etiological propositions. 

[Text 10) 

(a) Nap 'a s-ma:c g Irene? 
(b) Mo ge 'al hema 'aliga 
(c) k hab cu'ig 
(d) c pi 'al 'apkoda&, 
(e) pi 'al 'ape, . 
(f) [ ) 'i 'a~ ge jeg 'i:ya, 
(g) 'i ... up here, 
(h) wuhij 'ep pi 'al 'ape. 
(i) Hab hema cern 'al da:s & artificial eve, 
(j) but he takes it off 
(k) and throws it away. 
(I) Aii 0 ga:gad g je'ej 
(m) and she fmds it, 
(n) she'll clean it 
( 0 ) and put it back in there 
(p) but he'll take it off again. 
(q) Haba 'old hemuc haha 
(r) sa 'al 'apetahim haha. 
(s) Pi 'al .. , 
(t) hemako 'al s-ape g wuhij. 

(u) P hab kaij g je'ej 'amhu hebai. 
(v) "Kekeli .. , my mother '0 d si hekIhu hemajkam 
(w) c hab kaij, . 
(x) mantp hems 'a:Iii 'am ha'icu 'i iieid like this, 
(y) t 'oya heg hekaj hab 'e-ju: g ii-aliga 
(z) mat 'inhu hab 'e-ju:, 
(aa) pi 'ap 'i-wu:s g ii-aliga. 
(bb) S-has cu'ig no woho?" 

(cc) Nt hab 'a:g, 
(dd) "Na 'as 'am a woho." 

Do you know Irene? 
She has a small child like that, 
he's not Quite normal, 
not Quite right ... 
he has a hole here [in his mouth), 
up here, 
his eye isn't ri~t either. 
They tried to put an artjfjcial eye in, 
but he takes it off and throws it away. 



His mother will be looking for it 
and [when] she finds it, 
she'll clean it, 
and put it back in there, 
but he'll take it off again. 
Ri~ht now he's ~ettin~ better. 
He has one good eye. 

One day his mother said [to me], 
"My mother follows the old way, 
and she said that I probably 
saw something like this, 
and that's why it happened to my child., 
that it happened 
my child wasn't born normal. 
Could that be true?" 

I said to her, 
"I guess it's true." 
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MD describes Irene's son in lines (a-h), using :ill in two different ways. In (b), :ill means "small" or 

"young", as in "small child", while in (d) and (e) it is used as a mitigating device to describe his 

condition, and in (h) and (i) to describe body parts which are either damaged or artificial. Line (c) is 

an anaphoric reference to his disabled condition. 

(b) Mo ge :ill hema 'aliga 
she has small one child:her 
she has a small child 

(c) k (h)ab cu'ig 

(d) 

(e) 

(h) 

DS-CON thus like that 
he's like that 

c pi :ill 'apkodag, 
SS-CON NEG DIM good condition:one 
he's not a normal one 

pi ~ 'ape, 
NEG DIM good/right/normal 
not quite right 

wuhij 'ep pi :ill 'ape. 
eye:his also NEG DIM right 
his eye isn't right either 



(i) Hab hema cem .:ru da:s g artificial eye, 
thus one try DIM put in OET artificial eye 
They tried to put an artificial eye in, 
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In the last part of MO's description of the child (lines q-t) she uses the diminutive particle in conjunc-

tion with positive statements about his condition. She says that he is getting better, and that he has one 

good eye. I think .:ru in these examples signals a temporal quality to his condition in which she is saying 

that his condition is beginning to improve, implying that there is something hopeful about his condition. 

(q) 

(r) 

(s) 

Haba 'okI hemuc haha(wa) 
then AUX-EV now finally 
Right now he's 

sa ~ 'apetahim haha(wa) 
actually DIM begin/continue to be all right 
finally getting better 

Pi:ru ... 
NEG DIM 
not 

(t) hemako :ru s-ape g wuhij. 
one DIM good/normal OET eye:his 
he has one good eye 

MO uses formulaic language as she reports Irene's constructed dialogue (Tannen 1988) of her (Irene's) 

mother's etiological explanation for the child's disabling condition (lines u-bb). There is an absence of 

the diminutive form in the reported speech of Irene, and in the embedded indirect reported speech of 

Irene's mother. Rather than describing the child as "handicapped", which in MO's discourse (aI!d most 

probably in !rene's actual speech) is mitigated with :ru, the focus is on the prohibited activity and its 

consequence, the child was born with multiple disabilities, and so mitigation is not necessary. 

(x) mantp hems 'a:m 'am ~ 'i lieid like this, 
that I probably saw somethjn~ ljke thj~ 

(y) t 'oya heg hekaj hab 'e-ju: g Ii-aliga 
and that's why it happened to my child 

(z) mat 'inhu hab 'e-ju', 
that it happened 
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(aa) pi 'ap 'i-wu:s g Ii-aliga. 
my child waSn't born nQrmal 

Discourse Genres 

Thus far I have discussed the extensive use of formulaic language by O'odham speakers as they 

talk about health and illness beliefs and practices. Using textual material I illustrated formulaic 

paradigms and anaphoric and deictic expressions used in face-to-face interaction as O'odham people 

discussed various topics with other O'odham speakers and myself. Formulaic language was pervasively 

used in discussions about the causes of chronic illness and disabling conditions, W'Iys to prevent these 

kinds of illnesses, in talking about people and animals with disabilities and about handicapping 

conditions. Now I will turn from a focus on these micro-level discourse strategies to a focus on the 

more global discourse types in which health and illness knowledge is represented. 

The major genre is a type of pedagogical discourse in which knowledge about how to think 

about things, and how to act is presented in the form of admonitions and stories. Pedagogical discourse 

is part of a larger teaching process in which cultural knowledge in diverse domains is passed on to 

younger generations in the form of speeches and stories. Many O'odham people have told me about 

the "lectures" they received in either the early morning or the late evening hours in which O'odham 

ways of conduct would be discussed. In the late evening an elder grandparent or uncle would call 

together family members who would sit listening to lectures and stories about how to be industrious, 

how to behave at ceremonies, how to treat people who look or act different, and other ways O'odham 

people should behave. In some cases, several elders would make contributions, adding personal 

experiences or telling legends, elaborating on the points made by the main speaker. Children and 

younger adults were expected to stay awake during the sessions and not to ask questions. People have 

described these "all night talks" to me-"They would lecture us to death, you know, you couldn't ask 

any questions, and you'd heard it before, but they'd say, "You listen, you never know when you might 

need this." 
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The lecture format of pedagogical discourse is well documented in the ethnographic literature. 

Underhill provides many examples of admonitions from parents and grandparents to young people 

instructing them in the O'odham "moral code." Fathers tell sons, 

"Listen well to this talk. To all of it listen! Look wei! at my mouth. Keep looking and you will 
learn .... You should nm constantly, no matter how much hardship it means: even if you are 
thirsty, hungry, tired .... " (1939:161). 

Instructions were given to young women on how to be industrious: 

Work hard. Practice running every day; you will need to run when the Apache come. When 
you go to sleep, tired, the ~ (a magic serpent) will come and show you designs for basketry. 
If you are industrious, some day you will meet an old man (circumlocution for "some day you 
will marry a young man") .... When you are married, do not interfere with your husband. 
Never object when he goes away .... (1939:164). 

Underhill describes these teaching sessions as "short sermon(s)" regularly delivered by O'odham 

parents. They were very similar in format and content to the speeches delivered by council leaders at 

comm1!..T'!ity meetings in which the main points of the "moral code" were continually repeated in a 

standardized form (1939:80). The format consisted of direct instructions in how to act in certain 

situations, reasons for acting in these ways were provided and references to a higher authority were 

cited. Underhill provides excerpts from these speeches in English which illustrate these points. The 

following example is from a speech on "hunting behavior": 

"Early in the morning you will rise, you will run far yonder to the foot of the mountain range. 
You will chase something, you will kill it, you will bring it home and therewith feed yourself. 
White-tailed deer yO:l will follow, black-tailed deer you will follow and there'Niili feed yourself 
and live. This is our food. thus said he, whoever he is, who made us. The deer did he make 
that you should kill it and eat. Look! thus they shall live, our young men. The deer shall they 
follow, they shall hunt and shall kill. Thus they will be great runners. Thus they shall do. the 
people. From long ago has this been done and therewith it has been well" (1939:81). 

The pedagogical texts represented here are delivered in a conventionalized form similar to that 

described by O'odham people. The process consists of first establishing authorship or authority for the 

knowledge being presented, followed by presenting illness propositions in the form of reported 
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admonitions, and then elaborating propositions by telling stories.2 Propositions are presented and 

elaborated in different types of stories, including personal narratives in which the propositions are 

embedded in an autobiographical story-world rather than explicitly expressed and didactic narratives 

in which well-known nonpersonal stories are retold in order to emphasize specific points. In addition 

to the elaboration of illness propositions, narrative sites are used to assert and elaborate affective 

propositions-personal messages or feelings of the speaker. Affective propositions in these texts are 

mainly personal messages about the speaker's belief in the knowledge being discussed. In the following 

section I discuss and give -examples of the conventionalized format of pedagogical texts. 

Establishin~ Authorship The pedagogical texts represented here are reports of, or reconstruc-

tions of knowledge and information passed down from others to the present speakers. O'odham 

speakers carefully construct the texts so that the audience clearly understands that the authority behind 

the knowledge comes from collective others. The knowledge is attributed to elder family and 

community members, to the body of public O'odham knowledge, himdag, or to other unspecified par-

ties. Many speakers stressed to me that even though the knowledge we were discussing was public and 

therefore not sacred or secretive, they themselves were not medicine people and so it was important 

for them "to tell where the words come from." 

O'odham speakers use several strategies to establish collective authorship for the health and 

illness knowledge they are presenting. One strategy is the use of metalinguistic expressions which either 

directly or indirectly refer to the speech of third parties. Another strategy is the use of the 0' odham 

reported speech marker which signals evidentiality, the evidence upon which factual claims are made. 

These devices serve as frames or interpretive signals in the Batewn (1972) and Goffman (1974) sense. 

21 am using "proposition" as a content term following Labov and Fanshel (1977) to refer to beliefs, 
ideas and concepts which are represented in the texts in various forms. Although there are instances 
in which propositions are fully asserted, the majority of propositions which I identify are implied or 
referred to by speakers. In other words, propositions are underlying assertions which are largely 
implicit and which I have constructed from the textual material. 
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telling hearers that the discourse which follows should be understood as reports of others, not as 

personal knowledge of the present speaker. 

The conventional form of metalinguistic expressions is a noun phrase which contains a clause 

marker, a speech-act verb and a noun or pronoun referring to the authorial voice. The phrase is marked 

with either the subordinate clause marker, m.:., plus the attached auxiliary, or in the form of hru2, which 

takes the place of the complement clause, glossing as "that" (Saxton, Saxton, and Enos 1983:18). 

Speech-act verbs include verbs such as, ~, m ~, "say; discuss, talk about; call or name", 

'a:~dad, "tell", ~, "to be told, it is told", and ~, ~, "say". References to the authorial voice 

include nominal forms such as, 2' kekelibag, "the deceased elders", 2' 'o'oklbag, "the deceased elderly 

ladies", 2' kekelibaq ha-himda2', "the traditions", and t-2'S"'e2'eg2'a, "our elders". Examples from the texts 

illustrate noun phrases embedded in subordinate clauses (examples a-ti) and phrases introduced with 

hru2 (examples e-g): 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

mo hab masma bab cece g t-ge'egedga 
that thus like this thus say DET our:elders 
what our elders say 

mat 'am 0 t-a:gidad 
that it there FUT us:tcll 
when they tell us 

mo hab cece mas 
that they thus say that it REP 
they say that 

mo bab 'a'aga 
that they thus say 
they say that 

bab wua 'a'aga g kekelibad 
that do say the elders:deceased 
the elders do say that 

pej bab 'a'aga g 'o'oklbad 
r mean that say the elderly ladies:deceased 
I mean the elderly ladies who passed on did say 



(c) hau'u, hab '0 'a:gas g kekelibad ha-himdag 
yes that AUX say DET elders:deceased PL:tradition 
yes the traditions say that 
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A second commonly used strategy for establishing authorship is the use of the O'odham 

reported speech marker, ~, which is an evidential element carrying lexical meaning indicating assump-

tion. It glosses as "reportedly, presumably, they say, it is said" (Saxton et al. 1983:51), as in:; hab kaij, 

"they say". Examples 8-12 illustrate the use of the reported speech marker in discourse. The reported 

speech marker is often used in combination with other evidential forms, such as :12, which carries infor-

mation about time or source, glossing as "if, assuming (that), is it the case that" (Saxton et al. 1983:49), 

illustrated in example (12). 

(8) hats 'e-ju: hema g o'odham 
(ha)b-at -s 
thus PRF:3' REP 
that is (reportedly) what happened to one man 

(9) ~ 'am himk g g~u jiya 
s 
REP + PRF:3 
he (reportedly) went and arrived there 

(10) ~ pi 'abhu h~ has 0 'i 'el, you know 
m- att -s 
COMP-1:P:PRF-REP 
that we (reportedly) shouldn't think things, you know 

(11) heg bab 'a:g cu:wI ~ heg 'ab ju: 
m- at -s 
COMP-PREF:3-REP 
they said it was the rabbit that (reportedly) did this 

(12) mat bab 0 cei hekIhu ~ 
ma -s-p 
COMpo AUX-REP-EV 
a long time ago they (evidently) (reportedly) said 

The use of reported speech strategies allows O'odham speakers to diffuse authority for the 

knowledge which they are presenting. Goffman (1974:512) maintains that the use of reported speech 

allows speakers to "stand in a relation of reduced personal responsibility" for what they are saying by 

enabling speakers to "split [themselves] off from the content of [their] words." Reported speech 
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strategies in this discourse act as contextualization cues signalling to hearers that O'odham speakers not 

only have a minimal amount of personal responsibility for this particular body of knowledge under 

discussion, but that the a~thority and legitimacy of their talk is based on public and collective 

knowledge. Their responsibility lies in passing on the knowledge rather than making it up. 

Illness Propositions in Reported Speech After estab1ishing authorship for the knowledge being 

discussed, O'odham speakers present this information in reported speech or quoted discourse. The 

knowledge which I am calling "illness propositions" is often given as admonitions or prohibitions 

embedded in directly quoted discourse, also called direct-discourse reported speech or constructed 

dialogue (Tannen 1988), or embedded in indirectly quoted discourse, called here, indirect reported 

speech. Each type of reported speech is framed with the speech-act expressions illustrated above, and 

then followed by either directly quoted phrases marked by changes in prosody, or subordinate clauses 

(with no prosody change) marking indirect reported speech. Examples from the discourse of MD (Text 

11) illustrate the use of each type of reported speech. MD is discussing the kinds of childhood activities 

which the elders warned them against doing. Using constructed dialogue, example (a), she reports 

admonitions about running into dust devils (which later results in leg pain). The direct discourse of the 

elders is delivered in a higher pitched voice than the preceding metalinguistic phrases. In example (b), 

warnings about eating beans which grow on trees struck by lightening is delivered in indirect discourse 

of the elders. This reported speech is embedded in subordinate clauses with no prosody change. 

(a) Ne: d 'eda haba 'ap s .,. «(normal pitch» 
'eda rna a cem t-a:gid, 

. "Pi '0 'ape hegai. «high pitch» 
S-ta '0 'e:bidma, 
time will come 
mat pi 0 'a pet g 'm-kakhio ... " 

Ne: and yet it's also that way ... (normal pitch» 
and yet they [the elders] did try to tell us, 

"That's not good. ((high pitch» 
It's dangerous, 
time will come 
when your legs will bother you ... " 



(b) B '0 'ep 'a:gas haba, «normal pitch» 
b wua 'a'aga g kekelibad 

ma~ s-ta-e:bidama hegi «normal pitch» 
mat g wepegI 'ab 0 gei 
k hab 0 bai g wihog, 
to cem hu: 
ha hebi hema hab e'-wua ha'ap. 

They also say, «normal pitch» 
the elders do say 

that it's dangerous «normal pitch» 
when the lightening hits the tree 
and then when the beans get ripe, 
if they eat it, 
smnetimes one will get like that. 
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In Text 12 below, JE and four other people have been discussing the interrelationship between 

the role of individuals in causing their own sickness and the power of words, thoughts, and actions. The 

etiological proposition, paraphrased as "intense thoughts about someone or something will bring about 

misfortune to yourself", is embedded in reported admonitions. In the first part of JE's text, [Part I). 

the admonitions are given in constructed dialogue framed with metalinguistic reference to ancient 

authc:-:al voices, mat hab 0 cei hekIhu ma~p, "a long time ago they used to say". The admonitions are 

then stated in English in a higher pitched voice than the preceding talk. The second part of the text. 

[Part 2), is an elaboration of the proposition given in indirect reported speech, framed with 

metalinguistic references in the beginning and concluding phrases, (lines a, band r). The admonition 

regarding "thinking too much about a person you care about" is embedded in indirect discourse in the 

subordinate clause (line c), mat pi 'abhu 0 si ha-miabidad ~ 'u'uw, "that they shouldn't get too close 

to a girl." There is no change in voice pitch. 

[Text 12) 

[Part 1) 

Mat hab 0 cei hekIhu masp, «normal pitch» 
A long time ago they used to say, 

"Don't think so much «higher pitch» 
about a loved one 
who passed away, 
or maybe [someone you love) 



[Part 2) 

'cause it'll affect you, 
it might ... 
something will appear 
in a form of the person 
that you see. think about." 

(a) 0 g, wa:m hegi mo (ha)b 'a'aga 
This is why they especially tell 

(b) p g hekaj (ha)b ha-a'aga g wi:piop 
they tell the young men 

(c) mat pi 'abhu 0 si ha-miabidad g 'u'uw, 
that they shouldn't get too close to a girl, 

(d) pi, koi pi 'amhu hab 'e-wua m 'anhu hab 'a:g g-
not, they tell them not to do any thing-

(e) [Uke] they would go out hunting for food. 
(f) :\lways, that's what they're doing, 
(g) and they go out in the, 
(b) alone in the desert, 
(i) and they shouldn't be thinking 
(j) too much of a person 
(k) matp hems 'am, 

that maybe they, 
(1) fell in love with a young girl, 
(m) and they [keep] thinking about it, 
(n) and something will appear 
(0) in a form 
(p) like the lady 
(q) that he's thinking about; 
(r) and that's mat hab 0 cei. 

and that's what they say. 
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Using constructed dialogue in Text 13. VC recounts her mother's warnings to the children 

regarding their safety. The reported admonitions contain the proposition that actions such as getting lost 

or not paying attention to your whereabouts can cause things to happen to you. 

[Text 13) 

A'al heg bekaj (h)ab ha-a'aga g 'a'al 
pegI heknlu 
mo hob si cece 'i:da 
mat (ha)b '0 'e-ju:k hasko hibi g 'a'al 
k hebi hab ha-a'aga, 

"A:[ ] 'an 'oyopo, 
s-ta '0 'e:bidma 
t 0 ha'icu 'am m-wawaDk hi:." 

B 'at 0 ha-a:gad. 



My mother used to tell the children 
when they go someplace, 
sometimes she'll say, 

"Why are you walking around, 
it's not safe. 
someone or something 
might take off with you." 

That's what she told them. 
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Assertin~ Affective Propositions In addition to clearly and routinely establishing collective 

authority for the reconstructed knowledge they present in the texts, speakers also provide personal 

testimonials to the importance of that knowledge to their own lives and to O'odham people as a whole. 

Common to all the texts here is that speakers assert their personal commitment to, or belief in, the 

knowledge being discussed in affective propositions. Testimonials are routinely represented in two kinds 

of affective propositions.3 One is embedded in a direct belief statement paraphrased as. "I believe the 

knowledge from the elders because I experienced it myself," and the other proposition is an evaluation 

of the present state of affairs, embedded in a series of phrases paraphrased as "the world would be a 

better place if we followed the teachings of the elders." 

Speakers use several discourse strategies to assert these affective propositions. The conventional 

form of the direct belief statement is a meta linguistic phrase, containing a pronominal self-reference 

which is either explicitly stated or implied, a verb form of "believe", s-wohoc, s-wohocud, and a 

subordinate clause referring to the information presently being discussed. Examples from the texts 

include: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

haha si s-wohoc mo hab t-a'aga 
then really believed that they thus us:tell 
then [I J really believed what they told us 

man ba s-wohocud hegi'i map 'am hab 'a:g mas g ... 
that I believe what you've just said about ... . 

a:ii ba s-wohocud b 'a:gk mo 'am a woho mo b t-a'aga 
I believe what you said, it's true what they told us 

31 am using "affective proposition" as a content term to refer to personal beliefs, ideas, feelings and 
concepts which 1 have reconstructed (or paraphrased) from the texts. 



The conventional form of the affective proposition which contains an evaluation of the present 

state of affairs is composed of contrasting phrases which refer to the past, hab '0 'a:2'as g kekeliba~ ha-

himda2', ·'the traditions say that", and phrases referring to the present, c 'a~ hab a hemuc mo ... thev 

don't really 2'0 by that, "but right now they n. they don't really go by that". Contextualizcd examples 

include MD's evaluative comments (Text 14) on the state of affairs, in which she implies that there is 

more illness today because young people do not follow the traditions, and YC's discourse (Text 15) in 

which she explicitly links an increase in problems in the present to her observation that people do not 

follow tradition today. 

[Text 14) 

Ha:w'u, (ha)b '0 hia 'a:gas, 
b '0 'a:gas g kekelibad ha-himdag 
c 'as hab a hemuc mo ... 
they don't go by that. 
Pi 'amhu has sai'ai 'elid hegai, 
k 'eda hab 'a:gas g kekelibad ha-himdag, 
heme, s-ma:c a s-cegTtokad mat ... 
Ii heg hab 'a:g kc hab kaij 
mat a cern si s-e-IieIiedidad g je'e, 'o:g 

[Text 15] 

Yes, they say that, 
the traditions say that. 
But right now they ... 
they don't go by that. 
They don't really think that way, 
and yet tradition says 
one should know and remember what they ... 
that's way I say 
that parents should really take care of themselves; 

Hekihu: mo hab masma pi ha'icu 'amhu 
hab si cu'ig 
m 'am hemu ba'ic 'i 'i juiihi 
kc 'atp heg hekaj 'ab hab huhughim 'i:da t-himdag 
rna, koi mo b masma 'am b 'aps 'i pi 'i, 
pi 'i heka j, . 
mu'i ha'icu ... 

A long time ago 
we didn't have this many problems 



it's getting worse now 
perhaps that is why our ~ is disappearing 
because it's like this 
it isn't being used, 
many things ... 
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Elaboration of Propositions in Narrative Both illness propositions and affective propositions 

are elaborated in the narratives which follow the admonitions format. The propositions are distributed 

across a narrative structure. The general theory of narrative (Labov 1972, Labov and Waletzky 1967, 

Polanyi 1989, Linde 1989) holds that there are strategic sites in narrative in which propositions are 

asserted. Structural contexts which I distinguish for purposes of discussion here, include an abstract, 

orientation, narrative events, evaluation, and coda. The stories in the pedagogical texts often begin with 

an abstract which consists of several phrases which summarize or encapsulate the story, setting the 

narrative apart from the on-going discourse. An orientation section may follow which identifies the 

actors, actions, places, and the time of the events being recounted. The narrative events section consists 

of a sequence of temporally ordered clauses which is an icon for the order of action in the reported 

events. Evaluation devices, designed to convince the listener of the importance of the story, are 

distributed throughout the narrative. Codas are summary statements appearing as free clauses at the 

ends of stories which close off the narrative action, joining the story time with the present time of the 

on-going interaction. Codas are particularly rich sites for the expression of affective propositions in 

O'odham stories. 

These structural contexts provide sites for representation of knowledge propositions and 

affective propositions in both personal and didactic narratives. In the following sections two full 

narratives are presented and analyzed in order to illustrate the use of narrative as a strategy for 

elaboration of propositions previously introduced in the admonitions format. 

Personal Narrative Text 16 is a good example of the use of personal narrative as a vehicle to 

assert both etiological and affective propositions. An etiological proposition paraphrased as "expectant 

fathers should not hunt animals because the newborn baby will become ill", is embedded in the 
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abstract, narrative events, and coda sections of a personal story told by JE. The story is about how JE's 

father hunted during his wife's pregnancy, and the eventual death of JE's younger brother which 

resulted from this prohibited action. The first affective proposition, a statemeut of JE's belief in himdag, 

the knowledge being discussed. is indirectly asserted in the abstract, and then is directly stated in the 

narrative coda, haha si s-wohoc ma hab t-a'a2a, "then I really believed what they had told us". The 

coda is also the site for the second affective proposition, an evaluation of the present state of affairs 

(lines rr-ggg). 

[Text 16) 

INTRODUCTION TO STORY: ABSTRACT 

(a) I remember 
(b) g one of my brothers 
(c) mat (h)ab masma mu:, 
(d) that Christopher 
(e) si t-oijckam; 
(f) heg hab 'a:g cu:wi 
(g) mats heg (h)ab ju:, 
(h) pi 'ecta mo, 
(i) mo '~ (ha)b cu'ig c wo'o, 
(j) guess mo, 
(k) it can affect the koi g man 
(I) so they had to not to do the same. 
(m) like the lady; 
(n) and yet my father 
(0) used to hunt rabbits 
(p) all the time. 

I remember 
one of my brothers 
died from this, 
that Christopher 
the last one [the youngest). 
They said it was the rabbit 
that did this [made him sick) 
because it was 
when he was like that, he was lying 
[the baby was not born yet] 
[I) guess that it ... 
it can affect the man; 
so they had to not do the same 
like the lady; 
and yet my father 



used to hunt rabbits 
all the time. 

NARRATIVE EVENTS 

(q) Cern hekid ha-kokkedda 
(r) tp 'eda wo'o hegai. 
(s) Oya (ha)b 'e-ju: 
(t) mat 'am 'i cern ma:s 
(u) k (h)ab 'aps 'i masma (ha)b 'i hi: 
(v) mo 'i cem 'al ge'eda. 
(w) Always, t (h)ab 0 'e-ju: 
(x) k we:m mat 'am 'i si 'a'aha 
(y) k hab 'al 'e-wua 
(z) mo hegai 
(aa) mo (ha)b 'a'aga seizure. 
(bb) Mat hebai 0 s-e-cuhug, 
(cc) that's what I mean. 

[He) always killed them 
[JE's father killed rabbits) 
and yet that one was lying. 
[the baby was not born yet). 
so that's why it happened 
[JE's brother became sick] 
when he [Christopher] was born 
he began that way 
[he started getting sick] 
when he tried to get older 
[even as the baby got bigger] 
always, it would happen 
[the baby would get sick] 
especially when it became stronger 
[the sickness would get worse) 
:t would be 
that 
that they call seizure. 
Sometimes he would black out, 
that's what I mean. 

(dd) Mat hebai 'am 0 'e-kulaiimad 
(ee) t heg hab wua 'a:gad, g cu:wI. 
(ff) And that's what, heg 'am ... 
(gg) t heg 'am ... 
(bh) mat heg si 'a'aha 
(ii) k 'imhu hab 'i 'i-jutik 'amji~, 

Whenever he would get treated 
that's what they would name, the rabbit. 
[the medicine man would say that it was the rabbit.] 

<)1 



CODA 

And that's what, that's what ... 
that's what ... 
that it really got to him 
and he passed away, 
[the strength of rabbit sickness killed him) 

OJ) haha si s-wohoc mo hab t-a'aga 
(kk) mapt hebai .. 
(11) hekid when you get married 
(mm) and you can ... 
(on) it'll affect the baby too 
(00) if you do something wrong, 
(pp) as, like the father. 
(qq) you know, the same. 

then [I] really believed what they told us 
that when you ... 
when you get married 
and you can ... 
it'll affect the baby too, 
if you do something wrong, 
as, like the father, 
you know the same. 

(rr) So k (h lab masma, 
(ss) kuc 'eda hab cu:cuig 
(tt) like you just said, 
(uu) she just said about 
(vv) that we had already forgotten, you know, 
(ww) what, mat hascu b 'i cem t-ma: g hegai 
(xx) map 'am 'a:g, 
(yy) matt heg 0 hekaj ... 
(zz) cause like the, 
(aaa) like they all say 
(bbb) that we used to be living 
(ccc) in harmony with the creatures, 
(ddd) all kinds of living things 
(eee) and we respect [them], 
(fff) and I guess in, in return 
(ggg) they respect us. 

And so that's the way it is 
And yet we are like that 
like you just said, 
she just said about 
that we had already forgotten, you know 
what. what was given to us 
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[knowledge from the elders) 
that which you were talking about 
that could be used ... 
cause like the, 
like they all say 
that we used to be living 
in harmony with the creatures, 
all kinds of living things 
and we respect [them), 
and I guess in, in return 
they respect us. 
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JE introduces the narrative into the conversation with a self-reference (lines a-e) to past 

personal experience with the kind of illness predicted by the general proposition under discussion, 

"transgressions against animals will cause illness". In lines (a-m) the causal relationship between 

harming animals and childhood illness is implicitly stated through pro-forms understood to refer to his 

father's transgression against animals during his wife's pregnancy with the youngest son. Line (c), !ml 

(hlab masma mu:, "that he died from this", refers to the prohibited activity of hunting during pregancy, 

the cause of his brother's death. Lines (f-g), he~(ai) hab 'a;~ cu:wjmat§ he~ (h)ab iu:, "they said it was 

the rabbit that did this", refers to the medicine man to whom they took the sick child who said it was 

rabbit sickness which was making the child ill. The reported speech marker attached to the subordinate 

clause marker plus the awe,~, "that it reportedly was", refers to the cause (rabbit sickness) to which 

the child's illness was attributed. Line (i), mo '$ hab cu'ig c wo'o, ''when he was like that and lying". 

means the baby was not born yet. Lines (j-k), "[I) guess that it ... it can affect the (km...g) man", means 

that animal power can be unleashed on unborn children if expectant fathers violate the prohibition 

regarding harming animals. I think the form kQi here is working with the English evidential "guess" to 

signal a kind of evidential quality to the statements. Rather than framing the knowledge that he is giving 

with references to elders which he does in the coda, he frames it with "I guess that X actions can cause 

X events". Lines (l-m) state the prohibitions embedded in the etiological proposition, meaning that in 

addition to the importance of pregnant woman observing the prohibitions, expectant fathers must also 

observe them. Lines (n-p) directly connect his father's actions (he used to hunt rabbits all the time), 
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to the prohibitions, and in so doing IE's contextualizes the illness knowledge which is being discussed 

in the overall conversation. The statement that his father hunted rabbits all the time also functions to 

set the stage for the events of the story which follow it. 

Narrative events described in temporal sequence establish the causal relationship between 

parental action and childhood illness. Events include: (lines q-r), 1£'s father hunted during the mother's 

pregnancy; (lines s-cc), the brother was seriously ill upon birth, sickness increased as he grew older, he 

began to have blackouts; (lines dd-gg), they took the sick child to a medicine person who diagnosed the 

illness as rabbit sickness; lines (ff-hh) assert through evaluative comments that the child died. 

The narrative coda contains two affective propositions and a restatement of the etiological 

proposition. The first affective proposition is asserted in (lin::: jj) in which 1£ links the narrative events 

to his personal belief in the etiological proposition, haha si s-wohoc mo hab t-a'aga, "then I really 

believed what they told us", which means "I believe the knowledge that our elders gave 1.1S because I 

saw the causal relationship played out with the death of my brother due to my father's actions towards 

animals". In lines (kk-qq) using constructed speech of the elders he repeats the causal relationship 

between expectant fathers' actions and harm to babies which he stated in the abstract (lines j-m). 

The coda also contains a second affective proposition through which 1£ evaluates the present 

state of the world and asserts that the world could be a better place if people followed himda& (lines 

rr-ggg). He supports his proposition by contrasting the present state of affairs with the way things were 

in the past. Rather than making self-referencing evaluative comments, such as, "I think", "I feel", IE 

refers to statements made by others, establishing their authorship for the information. Authority for 

knowledge about the present is established by reference to the previous speaker's evaluative comments 

about the present state of affairs; for knowledge of the past, indirect reference to the elders' words is 

used. Lines (rr-aaa) are characterized by a pervasive use of deictics and anaphoric elements expanded 

below: 



(rr) So k hab masma, 
And so it's like that. 
[the causal relationship under discussion is true] 

(ss) kY£ 'eda hah cu:cuig 
and yet we are like that 
[many Q'odham people today do not follow Q'odham ways, (himda2)] 

(tt) like vou just said, 
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[addressing the previous speaker, FM, who had said that O'odham people are not 
following himdag] 

(uu) she just said about 
[addressing the audience, referring to the previous speaker's discourse] 

(vv) ~ had already forgotten, you know, 
[O'odham people are not following himdag] 

(ww) what mat hascu b 'i cern t-ma: g hegai 
what, what was given to us 
[O'odham people have forgotten the ways to follow (knowledge) given to them by 
their sacred leader] 

(xx) map 'am 'Wg, 
that which you were talking about 
[addressing the previous speaker, FM, referring to her statements that Q'odham 
people are not presently following knowledge they were given] 

(yy) matt heg 0 he!caj .. . 
that we could use .. . 
[if O'odham people would follow the knowledge they were given, then harmony would 
exist in the O'odham world] 

(zz) cause like the, 

(aaa) like they all say 
[the elders talk about harmonious relationships in the past] 

An expanded paraphrase of JE's affective propositions follows: 

The causal relationship existing between harming animals and illness to babies, which I just 

illustrated with a personal experience narrative, is true. And yet the present state of the world 

is pretty bad based on what FM just said, ''Today, we O'odham don't follow the sacred 

traditions established by our spiritual leader." The elders said that in the past we lived in 
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harmony with all living creatures. E·.ridently we respected all living creatures and they, in turn, 

respected us human beings. Based on this knowledge I believe that harmony could once again 

exist in the world if O'odham people would follow himda2. 

Didactic Narratives In addition to using personal narratives to elaborate illness propositions. 

O'odham speakers also frequently tell didactic stories-stories which may be contained in legends or 

other forms in which they have been told before. These are stories which have a teaching function and 

were used by grandparents to instruct young people about O'odham himdali. The elderly people who 

told these stories to the audiences in which I was present did so with the intent to illustrate beliefs and 

practices which were being discussed. We did not ask people to tell us stories, they emerged out of the 

teaching/learning context in which we all were participating. 

These didactic stories are similar to and different from personal narratives in several aspects. 

They are similar in the pervasive use of anaphoric and deictic expressions and in the use of formulaic 

paradigms. gAth kinds of stories usc narrative structure as sites in which to embed illness propositions 

and affective statements. Constructed dialogue is often !lSed to make specific points. One of the major 

differences between the two types of stories is in the use of the reported speech marker. It liberally 

appears throughout didactic texts, while appearing with much less frequency in autobiographical stories. 

The difference seems to be associated with the need to establish authority or authenticity of ideas. 

beliefs, and claims, such that authority is established in autobiographical stories by being first-hand 

accounts delivered in face-to-face interaction. Didactic texts, on the other hand, are stories which arc 

being retold, and therefore are represented as someone else's discourse. Authenticity in these stories 

is established through the use of the reported speech marker which frames both narrative phrases and 

direct-discourse reported speech. 

The reported speech marker is also used in personal stories but is limited to framing reported 

speech. Personal stories are often marked linguistically by the use of self-references, indexicals of 
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memory and evidential forms. We saw in JE's personal story about the death of his brother that he 

used indexicals of memory ("I remember"), evidential forms ("I guess that it ... it can affect the kill.g 

man") and the reported speech marker, ~, to refer to the reported speech of the medicine man, h£g 

hab 'a: ~ cu:wT MAT~ he~ hab ju:, "they said it was the rabbit that did this." 

CJM's discourse (Text 17) is a good example of a didactic narrative used to elaborate illness 

propositions which are being discussed in the conversation. CJM has been talking about the topic of 

animal strength and power, and how human actions towards animals bring on sickness. In Part 1, she 

summarizes information she has already given about the importance of treating animals with respect 

and then, in Part 2, she tells a lengthy story about a man who accidently killed a homed toad, and was 

in turn, crippled by the power of the homed toad. CJM's didactic narrative illustrates a proposition 

paraphrased as "treat all animals with respect because even unintentional harm to them can cause 

sickness and misfortune". The proposition is embedded in the abstract section which introduces the 

story about the consequences of even "accidental" harm to a cemama~. "homed toad". 

[Text 17] 

[Part 1] 

INTRODUCTION TO STORY: ABSTRACT 

(a) CJM: ... c heg a hab 'ab son hegai 
(b) maii 'inhu hekIhu (ha)b 'a:g, 
(c) mat gdhu 'i 'alijc, 
(d) 'e-kos"ed wo'o, 
(e) has 'i'masma 'am iieidacug ha'icu, 
(f) has 'i masma so'igcud ha'icu .. , 
(g) ciadagI, . 
(h) si s:ta-e:bidma, 
(i) ha'icu 'as 'ed 'ep cemamagI, 
CD cemamagT wepo masma gewkdag g ... 
(k) mat g O'odham ... 
(I) o'odham mo 'am hi ha-
(m) sai'ai si s-ko'okam 0 m-ai. 
(n) \\Tepo masma 0 ta:hadagk matp g O'odham ... 
(0) ge'e O'odham ma:kai gewkdag. 
(p) Sa 'ap (w)u4 si ma:kai. 



CJM: ... And this is based on that from the beginning 
which I had said before, 
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[causes of serious illness can be traced to parental actions which occur before the child 
is born) 

[Part 2) 

that from childhood. 
from the nest (womb), 
[when the baby is not yet born) 
however things are viewed, 
in whatever ways they get tortured ... 
gila monster, 
is the most dangerous, 
the homed toad is also [dangerous); 
the homed toad has powers that are like 
the O'odham ... [medicine person). 
the person that it-
will be in much pain when it happens 
It will be like 
when an 0' odham [medicine person) ... 
a medicine man's powers. 
This also is a strong medicine person. 

BB: Cem has pi a neidad 
co keis 
'0 has (, 'i ju: 
t 'cda ... 

BB: Even if you don't see it 
and [accidently) step on it 
or do anything to it, 
it'll still [cause harm) ... 

ORIENTATION 

(q) CJM: Bats 'e-ju: hema g O'odham 
(r) k 'am hebai wapgajc 'an himajc, 
(s) 'an kui 'e-soIihim 
(t) s 'eda gmhu hab heb ... mu l:ui we:big, 
(u) koi n g kuig, 
(v) (a)mbu hebi ki:, 
(w) 'am hi:, 
(x) 'eda g 'u'us 'am 'e-sone 
(y) k ;am wo'o hegai, . 

OM: That's what happened to one man, 
who was irrigating [fields) 
by some chopped trees 
and yet over there, behind the tree, 
where a lot of trees are 



where it [the horned toad] lived 
there 
where sticks are chopped 
he [the horned toad] was laying there 

NARRATIVE EVENTS 

(z) ~ 'am himk g g~hu jiya 
(aa) k 'i ma:si s 'am 'ep him 'e:p 
(bb) matp 'ep (, wapga g 'oidag 
(cc) c 'am hebai ~ gnhu haha~ mumkic. 

he went and arrived there 
and in the morning he was walking to the same place 
again to water the field 
and he got sick over there. 

(dd) S he'es hia 'i tas 
(ee) ~ 'am 'ep hi: 'e:p, 
(ff) gdhu baba pi 'e-nako, 
(gg) ~ ~oho 'i s-ko'ok g kakhioj 
(hb) k 'as 'i totsko g kakhioj, 
(ii) s bab kaij, 
(jj) ;as ko:sc 'am wo'o 
(kk) s bab kaij '" 
(II) . " ... he 'as g o'odham jiya 
(mm) k 'as hah kaij, 
(nn) . "g 'ant hekaj hab m-ju: 
(00) mapt g ii-ho:iiig mua." 
(pp) B 'as kaij." 
(qq) S 'am 'i ne: . 
(rr) k bab kaij, 
(ss) "'a kus ... 
(tt) kwis he kid g ha-ho:iiig mua?" 

A length of time passed 
and he went again 
then he finally couldn't stand it [the pain] anymore. 
his legs were in pain 
and his legs got swollen; 
and he said, 
he was lying there asleep, 
and he said ... 

" ... someone came 
and said, 

"The reason I did this to you 
is because you killed my wife." 

He said." 
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Then he woke up 
and he said, 

"When did I kill someone's wife?" 

(uu) I ma:si ~ 'an himajc 'am haha ... 
(vv) 'eda 'am hia ha'ag hi: 'ami, 
(ww) s 'am himajc 'am s 'ab neid, 
(xx) ;am nei mas 'am . 
(yy) wo'o heg w'eco kui; 

The next morning he went 
the same way as before, 
when he was walking there he saw it, 
he saw it [the dead horned toad] 
lying there under the tree; 

EXTERNAL EV ALUA nON 

(zz) tp 'eda 'an 'e-keis 
(aaa) k mea. . 
(bbb) Tp heg hab 4 ha-ho:Iiig 'atp. 

he probably [had) stepped on it 
and killed it. 
It was probably his wife. 

NARRATIVE EVENTS 

(ccc) Na: pi himidt, 
(ddd) bei g 'e-ciokud, 
(eee) haha kulafunad g O'odham 
(fff) k 'ab 'a:g 
(ggg) mo d hegai cemamagI 
(bhh) [1 ho:Iiigaj mua. 

Na: he couldn't walk much, 
he got himself a cane, 
then he was treated by the O'odham [medicine man) 
and he told him 
that it was the horned toad's 
wife that he had killed. 
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The etiological proposition is embedded in an abstract which introduces the story about the 

consequences of accidental harm to a horned toad. Lines (a-p) connect the immediately preceding 

discourse about animals causing sickness with a new proposition, "unintentional harm to powerful 
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animals can result in serious illness:' Using anaphoric elements and metalinguistic self-reference, lines 

(a-b), eJM refers to the knowledge she has previously given: 

(a) ... c ~ a hab 'ab liQ!1 ~ 
that one to the base that one 
and this is based on that from the beginning 
[causes of serious illness can be traced to parental actions which occur before the chi!d 
is born) 

(b) man 'inhu ~ Ml2 ~ 
that I for a long time thus said 
that I had said before 
[knowledge that I mentioned previously) 

Lines (c-p) preface the point of the impending story, which is that some animals are very powerful, and 

people must take great care in their actions towards them. Lines (c-d) and (m) reiterate the temporal 

quality of sickness etiology: there is often a period of latency between transgression and sickness, but 

sickness will eventually "catch up to you." If the parental transgression occurs during pregnancy, then 

sickness can occur as the child grows up. Lines (e-f) focus attention on human actions and sickness, 

implicitly linking this previous knowledge with new information given in lines (g-p), gila monsters and 

homed toads are powerful animals. The implicit etiological proposition is clearly understood by the 

other interactant, BB, who directly states the connection between unintentional human action and 

powerful repercussions from animals such as the homed toad, ("even if you don't see it and [accidently) 

step on it, or do anything to it, it'll still [cause harm) ... "). 

CJM introduces her story through anaphoric reference to BB's immediately preceding 

statements, line q, ~, ''That's what reportedly happened to one man." The abstract section. lines 

(q-y), functions in two ways: fIrst, it establishes that the events of the story happened in the past. 

indicated by the reported speech marker, ~, (lines q and t), thus marking the narrative as a separate 

event from the on-going interaction. Secondly, it provides background information necessary for 

comprehension of the forthcoming narrative events, e.g., there was a man who accidently harmed a 

homed toad; the homed toad lived in the vicinity of the man's fields which the man watered daily. 
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The narrative events and the accompanying evaluation techniques illustrate the causal 

relationship between inadvertent harm to animals and resultant illness. Narrative events are 

paraphrased as follows: 

(z) he went to water the plants 

(aa) he went again the next morning 

(cc) one day he got sick in the fields 

(ff) he was in pain for many days 

(jj) he hE!! a dream in which a homed toad told him that he (the man) had killed the 
homed toad's wife 

(qq) he woke up and tried to figure out when the incident could have happened 

(uu) the next moming he walked to the fields again 

(ww) he saw the dead homed toad 

(ddd) he got sicker 

( eee ) he went to a medicine person 

(iff) the medicine person told him that the homed toad was making him sick 

Two points central to the etiological proposition under discussion are highly elaborated in the 

narrative: the first point is that certain animals, such as the homed toad, are looked upon by O'odham 

people as extremely powerful. eJM had stated in the abstract, lines (h-p) that homed toads are very 

dangerous, that they possess as much strength as medicine people, and that they cause a very painful 

sickness. She elaborates this point in the narrative events section through the use of embedded 

evaluation in which she graphically describes the pain the man is experiencing, lines (dd-hh) and lines 

(ccc-eee), paraphrased as: 

I don't know how many times he experienced the pain as he continued to go to the fields. but 

finally the pain was so great he couldn't stand it anymore. His legs ached badly, and they 

became swollen. 
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You see, he finally couldn't even walk much. He was in so much pain that he had to get 

himself a cane. Finally he went to a medicine man to get cured. 

A discursive strategy which helps to emphasize points is the use of appositional phrases, in which 

semantically similar phrases are placed next to each other, "one making more defInite or explicit the 

meaning of the other" (Elson and Pickett 1983:93). Lines (ff-hh) are appositional phrases referring to 

the pain; lines (ccc-eee) are appositional phrases wmch emphasize that the man's physical movement 

was highly impaired, and that he had to seek treatment from a medicine man. 

(ff) 

(gg) 

(bb) 

(ccc) 

(ddd) 

(eee) 

gdhu haha pi 'e-nako, 
then he finally couldn't stand it anymore 

s woho 'i s-ko'ok g kakhioj 
his legs were truly in pain 

k 'as 'i totsko g kakhioj, 
and· his legs became swollen 

Na: pi himidt, 
Then he couldn't walk 

bei g 'e-ciokud, 
he got himself a cane 

haha kulafunad g 0' odham 
then he got treated by a medicine man 

The second point, highly elaborated through the use of constructed dialogue, is that unintentional 

human action can result in sickness. This point is made in the quoted speech of the protagonist (lines 

ii-pp and lines rr-tt), and in embedded quoted speech of the homed toad figure. The narrator frames 

the reported speech with the reported speech marker, ~ and the metalinguistic reference, hab kaij, "he 

said", and then the protagonist quotes the person (the homed toad) who came to him in a dream. The 

horned toad figure explains to the man why he is experiencing so much pain (English translation), "The 

reason I did this to you is because you killed my wife." Implicitly embedded in this statement is the 

proposition that harm to the horned toad's wife was accidental. Immediately upon waking the 
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protagonist dir~tly states that r;·roposition in his rhetorical question, "When did I kill somebody's wife?" 

(lines rr-tt). 

(ii) 

(jj) 

(kk) 

(11) 

(mm) 

(nn) 
(00) 

(pp) 

(qq) 
(rr) 

(ss) 
(tt) 

s hab kaij, 
(Inti he reportedly said 
[narrator frames protagonist's s~h) 

'as ko:sc 'am wo'o 
he was· reportedly asleep 
[narrator reports indirect s~h of protagonist) 

s hab kaij ... 
anti he reportedly said ... 
[narrator frames protagonist's speech) 

" ... he 'as g o'odham jiya 
... someone reportedly came 
[protagonist's s~h) 

k 'as hab kaij, 
anti· reportedly said, 
[protagonist frames horned toad's speech) 

'g 'ant hekaj hab m-ju: 
mapt g li-ho:Iiig mua.' 
'the reason I did this to you 
is because you killed my wife.' 
[horned toad's speech) 

B 'as kaij." 
He ~eportedly said this. 
[protagonist frames horned toad's s~h) 

S 'am 'i lie: 
k hab kaij, 
Then he reportedly woke up 
anti he said, 
[narrator frames protagonist's s~h) 

"'a kus ... 
kuils hekid g ha-ho:Iiig mua?" 
"When, when did I kill someone's wife?" 
[protagonist's s~h) 

The point that the transgression was unintentional is reiterated in three locations in thc 

remainder of the story. Narrative events, (lines uu-yy), describe the man encountering the dead horned 

toad on his resumed journey to his fields, thus implying that he must have accidently stepped on it in 
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a previous trip. External evaluation (Labov 1967), (lines zz-bbb), provided by OM to the audience, 

draws the conclusion that the man had accidentally stepped on the homed toad, and that the dead 

animal was the wife of the figure in the dream. Rather than using the reported speech marker to frame 

this knowledge, OM uses the perfective awe, 1, combined with the evidential marker, 12, (112, initial form 

in lines zz and bbb), indicating that her commentary is outside the storyworld, "It was probably ... :' 

The point is again made in the conclusion in the form of indirect constructed speech. Lines (eee-hhh) 

report the diagnosis given by the consulted medicine person: that the man's sickness was indeed caused 

by the homed toad as retaliation for killing his wife. 

O'ODHAM MODELS OF ILLNESS 

O'odham pedagogical texts encode salient cultural knowledge about beliefs and practices 

regarding cause, prevention, and treatment of chronic illness and disabilities. The central proposition 

underlying this knowledge is Words, Thoughts and Actions are Effective. This fundamental proposition 

informs the cultural models that are embedded in these texts---<ultural models of etiology, of prevention 

and treatment, of parental responsibility in care-giving, and others. This proposition plays the role in 

O'odham understandings of illness in a similar way that other central schemata shape understandings 

in many domains of native English speakers (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). For instance, Lakoff and 

Johnson have described the importance of metaphor for understanding: 

... metaphor pervades our normal conceptual system. Because so many of the concepts that are 
important to us are either abstract or not clearly delineated in our experience (the emotions. 
ideas, time, etc.), we need to get a grasp on them by means of other concepts that we 
understand in clearer terms (spatial orientatiou, objects, etc.). This need leads to metaphorical 
defInition in our conceptual system (1980:115). 

The belief in the power of words, thoughts, and actions "pervades" the Q'odham medical system 

represented here, and assists people in interpreting complex experiences much as metaphorical 

understanding assists people in "grasping" abstract experiences in terms of more concrete experiences. 
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It is this fundamental proposition combined with a number of other ideas about health and illness which 

constitute the O'odham cultural models embedded in the pedagogical texts. 

Themes, ideas, and beliefs about health and illness are expressed both directly and implicitly 

in the texts. We have seen that C'odham speakers use many formulaic p2radigrDs and conventional 

strategies when discussing this knowledge. Discourse devices such as the admonitions format in which 

prohibitions concerning ways of talking about, thinking about, and acting are framed in reported speech 

and embedded in formulaic language are important vehicles for assertions about relationships among 

actors and actions and illness or misfortune. These relationships are also evidenced in the narratives 

told by speakers to elaborate previously discussed ideas. The organization of these relationships is a 

structure I am calling a cultural model. When particular examples are given to illustrate actors, actions. 

and consequences, the cultural model is "instantiated, and the result is a proposition that is an assertion 

about the world" (Hutchins 1987:279). Propositions then are largely implicit assertions which I have 

constructed from the textual material, and are descriptive of the cultural knowledge-the ideas, beliefs. 

and themes-which comprise O'odham culturai II!ooeis. 

The utility of the notion of propositional-type models used in discussions of forms of knowledge 

which underlie everyday reasoning and comprehension has been well demonstrated (cf. Holland and 

Quinn 1987). The importance of propositional-type models is that these models "specify concepts and 

the relations which hold among them" (Holland and Quinn 1987:25, Hutchins 1980). The most useful 

characteristic of these models for understanding the cultural knowledge embedded in the pedagogical 

texts here is that much of the detailed information used to connect relationships can be "dropped out" 

of everyday taU, and it is still understood. In many types of everyday discourse, (Linde's 1987 

"explanation," White's 1987 "proverbs," and Quinn's 1982 "marriage metaphors"), the causal 

relationships between events and actors -is often not explicitly stated, "making those connections seem 

'empty'" (Holland and Quinn 1987:25). The missing information can be filled in by speakers and 

hearers who share similar linguistic strategies and knowledge bases. In other words participants in 
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interaction make familiar inferences and assumptions without needing detailed explanations due to 

shared cultural models of both language and knowledge. 

In O'odham discourse on health and illness the causal relationships between human actions and 

resulting illness are recognized and readily understood as they are delivered in conventional strategies 

and formulaic language. The inferences and assumptions needed to make sense out of nonspecialist or 

lay talk about illness are based on underlying models of "talking about" and "knowledge about" illness 

which is shared by O'odham speakers. Fillmore points out this interrelationship between formulaic 

language and cultural models when he talks about meanings of expressions being "relativized to scenes" 

such that when a particular expression in used, "you drag along with it a whole scene" (1977b:1l4). 

Now when I say that meanings are relativized to scenes, what I mean is that we choose and 
understand expressions by having or activating in our minds schemas or images or memories 
of experiences within which the word or expression has a naming or describing or classifying 
function (1977a:74). 

Fillmore's scenes include "standard scenarios for familiar actions and events that can be spoken of 

independently of given individuals' memories of experiences" (1977b:126). Meanings of O'odham 

formulaic expressions are "relativized" to familiar actions and events found in "standard scenarios" or 

cultural models. 

Using basic concepts from cultural models theory I now focus attention on the everyday 

understandings which some O'odham people use to explain and interpret their experiences with such 

a major life force as chronic illness and disability. These everyday, ''nonspecialist,'' ''nonscientific'' 

understandings are pa~y composed of beliefs from "expert systems," including specialist systems 

understood and used by O'odham medicine people, mamakai, and biomedical systems used by Western 

health-care providers. These understandings are also shaped by, and in turn influence, culturally shared 

experiences and culturally shared knowledge. I want to stress at this point that people hold multiple 

models of health and illness which they use as guidelines for understanding behavior. I view these 

models as frameworks of interpretation rather than as deterministic grids of rules and routines which 
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dictate behavior. Throughout the discussion of cultural models I refer to textual material and speakers 

which I have either introduced in the formulaic language discussion, or which I introduce here. 

Cultural Models of EtiolW 

The power of words, thoughts and actions is the major organizing proposition in O'odham 

etiological beliefs represented in the texts. This proposition is reflected in cultural knowledge regarding 

the role of parents and families in causing illness. the role of cultural changes in birthing procedures 

which seriously influence the quality of children's lives and the role of individuals in causing their own 

illness. Embedded in propositions about parental responsibility, medical procedures, and individual 

responsibility are propositions about latency and intentionality. The consequences of thinking, talking, 

".nd acting in negative ways can result in sickness which is experienced immediately or latently. 

Transgressions resulting in illness and/or misfortune need not be intentionally done. 

Parental Responsibility in Causini Children's Illness The proposition that parents and family 

members have clear and ever-present responsibility for causing (and preventing) serious illness in their 

children in a central theme in the O'odham model of etiology. Calling attention to difference, either 

physical or mental, through observation or explicit teasing can cause serious illness or some form of 

attribute transfer. Many of the admonitions contain explicit warnings against making fun of, or treating 

badly people who have handicapping conditions. Children are cautioned not to do anything harmful to 

others who have serious illnesses or handicapping conditions because their future children or their 

grandchildren may be born with (or develop) those same disabilities. Pregnant women and family 

members are warned not to think negatively about, or to act disrespectful towards people or animals 

with differences because their children could be born with those differences. This proposition that 

talking about, thinking about, and doing things can cause sickness or attribute transfer is evidenced in 

VC's presentation of multiple admonitions of how to treat people who have disabling conditions (Text 

2. introduced earlier). OM also voices this proposition in several texts introduced earlier. In Text 3 she 
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gives examples of activities that pregnant women should refrain from doing (they shouldn't see or 

observe animals that are not normal, they shouldn't fight or harm animals). In Text 9 she warns of the 

potential dangers from watching television programs involving persons acting strangely or violently. 

The proposition that calling attention to difference can result in some form of attribute transfer 

has ramifications outside the domain of sickness. In the following text, CR relates a humorous story of 

how her actions towards the behavior of her nephew resulted in her son displaying the same behavior. 

When she was pregnant she would tease her nephew about putting ketsup on everything he ate; now 

her own son does the same thing. 

[Text 18] 

Eda hema hab wud Damion c wud ii-nephew 
c Sai'ai si s-na:k g ketsup . 
nt· cem hekid na:nko 'a:g, 
nopi we:s ha'icu 'am we:nad. 
Everything he eats, 
he'll put ketsup on it, my nephew, 
and, you know, [I would] make fun of him. 
na:nko 'a:g 
k hemu g Sky hab cu'ig. (audience laughter) 

Yeah, my son (laughter) 
and he even tries to put ketsup in oatmeal 
and you know, he really likes ketsup 
and matt hebi 'am 0 wo:po'o McDonald's 
o as cem hebai even just to a restaurant 
t heg we:pcg 'aIll 0 ha-tai ketsup ... 

Damion is my nephew 
and he loved ketsup 
and I used to tease him about this 
because he would put ketsup on everything. 
Everything he eats, 
he'll put ketsup on it, my nephew, 
and, you know, [I would] make fun of him, 
make fun of him, 
and now Sky is like that. 

Yeah, my son (laughter) 
and he even tries to put ketsup in oatmeal 
and you know, he really likes ketsup 
and when we go to McDonald's 



or just anyplace, even just to a restaurant 
the first thing he'll want is ketsup ... 
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Proper behavior towards animals in general is a central proposition in O'odham models of 

illness causation. There are explicitly stated prohibitions for expectant parents to observe around 

animals in order to prevent serious illness to their children. These prohibitions embody two specific 

etiological propositions, one concerning pregnant mother's actions, the other concerning actions of 

expectant fathers. The first proposition is that pregnant women should avoid being around most kinds 

of animals, because harming them either by killing them or bothering them can cause sickness to 

children as babies or whe~ they become adults. We saw this proposition illustrated earlier by CR in 

her discussion of her aunt's admonitions regarding staying away from animals when women are 

pregnant (Text 1). ln Text 3 CJM says that is it dangerous to see or to harm animals when one is 

pregnant. She believes that there is an increase in sickness because young people no longer respect 

animals. 

The second proposition is that expectant fathers should not hunt or kill animals because the 

newborn baby could become very sick, and in some cases, early death many result. JE's personal 

narrative of his father's hunting activities during the mother's pregnancy clearly illustrates this 

proposition (Text 16). We also saw this proposition evidenced in CJM's admonitions listing many 

different animals which expectant fathers should avoid harming (Text 3). 

Parents' and family members' behavior at O'odham ceremonies also affects their children's 

health. People are cautioned to have respect for the way the ceremony is performed by avoiding 

negative thoughts and disrespectful talk, and by observing the rules of specific ceremonies (e.g., some 

ceremonies specify the number of days or times a spectator must attend). In OM's narrative about her 

granddaughter's illness (Text 19) she attributed the cause of her suffering to the behavior of the child's 

father at a ceremony. The ceremony which he attended calls for spectators to attend four times; he only 

went to it twice, rather than completing the cycle. CJM cites this improper action, in addition to her 

speculation that he "probably felt some way about it," as the cause of her illness. 



[Text 19) 

Heg hab ju: hegai, 
mat pi 'am hugidk, 
'ep 'asp hemho 'am a has 'i 'did 
has 'i~e-ju: 
kaij ... 

That did that to her, 
when he didn't finish 
and also that he probably felt some way about it 
did something 
said ... 
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Cultural Chan~es in Birthin2 Procedures Cultural changes in birthing procedures are viewed 

by some Q'odham people as responsible for health risks to babies and mothers. This proposition is 

embedded in discussions by CR, FM, and JE regarding prohibitions which state that pregnant women 

should not be around each other because the labor period will be extended and their babies will be 

sickly. 

The interrelationship between cultural change and the power of words, thoughts, and actions 

is also illustrated in CJM's discourse on delivery procedures and attribute transfer. An older woman, 

viewed as "hardworking" and "industrious" would deliver the b<sby, so that the child would "follow in 

her footsteps," possessing those valued attributes-s-wagimakad, "be hardworking", s-cipkanaqa2. "be 

a good worker", s-ce@o ha'icu mat hascu has 0 ju', ''will remember things that they have to do", ~ 

hab 0 ju', "do it right". CJM compares this delivery procedure to present-day techniques in which there 

could be several doctors present, emphasizing the potential dangers of the transfer of their attributes 

and thoughts to the newborn baby, hem a 'i si s-paqma c si s-i' 'im ha-u'id k 'oya b a~ 'e- " ... one 

of them is probably very lazy and drinks alot, they deliver for them, that's why they just-". She then 

tells a personal narrative about how her hardworking grandmother delivered her (OM the speaker), 

and CJM's first child. She then describes her aunt as the same kind of person (:}3i'ai s-cipkanaqa~. "a 

very hard worker") who delivered CJM's younger child, Mary, who is also hardworking. Embedded 
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at the end of this narrative is a direct statement about her belief in the concept of attribute-transfer and 

the power of words and thoughts. She says, "N s-wehocud," I believe this. 

Individuals' Role in Illness The interrelationship between the role of individuals in the 

etiological process and the power of words, thoughts, and actions is eIlibodied in several propositions 

of the cultural model. The major proposition is that individuals often cause their own illnesses because 

of the things they think, say or do. This theme is elaborated in more specific propositions, including the 

belief that intense thoughts about someone or something that one cares deeply about will cause 

something to appear as that person and it will cause harm. JE's reported admonitions in Text 12 

(introduced earlier) regarding "thinking too much about a loved one" illustrate this proposition. Another 

specific proposition is that individual's actions such as getting lost or not paying attention to their 

whereabouts can cause out-of-the-ordinary things to happen to them. This proposition is embedded in 

YC's constructed discourse reiterating her mother's admonitions to children about "wandering around" 

(Text 13, introduced earlier). 

Both of these propositions are fully elaborated in other conversations. JE's discourse in Text 

12 is part of a conversation among three people in which each speaker elaborates in personal narrative 

the reported admonition "don't think so much about a loved one who passed away, or maybe about 

someone you love, because it'll affect you in some way". JE tells a story about his uncle riding in the 

desert who came upon a girl with a basket of wheat biscuits. His uncle offered her a ride on his horse. 

but her only response was to throw something at him. He then realized that the girl was probably not 

a human being, but was something which had taken the form of a woman that he had been thinking 

deeply about. The girl then turned into a little fox carrying some gourds. The point of JE's story is that 

thinking too much about a loved one can eause the mind to play tricks on oneself, thus placing oneself 

in danger. CR describes her aunt's admonitions to her about how she should behave on her route from 

the school bus-"Run home, and don't be daydreaming or doing things, 'cause if you're-, if you dilly

dally, you're gonoa meet somebody, somewhere along the way, but it won't be that person. it'll be 
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something else. And if it touches you, or gets too close to you, you'll get sick." FM talks about her 

personal experiences in dealing with her husband's death, underscoring the proposition that thinking 

too much about someone can be harmful to emotional health, " ... it was six years before I really got 

over him; I can laugh about him [now), but ... and I thought that that's the way people go crazy." 

SL narrates a story in which a nonhuman creature takes the form of a pretty little dog, enticing 

a child to follow it. The child's parents find the child before something bad happens to her, and the dog 

is never seen again. SL emphasizes that had the child's parents not found her immediately, some kind 

of misfortune would have happened to her. 

Improper behavior at ceremonies can result in illness to individuals who perform disrespectful 

actions. We sec this relationship between ceremonial actions and illness in the proposition that parental 

actions cause children's illness in eJM's discourse (Text 20). In this same text, OM gives an example 

of a man who played a trick on a ceremonial dancer and became seriously ill with the same kind of leg 

ailments which afflicted her granddaughter. 

[Text 20) 

Na: k 'am himk pi sai 'ai tas 
mats hab mahema bab 'e-ju:, 
mat·'in hab 'e-ju: g Mali:ya. 

Na: time passed and before too long 
it happened like that to him 
like how it happened to Mary. 

Latency Intentionality and lliness A salient theme in the O'odham model of illness causation 

is the existence of a period of latency between violations of prohibitions and the onset of illness-seen 

as the consequence of careless action. A second theme, often intertwined with the concept of latency 

is that actions may be unintentional. The connection between latency, intentionality, and parental 

responsibility in causing serious illness to their children, or grandchildren, is illustrated in discourse 

introduced earlier. Personal examples are given of family members' attempts to determine what they 

did in the past to cause the handicapping condition. In Text 10, MD describes the handicapping 
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condition of a younger friend's son, and the questions that the mother had regarding her role in causing 

his blindness. The friend's mother had said that she probably had seen someone who had a similar 

handicap. In Texts 4 and 5 we saw part of a conversation between an elderly woman (FM) and middle

aged man (JE) discussing family members' involvement in causing handicapping conditions in 

grandchildren in their respective families. Both children are severely mentally handicapped and mildly 

physically impaired, and their grandparents expressed the proposition that they (the grandparents) wer~ 

being punished for something they must have done in the past, "though we don't remember when or 

how ... [the transgressions occurred]." 

The idea of latency is also prevalent in the etiological model of adult sicknesses. There is often 

a lengthy time span between childhood violations of prohibitions and the consequences of illness in 

adulthood. In Text 11, MD describes many etiological prohibitions which should be observed in 

childhood, in order to prevent sickness later in adulthood. These include food prohibi~ons, such as 

avoidance of eating beans from mesquite trees which have been struck by lightening and avoiding food 

that has been touched by mice. Children are taught to stay away from dust devils or whirlwinds, and 

not to harm any creatures in general (MD mentions gila monsters, termites, flies and bees). MD 

provides a personal example of childhood violations, noting in Text 11a (introduced earlier) that the 

leg pains she experiences now probably resulted from childhood games of running into the center of 

dustdevils. 

The proposition that unintentional actions can cause illness was clearly demonstrated in CJM's 

didactic narrative (Text 17, introduced earlier) about the man who accidentally stepped on a homed 

toad and was physically impaired from horned toad sickness. 

Cultural Models of Treatment 

Pedagogical discourse reveals very little specific information regarding treatment and 

intervention practices for either general sickness or chronic illness and disabilities. Reasons for this 
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paucity of treatment knowledge seem to lie in the nature of the topic. Many O'odbam people have told 

me that treatment knowledge belongs to the domain of the mamakai, the medicine men and women 

who perform the treatments, and that it is only discussed in general terms. M:::ny O'odham people 

believe that talking about topics which have potentially powerful content, as do curing ceremonies and 

other curing practices, and the medicine men and women who operate in this system, is itself a 

dangerous activity. My own participation in the daily lives of several families provided me with similar 

observations. Discussions about taking a family member to a ma'kai, "medicine person", stated in the 

formulaic expression "to see somebody", were a natural form of discourse; particular treatment 

remedies which were used were simply not mentioned. In order to focus on how health and illness 

knowledge is represented in discourse of nonspecialists it was important to obtain as close to naturally

occuring speech as possible, such that questions about specific treatments were not asked. 

Cultural knowledge regarding treatment-seeking behavior and intervention practices is 

embedded in general propositions which are shaped by people's experiences with two medical treatment 

systems-the Western biomedical system and the O'odham medical system. A central proposition in 

the O'odham model of treatment-seeking behavior is that because there are multiple causes of illness 

there are multiple treatments which can be tried. lllnesses which are known to be caused by O'odham 

actions need to be treated in the O'odham medical system, while other illnes..'<Cs can be treated by 

specialists in both systems. Underlying this proposition is an implicit fundamental distinction between 

the two major theories of sickness described by Gregorio and Bahr (1974). Ka:cim mumkida~, "staying 

sicknesses," are those affecting only O'odham people, known in everyday or lay language as "Indian 

doings," "Indian sickness," and "O'odham illnesses." Cures and treatments for these sicknesses are 

sought in the O'odham medical system, usually in the form of visits to a ma-kai. Treatment for 

infectious diseases, the Oimmeqdam sicknesses, and other conditions, such as broken bones. is most 

often sought in the biomedical system. 
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The proposition that medicine people have the power to diagnosis problems and recommend 

cures is a central theme in stories about treatment-seeking behavior in the O'odham medical system. 

The most salient element in the discourse on treatment is the role of the power of thoughts, words, and 

actions to bring relief in the form of wellness or restoration of harmony. The major proposition states 

that retribution or offerings to the offended party will result in some form of remediation. Treatment 

remedies, such as performance of curing ceremonies, singing sacred songs, and other forms of curing 

are performed by O'odham medicine men and women. 

Treatment-seeking behavior and treatment remedies are represented in the pedagogical texts 

in very general, unelaborated terms, presented in a kind of conventional format. An example of this 

conventional format is as follows: Sick people are either taken to "see somebody" in village "X", or 

"somebody" is brought to the home of a sick person. The ma'kai diagnoses the cause of the illness, 

recommends a kind of treatment and often performs the treatment. Some treatment remedies can only 

be performed by specialists in that area, and if so, their services are then obtained and they perform 

the treatment. The sick person is either restored to health, or other remedies are sought. OM's lengthy . 

narrative about the relationship between her granddaughter's illness and her father's improper actions 

at a ceremony illustrates this conventional way of talking about treatment-seeking behavior. In the text 

(Text 21) OM describes in elaborate detail the effects of the illness [Episode Il: Her granddaughter's 

legs and arms didn't have any strength; they were very swollen and consequently she had to be carried 

everywhere and fed by her grandmother. Fmally CJM sought the services of several medicine people. 

In very general terms she tells us about the treatment practices [Episode Ill: She brought one ma:kai 

from a village who diagnosed the illness as ceremony sickness; then she returned him to his village and 

picked up another ma'kai from a different village who performed a curing ceremony which restored 

her granddaughter's health. 



[Text 21] 

[Episode I: ELABORATION OF ILLNESS EFFECTS] 

P he: hab 'e-ju: 
k pi 'abhu gewpka g kakhioj, 
~ woho 'i-s-ko'ok g kakhioj, 
haha 'as 'i tOtskOli ... 
cu:bugaj 
c pi bejel 'amhu has 'i-e-jucu; 
Ii 'as 'i bebpe ... 
'i wahamigid 
c (h)ab as ha'icu ko'icud '" 
we:sko g "e-no:n ... 
'e-kakhio, 
mas'i .,. 
mas g ... 
'ed3 wenog hi pi 'anhu g miIega:n 
matt ... ho ma:, 
hegi dahiwikud gdhu 'i [ ] 
c as 'i bebpe . . 
c 'am dadsa 
k 'am dahlwap. 

Sbe got like that 
and her legs didn't have any strength, 
her legs hurt real badly, 
got real swollen ... 
her body [got swollen] 
and she could not move around by herself; 
I had to carry .. , 
help her up, 
and just feed ber things ... 
her hands all over '" 
her legs, 
were [swollen] ... 
back then there weren't any Anglo's 
that we ... to give that bedpan [ ]; 
we just took her 
and sit ber down 
and she would go. 

[Episode II: SEEKING TREATMENT] 

[Part I: Bringing Ma:kai to Sick Person] 

Ne: nt 'am haha me: ... 
medk g gabu bema bei g ... 
hebi 'as (w)ud Si:i Naggiak 'ab ... 
'o'odha'm, . 
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has 'atp 'i cc:gig, 
m 'am hab 'a'aga X, 
ma:kai. 

Ne: I finally went ... 
went and got someone who ... 
from Si:l Naggia ... 
the person, 
whatever his name is, 
that you call X, 
a medicine man. 

[Part II: Diagnosis by Ma·kai) 

Nt hab be 
k 'ab dakahim 
c heg hab 'a:g mas wud 
hegai wi:gida. . . 

I got him 
and he stayed there; 
and that is what he said it was, 
that harvest ceremony. 

[Part III: Seeking Specialist's Services) 

Am haha'ap 'i bei 'e:p 
k ... 
hau nt 'am 'ep medk 
hegai hab iiei Ge Oidag t-ab. 

I took him back again 
and ... 
yes I also went to go see 
someone else at Big Fields. 

[Part IV: Treatment Ceremony Performed} 

Eda hia cem gi'ikkajc 0 WUSO, 

'eda koko hegam, 
'oya hab cei hegai 
mat~ a~ hejel 'am hab wua ju:. 

Ne: t hab wuso 
t 'am 'i 'a pet. 

Yet there were supposed to be four [medicine men) 
to do the curing ceremony; 
yet they were sick; 
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that's why he said 
that he could do it by himself. 

Ne: he did the ceremony 
and she got well. 
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In addition to knowledge about the power of medicine people to treat illnesses, cultural 

knowledge regarding the actions of individuals to bring about cures is also represented in the texts. The 

proposition that individuals can make promises or vows to Catholic saints, who in return will bless 

people with health, is represented in OM's (Text 22) discussion of the annual pilgrimage to Magdalena, 

Mexico. O'odham people, and other native people living in Mexico, travel annually to the shrine of 

Saint Francis, located in the Sonoran town of Magdalena. People bring their family members who are 

sick and disabled to be blessed by the Catholic priests and to be in the healing presence of the image 

of Saint Francis. Oftentimes people make vows or promises to Saint Francis of something they will 

fulfill, for example, that they will walk from the U.S.jMexican border to the village "suffering so much 

before they reach him". 

[Text 22] 

Am 'i-ha-u:u, 
'am 'i-e-u:u. 
Hab 'a:gas mo ha'icu (wu)~ "wikla~g", 
matt 0 wiklad g t-sa:ntoga, 
koi hega'i San Palisi:sko; 

mat hebi hemo mumku 
t hab ha'icu 0 ... 

ha'icu 0 'e-so'igkc wui hegai San Palisisko, 
'am 0 tai mat hab 0 'i-we:mt, 
'am 0 'e-a: mat has masma hab '0 'e-ju:, 
koi, mat 'am 0 hi:, 
'0 has masma 'am 0 'i bei hegai. 
Has masma 0 himk, 
he'ekia 'i 'e-so'igcudk 0 'ai, 
hab 'i ta:ii g' we:mta. 

They take them over there, 
they go over there. 
This is called "owing", 
that we will owe our saint, 
I mean that St. Francis; 



like when someone is sick 
they will ask for things ... 
offer your sufferings towards St. Francis, 
ask him to help that person, 
tell him how you are going to go about doing it, 
I mean, that he/she will go, 
or how he/she will take that person. 
How he/she will be going, 
suffering so much before reaching him, 
asking him for his help. 
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Using a counterexample (Price 1987) eJM then elaborates the proposition regarding treatment remc-

dies and individual action in a personal narrative about a relative of hers who made a vow that she 

would carry her sick baby to Magdalena. She was unable to fulfill the promise and her child becamc 

chronically mentally ill. 

[Text 23) 

Heg 'at bab mahema (ha)b 'e-ju:. 
Wenog mumku hegi 'ali, 
'i cem mumkki, 
lie: t bab masma (h)ab ta:1i 
g San Palisi:sko g hega'i je'eba~j 
mat bab 0 ... 

mat 0 'a pet 
t 'am 0 hi: gmhu Mali:na wui, 
as a ba s 0 hi:, 
ko:mka'ik 0 hi:, 
gaho 'ai. 

That's how he got like that. 
When that baby got sick, 
was almost dying; 
Ne: that's [when) his mother 
asked St. Francis to help ... 
for him to get well, 
and she would go to Magdalena, 
but that she would just walk, 
carry him and walk, 
reach him [St. Francis). 

Ne: tp 'oya pi 'amhu bab 'e-ju:. 
Am himk 'am ha'as 'ai 'i ge'eda 
k bab 'e-ju: 
mo wa 'an bab cu'ig. 
Ha pi we:sig. 
Ha hcbhu wua g 'e-cegItoidag. 



K hab n-a:gid 

Ne: but I guess she never did this. 
as he got older 
it happened 
he got like how he was. 
He was crazy. 
He lost his mind. 

mats bab masma 'e-wikla, 
wiklad g San Palisi:sko. 
Pi 'e-nako 
mat 'amhu hab '0 0 ju:. 
S cu'ijigaj 
t 'oya heg 'amjed hab bei hega'i 
k 'oya pi 'apet. . 

She told me 
that is how she owed, 
owed St. Francis. 
She couldn't do 
what [she promised] 
she would do. 
lt's just her fault, 
and that's [how] he got that [sickness], 
and that's why he didn't get well. 
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O'odham people often incorporate both medical systems into their health-seeking behavior. 

Text 24 is a good example of the proposition that specialists in both systems can bring about relief. MD 

tells a lengthy story about baving her swollen leg treated by a ma:kai and a clinic physician. She 

believes that a combination of treatments helped to heal her leg. In my ethnographic participation I 

observed this pattern of seeking treatment in both systems many times. 

[Text 24] 

Ne: hemuc, humuc mat tas sai'ai 
si tosko we:sko g n- .. , .. 
up to here 'an 'in hab, 
hemuc it's going down now, 
s haba ... 
O'odham ma:kai n-kulaIimad 
c 'im g milgan ma:kai, 
k g 'apetahim hemu, 
c a~ bab a hia koi 'amhu 'j si 'apet. 

Ne: now, now for a long time 
my [leg] was swollen all over ... 



DISCUSSION 

up to here, that's why I'm, 
it's going down now, 
but then ... 
the O'odham doctor treated me 
and so did the white doct~r, 
and it's getting well now. 
But it's not completely well yet. 
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My major goal in this chapter was to expose the fact that there are significant cultural 

differences in how people think about, and talk about, etiology, prevention and treatment. Using textual 

material from O'odham speakers who are nonspecialists in this topic I described O'odham models of 

illness which differ significantly from Western bio-medical models. These pedagogical texts offer us 

some insight into how cultural models of etiology and treatment serve as frames of understanding 

(Fillmore 1976) into which O'odham people fit their experiences with illness. A variety of propositions. 

exemplified with textual material, were provided as instantiations of the cultural models. These 

instantiations repeatedly point to the power of words, thoughts, and actions to cause and treat illness. 

The formulaicness of the discourse suggests that this proposition is fundamental and shared. I have 

argued that this fundamental proposition plays a key "meaning-making" role in O'odham understandings 

of illness. What I have not addressed in my discussion of propositions and cultura~ models is what 

coherent link in the O'odham world makes it possible for words, thoughts, and action to be powerful. 

Implied in these pedagogical texts, but never directly discussed is that there must be a connection 

between the material world and a spiritual world in order for things people say, do. and think to cause 

illness and misfortune to themselves and to others. The existence of a spiritual world in which medicine 

people, or shamans operate is found in ritual oratory. One way to look at this implied connection in 

my texts is to use ritual texts as a guide. 

In the work of Underhill, Bahr, Lopez, Pancho, and Lopez (1979) and Bahr (1975) on 

shamanic literature we fwd an elaborated view of the world in which medicine people, or shamans are 
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connected to both a material world and a spiritual one. At the ritual level O'odham orators talk about 

medicine men traveling ''the flowering paths" to a destination. These travels are described as journeys 

undertaken by heroes in a spiritual world, and they are based on the activities of medicine people 

operating in a physical world. In Bahr (1975:41) the orator describes how the medicine man sets out 

along the beautiful road, " ... all beaded, all earringed, wing feather bowstring sided, down feather 

bowstring sides, cut wood flowered sided ... " on a long and dangerous journey. The road which the 

runner-hero follows to reach the sacred rainhouse in Jose Pancho's wine festival speech is a shining 

path, "The road towards you shined brightly an~ was put" (Underhill et al. 1979:25). 

At the ritual level the world is seen as timeless as medicine people travel through time and 

space on their journeys. These heroes travel on paths connecting the physical world to the spiritual 

world. Spiritual power is picked up from the beautiful things along the paths. Power is necessary for 

the hero to possess because the journey is dangerous. It is in this sense that the "shining" paths and 

"earringed" roads are the connection between the physical world and the spiritual world-the 

connection that is implied in pedagogical discourse. This connection between the material and spiritual 

worlds must be permeable in order for such concepts as latency and attribute transfer to have reality 

in forms of sickness. 

The idea of permeability of the pathways is found in the ritual literature as we find shamans 

traveling on journeys to rid the world of sickness. These ritual journeys are descriptions of actual acts 

performed in ceremonies. In the ~ cleansing ceremony medicine people use ocotillo sticks to beat 

the sickness from the houses, and once it is dislodged, cholla branches are used to gather up the 

sickness. The sickness is then sent away with an ~ speech. In the ritual speech describing this 

ceremony, the hero journeys along a "glossy" road, breaks branches from the ocotillo and "with it the 

bad feelings [sickness] they nail down flat and finish" (Underhill et aI. 1979:84). The relationship 

between spiritual-world journeys in ritual orations and the acts performed during curing ceremonies 

implies that shamanistic practice is one of opening paths between the two worlds. It also tells us that 
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shamanistic practice is dangerous. Medicine people are seen as being able to use their power for good 

or evil means. For example, the sickness being destroyed in the ~ ceremony is understood to be 

caused by the actions of evil medicine men from other villages (Underhill 1946:281). In Underhill's 

discussion of the power of "song magic" in O'odham life she emphasizes the dangers of shamanistic 

practice. People are afr:.l;d of medicine men because of their ability to use their power in contrasting 

ways: 

Great power passes through him, and it depends upon himself whether that power is used for 
evil or for good. The Papago [= O'odhamJ is never sure which way the medicine man has 
chosen: he seems to cure, but perhaps at a whim, he may begin to kill (1938:141). 

These fundamental ideas regarding pathways between a spiritual world and a material one, and 

the dangers of shamanistic power are implied in both the content of the pedagogical discourse and in 

the prototypical speech forms used to talk about illness knowledge. Pedagogical discouro;e implies that 

vulnerable states of people, as well as curing practices of medicine people open pathways allowing 

spiritual power to have access to the material world. Vulnerable states include such things as pregnancy. 

daydreaming and inattentiveness, and handicapping conditions. Pregnant women are seen as being at 

risk by the actions that they and others perform. Individuals are viewed as putting themselves at by risk 

by "thinking too hard about someone they love." Attributes such as those associated with handicapping 

conditions can be transferred to unborn babies through the power of words and thoughts. Animals have 

power to retaliate for actions done to them either intentionally or accidentally. Just as medicine people 

travel through time and space in orational journeys there is a timeless quality to sickness. Thinking, 

doing, and talking in certain ways in childhood can make people sick as adults. Actions caused by 

parents of unborn children make these babies sick as they grow up. 

In order for thoughts, words, and actions to cause these things to happen language itself must 

be spiritually powerful, and this power must be able to permeate the material world. Certain kinds of 

thoughts cause things to happen-therefore one of the ways for people to attempt to control what 

happens to them is through having positive thoughts and respectful behavior. People refrain from calling 
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attention to difference, from thinking too much about loved ones, and from making negative judgments. 

The prototypical speech act used to talk about illness knowledge is characterized as vague and indirect. 

People avoid saying anything explicit or direct about handicapping conditions, about people who have 

these conditions or about specific treatment procedures. These topics are spoken of through formulaic 

expressions and other forms of conventionalized language. In the next chapter, I turn to the similarities 

and differences in discourse strategies and cultural knowledge as evidenced in the discourse of O'odham 

specialists. 



INTRODUCTION 

V. VARIATION AND DIVERSITY IN 

HEALTH AND ILLNESS KNOWLEDGE 
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The purpose of this discussion is to focus on the social organization of hc:alth and illness 

knowledge, specifically asking how cultural knowledge is socially organized and socially differentiated 

in terms of intra societal variation between knowledge held by nonspecialists and specialists or experts 

within O'odham communities, and in terms of intercultural or intersocietal variation focusing on 

similarities and differences in the specialist-lay dichotomy evidenced both in O'odham and Western 

medical systems. 

An important focus of my study is on the knowledge and discourse strategies that "ordinary" 

(nonspecialist) O'odham people use in making sense out of chronic illness. As we have seen in the 

previous chapter O'odham people share a fundamental proposition regarding the power of words. 

thoughts and actions in cause, prevention and treatment of illness. This key proposition, embedded in 

a number of other propositions about health and illness constitute what I have designated as O'odham 

cultural models. These cultural models are similar to and different from illness knowledge held by 

experts within O'odham communities. A cultural models approach tends to present knowledge as 

though it were a homogenous package of "shared understandings" held by all members of the given 

community (d. Suchman 1987 and Keesing 1987 for critiques on this issue). A basic sociolinguistic 

premise is that knowledge is not necessarily coherent and homogeneous, whether the focus in on 

knowledge held by an individual or collective knowledge within a social community. People have "bits 

and pieces" of abstract knowledge which may be shared to some degree, but which is more 

appropriately described as "distributive." Knowledge is socially distributed within communities along 

various dimensions, including age and experience factors. socio-economic factors, institutional 

constraints, gender and role (cf. Cicourel 1987, Philips 1984, Mehan 1985 for specific case studies 

illustrating socially distributed knowledge). 
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An implicit assumption in much work looking at cultural beliefs and practices is that 

nonspecialists and experts (healers, diagnosticians, shamans, medicine men and women) share the same 

cultural models used in understanding illness (Fabrega and Silver 1973; Kleinman 1980). The small 

amount of comparative research that does focus on the distribution of medical knowledge among 

experts and lay people looks at isolated sets of terms used by each group to identify symptoms, classify 

illnesses into categories, identify etiology and recommend treatment (Fabrega and Silver 1973, Finkler 

1984, Mathews 1983, Young 1980, Garro 1986a). None of these studies focus on the discourse practices 

or the contextual settings within which illness knowledge is represented. 

Using textual material from the pedagogical discourse presented in Chapter III, I will compare 

the similarities and differences between illness knowledge and discourse practices of this group of 

elderly nonspecialists with the expert texts of an O'odham medicine man, Juan Gregorio (Bahr, 

Gregorio, Lopez, and Alvarez 1981). I am looking at diversity in knowledge and discourse practices 

within O'odham communities because of the tendency of non-O'odham service providers to perceive 

O'odham illness beliefs as a system of homogenous ideas believed or not believed by O'odham people 

depending on whether they "come from more traditional or less traditional parts of the reservation:' 

In discussions that I have had with nOll-O'odham health care providers and educators they have 

indicated to me that they know that a belief system exists which differs significantly from their own. 

They have often characterized this system as an "O'odham world view" in which illness knowledge is 

based on the expertise of medicine men and women, with little recognition that knowledge held by 

"ordinary" O'odham people varies from this. I have received the impression that service providers tend 

to discount the importance of nonspecialists' beliefs. 

EXPERT - LAY LANGUAGE DICHOTOMY 

The fact that discourse strategies used by experts or specialists as they discuss "specialized 

domain-specific knowledge" (Philips 1987:430) differs significantly from those employed in "everyday" 
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conversation is well-documented in the literature. Cicourel (1985) illustrates salient differences between 

institutional and everyday conversational discourse in his study of physician-patient language, in which 

patients' descriptions of their illnesses, delivered in terms rooted in experience and presented in a 

negotiated style in which speakers and hearers construct meaning through questions and comments, are 

transformed into "medical literacy." Medical literacy is discourse characterized by the use of highly 

technical terms, in which information is presented as objectified facts, and in which questions and input 

from the patient are excluded. Everyday language is characterized by a pervasive use of anaphoric and 

deictic pronouns, forcing listeners to make inferences which are highly contingent on the immediate 

context. This language is described as highly contextualized and "emergent," in that it is language with 

negotiated and inferentially based meanings. When professional personnel translate the patient's 

discourse into the language of the medical establishment it becomes codified into a kind of medical 

literacy, sharing characteristics of discourse found in other bureaucratic or institutional contexts (Collins 

1987, Erickson 1979, Mehan 1987, Philips 1984). The properties which mark bureaucratic-technical 

language in English include the use of declarative-like statements in which knowledge is presented as 

objectified facts, increases in utterance length, the use of technical terms, syntactic complexity 

(nominalizations and other phrases) and the ordering of information in linear fashion. 

The role that language plays in the decision-making process in educational settings also 

illustrates significant differences in the interactional strategies employed by participants. Mehan (1983) 

found in his study regarding program placement decisions of handicapped children, a significant 

distinction between the manner in which information regarding students was provided by committee 

members. "Lay" reports, presented by parents and teachers, are characterized by highly contextualized 

language as opposed to the technically-codified language of the "professional" reports. Lay reports 

contain "emergent" knowledge based on personal interactions with students rather than external or 

"distanced" knowledge based on test scores and structured observations. They are elicited through 
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questions and comments rather than presented in an uninterrupted, lecture-type style, as were the 

professional reports. 

The differences between lay, or everyday language and expert language often parallel the 

differences between oral and written language (Chafe 1982). An important site for investigating the 

differences between our texts here is what Tannen (1982) regards as the central difference between 

face-to-face conversation and expository prose-the differential frequency of interpersonal involvement. 

Involvement-oriented strategies foster speaker involvement with an audience and in so doing they create 

context-bound texts. These strategies include (among others) the speaker's references to sell and others. 

the speakers' sell-references to their own mental processes or intellectual attitude, the use of 

constructed dialogue and the use of evaluation devices in which the speaker makes personal comments 

(Cicourel1985, Chafe 1982, Hill 1989, Tannen 1982). Involvement-oriented strategies are sites for the 

creation of mutually-constructed, negotiated and emergent knowledge, properties of everyday language 

interaction (Garfinkel 1967). 

Decontextualized texts are created through "detachment" (Chafe 1982) strategies which 

foreground factual or expository information rather than provide interpersonal information (Tannen 

1982). Detachment devices are those which provide distance "between language and specific concrete 

states and events" and which "suppress the writer's involvement in actions using abstract reification" 

(CicourcI 1985:164). In other words, detachment devices are strategies which provide a declarative-like 

or objective feeling to the texts. Examples, in English, include the use of nominalizations and the 

passive voice. The language and knowledge of decontextualized texts are not mutually-constructed or 

interactionally negotiated by participants in the exchange as they are in everyday interaction. Instead 

these texts are presented in monologic fashion, with little feedback or verbal interaction with either a 

listening or reading audience. Using the theoretical notions of differences between everyday or lay 

language and knowledge, and expert or institutional language and knowledge reviewed above. I now 
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tum our attention to the similarities and differences between the pedagogical texts and the expert texts 

of Gregorio. 

VARIATION IN O'ODHAM HEALTH AND ILLNESS DISCOURSE 

The interactional contexts in which the knowledge and discourse is represented by both 

nonspecialists and the expert medicine man are quite similar. Both contexts involve O'odham and non

O'odham participants in the roles of hearers who are interested in learning about illness knowledge. 

The major speakers in both contexts are elderly O'odham people who have agreed to talk about the 

topic of health and illness. Younger O'odham speakers participate in each context. In this sense then 

both contexts are pedagogical in that the major goal of teachingfIeaming was explicitly established in 

initial meetings. The major questions asked (either explicitly or indirectly) were the same, What makes 

people sick, and What are the treatments. The questions were asked in an open-ended format allowing 

for unlimited commentary from the major speaker and other participants. 

In order to illustrate the differences and similarities between non-specialist and expert 

representations of knowledge I am using textual example::. iL whkh the general topic is the same. In the 

first set of examples the topic focuses on a specific treatment used to cure physical impairments of 

young children. The topic of the second example set is about childhood actions which cause "wind 

strength sickness" in adults. These examples are illustrative of the similarities and differences which 

occur throughout both the pedagogical texts of the lay elderly and Gregorio's texts. 

In the first set of examples the speakers describe a treatment procedure used when young 

children are suffering from some type of physical impairment of their legs. The treatment entails 

removing the stomach from a cow, spreading out the contents of the stomach and sitting the young child 

in the stomach contents for a period of time. The basic description of the procedure is the same for 

both speakers. The difference in the presentations lies in the contextualization of the treatment 

procedure. The knowledge of the nonspecialist is highly contextualized through the use of personal 
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stories and evaluative comments. The ma:kai's discourse is a decontextualized presentation of the 

treatment process in which he states the facts regarding the treatment, explains the logic behind the 

treatment and does no elaboration or illustration from personal experiences. Both texts are presented 

below followed by an analysis. 

The nonspecialist's text is an excerpt from a cOnVers.3tion with MD (Text 19) m which three 

participants are looking at photographs of O'odham children with disabilities. The younger O'odham 

speaker has just pointed to a child in a wheelchair and says to MD, "this one that she mentioned can't 

walk," 'i;da mo hab 'a:~ ma~ pi 'al ha-oimmeq. MD then begins her story about a treatment cure for 

one of her sister's sons who is "like that," M.b.£Y1g. meaning that at one time he was unable to walk. 

MD'S NARRATIVE I 

ABSTRACT 

(a) Hema ['ant] g sister, 
[ have a sister, 

(b) t hema hab cu'ig g her son, 
and. one of her kids, her son, is like that, 

(c) must be about eleven years old, 

NARRATIVE EVENTS 

(d) so one time they were going to butcher a cow, 

(e) and they called for the mother 

(f) to bring her son, 

(g) so she did. 

(h) T 'am si hikc g wo:kaj, 
They cut the cow's stomach, 

(i) cow's wo:k, 
the cow's stomach, 

EVALUATION 

(D and made him sit in there. 
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(k) Sure did cry. 

(I) He didn't want to, 

(m) but he sat in there, 

NARRATIVE EVENTS 

(n) and after while they took him out 

(0) and gave him a bath 

(p) and covered his legs 

CODA 

(q) and now he's all right 

(r) and I don't know where he is now. 

Immediately following this personal narrative about the successful treatment of her nephew's condition. 

MD presents a second personal example of another relative who couldn't walk as a child, and she 

illustrates her personal involvement in trying to persuade the mother to have the treatment performed. 

The mother refused the treatment and now the child is in a wheelchair. This second story is presented 

in English. 

MD'S NARRATIVE II 

ABSTRACT 

(a) And I have a niece in California, 
(b) she has one son who ... 
(c) that can't walk either; 
(d) I don't know how many years old he ... 

NARRATIVE EVENTS 

(e) I tried to call her to come home 
(f) so we'll do that for him, 
(g) fix him up, 
(b) but she didn't want ... 

CODA 

(i) so he's using a wheelchair now. 
(j) And he goes to school. 
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Later on in the discussion, in answer to a question about other treatments for physical disabilities, MD 

elaborated on the treatment she had described for her nephew. In this narrative she reiterates the 

treatment process adding more descriptive information, and frames the discussion with evidential 

statements regarding her personal knowledge of this particular treatment procedure. 

MD'S NARRATIVE III 

ABSTRACT 

(a) Pi 'iii sa'i, 
(b) heg 'aiik pi sai'ai ma:c mas bas ... 
(c) heg 'an 'a'i ~eid hegai, 

NARRATIVE EVENTS 

(d) t 'am 0 'i-wu:sad g wo:kaj, 
(e) 'am 0 si hikkc 
(f) k 'am a 'a'ai hab 0 sa'i ju:, 
(g) k 'am 0 dai in there for sometime, 

EVALUATION 

(b) for two or three hours 'atp hu'i, 
(i) 'am 0 dai. 
(j) Si 'al suakad, 
(k) t 0 si s-o:hod, 

NARRATIVE EVENTS 

(1) 'am 0 'i-wu:sad 
(m) k 'am 0 si 'ai 'i-wako with warm water, 
(n) wrap it up 

CODA 

(0) k 0 ... it helps. 
(p) Oimmed 'at haba, 
(q) 'eda pi ;oimmed. 
(r) Pi"ba'icu hab sa'i ... 
(s) pi ha'icu 'ep ~i'ai ma:c hia. 

ABSTRACT 

I don't really, 
that I really don't know how they ... 
he's [her nephewj the only one I saw; 



NARRATIVE EVENTS 

they take the stomach out, 
and having cut it open 
they kinda spread it out, 
and they sit him in there for sometime, 

EVALUATION 

for two or three hours I think, 
sit him in there. 
He'll be crying, 
he finds it undesirable 
[he doesn't want to be in there 1 

NARRATIVE EVENTS 

they take him out 
and they wash him off with warm water, 
wrap it up, 

CODA 

and he will '" it helps. 
Then he can walk, 
before that he couldn't walk. 
I don't [know1 anything '" 
I don't know anything else about that. 
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The specialist's text is an excerpt from a discussion about the nature and treatment of childhood 

sicknesses. A question has been asked of Gregorio as to whether a child who has a physical impairment 

due to parental actions (in this case because a parent teased or made fun of a person or animal who 

couldn't walk), can recover and be able to walk. Gregorio explains that in some cases a type of natural 

recovery will occur in which the child will begin to walk at a later time than is expected. He then 

presents a description of a cure used in cases in which children haven't yet walked (excerpt from Bahr 

et aI. 1981 [19741:101-103, Text 170). 

GREGORIO'S TREATMENT DESCRIPTION 

INTRODUCTION 

(a) ... Ne:, bab hia masma hab 'e-wua 
(b) 'ab~ haba heg 'ab hcgai 
(c) mo 'am a ~ gawul masma hab ma:s 



(d) matp ha'icu 'am wud 0 a hegaik 
(e) mo pi hab masma 'oimme~ 

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE 

(f) Pegi, k'am 0 mua g haiwan 
(g) T 'am wo:kad 'eda matp heg gmhu 0 'iawua hegai 
(b) mo 'am wud ·ha'i~u 'i hugij 
(i) gmbu 0 'iaWua 
(j) k beg 'eda 'am 0 wa:kI 
(k) 'atp 'in hugkam, hegai 'ali 

EXPLANATION 

(I) Ne: hab 'a'i masma 
(m) matp hekid 'i mamsid g wisilo 
(n) cern he'es 'al wo'okahid 
(0) c 'amj~ hihhim. 

Analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

... Look, that's how it [retardation] may happen [to be overcome] 
but it [sometimes] depends on something [for a cure] 
which is different [from the natural recovery just described) 
if it [retardation) should be of the sort 
[in) which he will not begin to walk. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE 

Well, then [somebody] will kill a cow. 
Then, from inside its stomach, he [curer] will pour out 
the stuff it has eaten, 
he will dump it out, 
and he [curer] will put him [baby] in it [the food from cow's stomach), 
about this much [of) the baby['s body). 

EXPLANATION 

Look, this is how it is 
whenever a calf is born 
it [calf] only lies down for a short time, 
and then it begins to walle 
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One of the identifying characteristics of everyday language in the lay jexpert dichotomy 

proposed for English is the pervasive use of anapboric and deictic expressions (Cicourell985). We saw 

in the discussion of the pedagogical texts in Chapter IV that these processes were routinely used by 
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O'odham speakers. Formulaic language use is also a strategy routinely employed by Gregorio. For 

example, in talking about the natural recovery of a physical impairment (Gregorio line a), he uses the 

conventio:J.alized forms hab masma, "like that", and hab 'e-wua, "thus it happens" to describe th·.: 

physical impairment and the natural recovery. Hab masma is used in lines (c), (e), and (I) to refer to 

various referents whose meaning is dependent on the context. In line (b), the pronoun~, ·'that one". 

is used in its reduced form, ~, to refer to a physical impairment, and the full form ~ refers to a 

type of treatment. The two fof'll!; of ~ are used in line (g) to designate the curer who is performing 

the treatment, and to designate the stomach contents of the cow. Forms of ~ are also used in lines 

(d), (g), 0), and (k) in place of various lexicalizations. Gregorio's pervasive use of formulaic language 

is pointed out in the discussion of translation procedures by Bahr et al.: 

The bracketed information is important in view of Gregorio's tendency to be sparing in his usc 
of nouns, preferring at times to omit them completely from a line of text or to use pronouns
"that-one," "something," or "whatever"-in place of the thing to which he is referring. (1981 
[1974]:3) 

Conventionalized language use is not a variant feature of the lay/expert dichotomy in O'odham. 

The most striking difference between the nonspecialist and the expert texts lies in the genres used by 

each speaker. MO's narratives about her personal experiences with the treatment procedure provide 

rich elaboration of, and personal comment on the focal topic. This highly contextualized knowledge 

contrasts sharply with the context-free or decontextualized knowledge presented by Gregorio in a genre 

I call, following Cicourel (1985), medical literacy. 

MD's Elaboration in Narrative MD personalizes the treatment procedure by telling three 

stories which represent her experiences with the topic. In so doing she uses several involvement-

oriented strategies including references to herself and others, and narrative evaluation devices which 

allow her to make personal comments (Labov 1972) either within the storyworld (the time and place 

in which story events occurred), or in the interactional world (Chafe 1982, Polanyi 1989). Across the 

three narratives MD makes nine self-references, using the English pronominal form "f' in Narrative 

I line (r) (designated hereon as NIr), and in NIl (a), (d), and (e). She uses the O'odham first person 
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singular auxiliary form, :m (which sometimes appears as 'in after the vowel "i"), in NIII a, b, c, and 

an implied self-reference in NIII rand s. In addition to self-references, MD refers to many other people 

throughout all the narratives. Using both nominalization and pronominalization she makes 36 direct 

references to persons who were treated (or not treated as the case in N II) with the focal procedure. 

Included in these references to others in English are "sister", "sister's son", ''mother'', "son", "niece". 

"niece's son", "he" and "she". MD makes pronominal references in O'odham to her nephew using~, 

and he~ai, "that one", (NIII line c) and third person singular perfective auxiliary, :at, (NIII line k). The 

conjunction k, (NIII lines f, g, and m), contains third person pronominal reference to the persons 

performing the treatment. 

MD uses narrative evaluation devices to make nine personal comments across the three 

narratives. In NI lines (k), (I), and (m), and NIII lines U) and (k) (illustrated below), she uses 

storyworld evaluation to comment on how much her nephew disliked sitting in the stomach content. 

MD's references to the child's attitude towards the treatment as it was happening to him (in the 

storyworld), provide rich contextua1ization of the procedure. 

Sure did cry. He didn't want to, but he sat in there. (NI lines k-m). 

Si 'al suakad, t 0 si s-o:hod. 
He'll be crying, he finds it really undesirable. (NIII, lines j and k). 

Interactional world evaluation allows MD to make affective propositions regarding her personal belief 

in the treatment. She does this across the narrative codas. As we have seen codas are preferred sites 

in narratives for speakers to make affective propositions. In all three codas MD evaluates the present 

condition of the child who did or did not go through the treatment procedure. In Narrative I she implies 

that the treatment for her nephew was successful, "and now he's alright"; in Narrative II she states 

that her niece's son who did not have the treatment is now physically impaired, "so he's using a 

wheelchair now." In Narrative III she reiterates the success of the treatment procedure for her nephew 

by ~omparing his condition before and after the treatment: 
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K 0 '" it helps. Oimmed 'at haha, 'eda pi 'oimmed. 
and he will '" it helps. then he can ';"alk, before that he couldn't walk. 

Gre~mio's Medical Literac;y Gregorio's decontextualized presentation of the treatment 

procedure contrasts sharply with the nonspecialist's presentation. Gregorio does not usc involvement 

oriented strategies-he does not illustrate from personal experiences; he uses no self-references: he 

refers to others only as generic actors in the treatment procedure, for example, "somebody who wili 

Xill a cow", k 'am 0 mlla 2 haiwan. Gregorio makes no affective propositions, either regarding the 

procedure or his personal beliefs and feelings. 

In his presentation he foregrounds the factual information regarding the treatment procedure. 

He introduces the topic by explaining that the treatment is necessary if a natural recovery hasn't 

worked (lines a-e). He then describes the procedure in declarative-like statements, ordering the 

information in linear fashion (lines f-k). Although the sequence of events he is describing are an icon 

for the temporal order of events of the actual procedure, a major feature in personal narrative (Labov 

1972), they have a recipe-like quality to them, rather than a story quality. The events themselves are 

objective and factual, with generic actors (somebody who kills a cow, a pronominalized curer, ~, a 

generic baby, hegai 'ali) who participate nonpersonally in the treatment procedure. Following the 

recipe-like description of the procedure, Gregorio then explains the logic underlying the relationship 

between the treatment procedure and baby animals (lines I-o). The logical connection is presented in 

a series of factual statements which begins with a declarative phrase giving the discourse an 

authoritative quality (line 1). This is followed by declarative-like phrases in which knowledge of calves' 

behavior is presented as objectified facts (lines m, n, and 0). 

(1) Ne: hab 'a'i masma, 
Wok this is how it is, 

(m) matp hekid 'i mamsid g wisilo 
whenever a calf is born 

(n) cem he'es 'al wo'okahid, 
it [calf] only lies down for a short time, 
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(0) c 'amjed hihhim. 
and then it begins to walk. 

The technique of explaining the logic underlying causal relationships being discussed in a salient 

feature of expert discourse, and a major difference between nonspecialist and expert text5. Gregorio 

consistently explains the connection between "how or what to do," with the "why" which underlies the 

behavior. For example when he discusses the proposition that expectant fathers should avoid mistreating 

animals he explicitly draws the connection between parental actions and children's sickness (Bahr et 

al. 1981 [1974]:77, Text 13). He does this by presenting the logical connection in a series of predictive 

phrases which contain the future tense marker, Q. As in the above examples the information is 

presented as objectified facts. 

Heg 'at 'ab bab 0 'e-ju 
and it [sickness] will happen to that one [the baby] 

heg 'at wui 0 hi: 
it [sickness] will go to that one [the baby) 

hekaj 'ab 0 nam g cu'jig 
thus he Uather] will meet the consequence [of his own action] 

We have seen the same proposition discussed by various nonspecialists (JE's personal narrative 

describing the consequences of his father's hunting activities during the wife's pregnancy, and OM's 

admonitions regarding the many different animals which expectant fathers should avoid hunting). The 

nonspecialist texts do not make explicit the connection between the consequences of the father's actions 

and the baby's sickness. This connection is implied, based on the taken-for-granted knowledge base 

existing among the speakers. 

In order to summarize the major similarities and differences between nonspecialist and expert 

texts I present a second set of examples from the same speakers (MD and Gregorio) talking about the 

dangers of childhood actions in which the proposition of latency is involved. They both provide 

examples of children running into whirlwinds (or dustdevils), and then feeling the debilitating effects 

of leg pains as adults. 



NONSPECIALIST TEXT (MD) 

(a) ... c 'eda wenog wud 'a'al 
(b) c ... 'an hema 0 mcdad 
(c) tt-o si wo:p 
(d) k 'am 0 wa:p 'eda 
(e) k [ ] having all our fun. 

(f) Ne: d 'eda haba 'ap s ... 
(g) 'eda rna a cern t-a:gid, 
(h) . "Pi '0 'ape hegai. 
(i) S-ta '0 'e:bidma. 
(j) time will come 
(k) mat pi 0 'a pet g 'em-kakhio ... " 

(I) Ne: 'oya 'atp heg wud hegi 
(m) Ii 'oya hab hab heg nakog. 
(n) Na~ hig (w)u4 hegi? 

(0) Na: b '0 'a:gas haba. 
Cp) pi 'i-s-ke:gaj ha'icu . 

... and yet when we were children ... 
when one [whirlwind] goes by 
we would really run 
and go into it, 
and we [ ] having all our fun. 

Ne: and yet it's also that way [dangerous] ... 
and yet they [the elders] did try to tell us, 

''That's not good. 
It's dangerous, 
time will com'! 
when your legs will bother you." 

Ne: I guess it's that 
thai I'm feeling now. 
Was that really it? 

Ne: that's what was said. 
Those things arc not good. 

EXPERT TEXT (GREGORIO) 

(a) ... C hebai hab 'ep 'e-wua 'e:p mo g 'a'al 
(b) mo 'am a pi 'amhu ha'icu woho g 'e'elijc 
(c) 'atp s-ta:hadkam 'elid 
Cd) T 'an 0 medad hegai siwulogI 
(e) t 'am 0 merlk 
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(f) 'am 0 wa: 'eda 
(g) 'eda s-ta-e:bidam 

(h) Oi a 'am 'i himdam 
(i) matp s-ho:tam '0 'ep pi 0 'oi 
(j) pegi, t 0 ha-ai 
(1) k 0 ha-mumkic, hegai . 

... And sometimes, furthermore, it happens that children 
who never take things seriously, 
they think it will be fun [to run into the whirlwind] 
A whirlwind will come along, 
they will run into it, 
and they will get into it, 
yet it is dangerous. 

Then later on 
whether quickly or perhaps not immediately 
well, it will reach them, 
and it [wind strength) will sicken them. 
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The nonspecialist text is a personal-experience narrative characterized by the use of 

involvement-oriented strategies. In addition to using references to self and others in the description of 

the actions and events of the story, (lines a, c-e), MD uses constructed dialogue to make the point that 

childhood actions can result in sickness in adulthood (lines f-k). The proposition regarding latency in 

sickness onset is embedded in the reported speech of the elders who told MD and her friends (as 

children) that their behavior was dangerous and would result in leg pains when they became adults. The 

proposition is restated in the coda, embedded in interactional-world evaluation devices. Using evidential 

phrases and a rhetorical question strategy MD addresses the audience regarding the probability that 

the reason her legs are bothering her at the present time is because she played in whirlwinds as a child 

(lines I-n). In the second part of the coda (lines o-p) MD answers her rhetorical question by reiterating 

the words of the collective elders: 

Ne: b '0 'a:gas haba. Pi 'i-s-ke:gaj ha'icu. 
Ne: that's what was said. Those things are not good. 

Gregorio's (Bahr et a1. 1981 [1974]:74-75, Text 11) description of the childhood actions is quite 

similar in content to MD's description. Children consider playing in whirlwinds a fun activity; when a 
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whirlwind appears they run into it; they go into it; this activity is seen as dangerous. The major diffcr-

cnces lie in the decontextualized nature of Gregorio's description. and in his explicit explanation of why 

the activity is dangerous. He uses no sell-references, and the children in his description are generic 

actors (Ucl) rather than real individuals as in MD's reference to hersell and others in c 'eqa wenog 

wu~ 'a'al, "when we were children". Pronominalizations in Gregorio's discourse are generalized third 

persons (1), rather than references to specific persons as in MD's use of ''we'', (~, 11). The reason why 

the activity is considered dangerous is directly stated in an explanatory section. In lines (h-I), using 

declarative-like statements and predictive phrases, Gregorio makes explicit the proposition of latency: 

later on as children become adults the sickness will reach them, and it will make them sick. 

(h) Oi a 'am 'i himdam 
then later on 

(i) matp s-ho:tam '0 'ep pi 0 'oi 
whether quickly or perhaps not immediately 

(j) pegi, t 0 ha-ai 
well, it will reach them 

(1) k 0 ha-mumkic, hegai. 
and it [wind strength] will sicken them. 

DISCUSSION 

These data illustrate several points which are important in looking at communication in cross-

cultural contexts. The first consideration is that diversity in knowledge and discourse practices exists 

within O'odham communities. The second consideration is that the variation evidenced between 

nonspecialist and expert language and knowledge in O'odham parallels the variation documented in 

Western medical encounters. The third and quite interesting point is that this lay /expert dichotomy does 

not appear to affect medical encounters between O'odham clients and O'odham specialists in the way 

that it has been documented in Western encounters. In the remainder of this discussion, I speculate on 

some of the possible explanations for this difference. 
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Researchers specifically looking at the nature of communication between Western physicians 

and patients maintain that linguistic variation between everyday language and bureaucratic (or expert) 

language is a major contributor to ineffective, or mis-communication (Shuy 1983, CicoureI1987, Fisher 

1988). They repeatedly point out that in bureaucratic settings structural constraints shape the nature 

of discourse used in interactions between professionals and clients. Control over differential forms of 

knowledge and discourse in medical (and educational and legal) encounters result in asymmetrical 

relationships. Asymmetry in the relationships between participants is most clearly evidenced in terms 

of power and authority. Professionals possess expertise in both knowledge and communication strategies 

which provides them with authority and power in the interaction. Institutionally-based authority 

provides an interactional resource for physicians and educational staff which clients and families do not 

have. This resource is used to shape the nature of medical (and educational) encounters such that 

professionals are able to "orchestrate medical interactions, to control the flow of information during 

medical encounters, and to influence medical outcomes" (Fisher and Groce 1990). Mis-communication 

which results from these asymmetrical encounters is often evidenced in client behaviors such as 

noncompliance with medical routines and treatments, and reluctance to seek treatment (cL Fisher and 

Todd 1983). 

In 0' odham specialist -client encounters this does not seem to be the case. 0' odham people 

seem quite willing to seek treatment from O'odham specialists, while being reluctant to seek treatment 

in the Western system. One of my overall impressions regarding the use of both systems is that people 

"dread" going to "the clinic", whereas "going to see somebody" is anticipated in a positive light. People 

also generally follow procedures recommended by medicine men and women, whereas I have observed 

many examples of non-compliance regarding Western medication routines and follow-up clinic visits. 

Mwkai - client encounters do not seem to have the same problems as physician -client interactions, even 

though they share similar kinds of variation in lay/expert language and knowledge. My point here is 

that the decontextualized nature of the O'odham specialist's language and knowledge does not seem to 
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playa central role in medical encounters as it does in Western patient - client encounters. A brief look 

at ma:kai - client interactions will help clarify my point. 

During my fieldwork I was privileged to accompany seven different families on visits to 

mamakai. I observed five mamakai diagnosis and treat children and adults for various complaints. 

Usually several family members accompany the sick person to the ma'kai visit. These people often 

participate in the interaction. Although the complaints, diagnoses and treatments varied in each case, 

the structure of the interaction between the ma:kai and the client and family members was strikingly 

similar, and totally different from doctor-patient interactions which I observed at the clinics. Rather 

than beginning the encounter with an opening question such as, "What brings you here?", the ma'kai 

indicates where clients and visitors should sit, and then sits quietly near the client. The client or family 

member then provides a lengthy explanation of the illness, discussing the symptoms, the intensity of 

pain and any events and activities leading up to the illness. This explanation is provided in narrative 

form with no interruptions from the specialist. He or she makes continual back channel utterances, 

indicating empathy with the pain descriptions and comprehension of the explanation. When the client 

finishes talking there is a period of silence, and then family members add information that they deem 

helpful to the diagnosis. The !!lil;km then begins diagnostic and treatment procedures. Following the 

treatment he or she expl .. LTls the cause of the illness and makes recommendations for any further 

treatment. 

Ma'kai - client interactions can be summarized as encounters in which clients are allowed to 

participate. The specialist listens carefully to the client, encouraging people to talk, does not interrupt 

and does not ask questions. Clients talk at length about their symptoms and possible causes. The major 

genre used by clients is narrative. Even though an asymmetrical relationship exists between specialist 

and client both in language and knowledge, features of the interactional context (including participation 

Slr'.lctures and genres), seem to provide a balance, such that interactions do not result in mis

communication, as they often do in Western encounters. There are multiple factors contributing to what 
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I see as "attitudinal" differences between visits to the ma:kai and visits to the clinic, including the usc 

of the O'odham language versus English, the sharing of (or not sharing) basic cultural knowledge 

propositions, and treatment recommendations which are compatible with (or interfere with) O'odham 

people's lifestyles. However if we keep our focus on discourse and specialist-client interaction we can 

clearly see differences within interactional comexts which are contributing to attitudinal differences. In 

the following chapter I focus on variation across interactional contexts which affect cross-cultural 

communicative encounters. 
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VI. VARIATION ACROSS INTERACTIONAL CONTEXTS 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter. I focus on interactional contexts and information exchange. specifically looking 

at how variation in participant structures and discourse genres affect elaboration or constriction of 

affective representations and other kinds of information exchanged in face-to-face interaction. I want 

to argue in this discussion that decontextualized types of interactional formats routinely used by medical 

and educational professionals constrict the kinds of information provided by O'ooham families, and 

actually prohibit affective or emotional display. 

While doing fieldwork among the care-providers of chronically ill and severely disabled 

O'odham children I was struck by the enormous difference between my general impressions of 

O'odham families regarding their identities as responsible care-providers. and the impressions held 

about them by some non-Indian health and educational service providers. Some service providers think 

that O'odham families do not care very much about their handicapped children. They do not "see" any 

emotional display, nor do they "hear" anything in face to face interaction that signals to them that 

parents want to be involved with decisions about their child. They do not see evidence that says. "1 care 

very much about my child." And so, service providers feel they have the major responsibility for any 

decisions made in the lives of handicapped children. My own work shows that O'odham people feel 

very strongly about their handicapped children, and want to participate in the care and decisions 

affecting them. A careful analysis of talk will shed some light on this problem of inconsistent 

representations of identity. 

DISCURSIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF IDENTITY 

Sociolinguists looking at representations of identity in discourse are concerned with aspects of 

Goffman's (1967) social self, presented and negotiated in face to face interactional contexts. We are 
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fmding that representations of social selves are highly context-dependent, emerging through interaction 

between participants, and between participants and discursive structures, reflecting influences and 

constraints from multiple contextual features. This theoretical perspective is also being used by 

psychological anthropologists, including Ewing (1990) and McHugh (1989), who are finding that cross

cultural self-representations vary as interactional contexts change. Interactional contexts are themselves 

embedded in multiple contexts, including cultural contexts in which past experience, knowledge and 

meanings mayor may not be shared, and social contexts in which role identities (professional/parent. 

doctor/patient) and their accompanying power differentials affect on-going interaction. 

Because self-representations are inherently contextualized, I follow Hill (1984) in viewing social 

selves as complex entities which are continuously shifting positions across contexts, and "distributing" 

points of view "across a variety of voices" within discourse. Using several examples from my fieldwork 

I will argue that presentations of identity, and other kinds of information vary across interactional 

contexts, and that fuller representations of identity and elaboration of information are found in 

narrative contexts. 

A complete understanding of the ways in which the complexity of contextual features 

interacts with discourse to produce representations of identity will involve much theoretical and 

methodological study. In this discussion I focus on two contextual features which influence the display 

of affective expression, participation frameworks and discourse genres. Participation frameworks. 

(Goffman 1981, Schiffrin 1987), or participant structures (Philips 1983) are descriptions of the different 

relations existing between speakers which influence the allocation of involvement in a particular 

interaction. In other words, the designation of who talks, and who is the recipient of talk, is organized 

to a great degree by the kinds of social relations which are reflected in, and emerge from the 

interaction. Social relations between participants, and thus the distribution of talk, are also influenced 

by the ways in which speakers are related to their own talk. For example, ways in which speakers 

evaluate their own ideas, or their own reported actions, either invite or preclude audience or hearer 
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involvement. The way in which speakers relate to their turns at talk, whether they "claim them, fight 

for them, relinquish them" (Schiffrin 1987:27), influences topic choices, length of turns and other 

aspects of participation in the interaction. 

Discursive genres are distinct forms of speech recognized within languages, such as academic 

speeches, narratives, songs and prayers in English. Genres have structural qualities which signal their 

existence as identifiable discourse forms. These include framing devices which mark beginning and 

ending boundaries, and routinized and predictable linguistic forms (Philips 1986). Different genres 

require quite different levels of participant involvement, calling for speaker-hearer roles to be 

renegotiated as genres change within the course of conversation. Structural forms of genres provide 

differential opportunities for construction and presentation of identity. The genres I am concerned with 

here are narrative and question-answer routines. 

Using the concepts of participation frameworks and speech genres I will now look at 

differences in representations of identity found in a two-hour tape-recorded conversation I had with 

Mrs. Manuel, a grandmother of a child with multiple disabilities. As Mrs. Manuel tells stories about 

herself and her grandchild a richness of self-representation is provided; this contrasts sharply with that 

found in question-answer routines. I observed this same kind of phenomenon in many other 

conve,'sctions I had with families, and in interactions between service providers and families. 

Narrative Contexts 

During our conversation about Mrs. Manuel's care-taking experiences with her handicapped 

grandchild, Vernon, she established a major claim about herself as a care provider-I am a good care 

provider, and I have provided this care by myself. The care theme is a sensitive issue because she is 

no longer able to take care of him at home. He attends a boarding school on the reservation, and 

because of her own battJe with chronic illness she is unable to care for him on weekends or other 

prolonged visits. Using various discourse strategies during our conversation, Mrs. Manuel described the 
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ways that she has cared for her grandson, and in so doing represented herself as a person who tried 

hard to do the right thing. She validates this claim in several ways before asserting it strongly in the 

"burn" story. In response to an early interview question regarding physical therapy (her grandson is 

severely physically disabled) she directly asserted that she was the person responsible for his physical 

therapy: "I used to do the physical therapy until when he went to that little ... " [head start preschool]. 

As she was describing her care of him as an infant she asserted through reported speech that she "had 

done the right thing." 

I didn't let him just lie there, [I'd] exercise his hands, his head. Everything what I could think 
of to make him. active. And then when he went to University Hospital that's where they told 
me that I was doing a good job. I was doing more than what they were gonna be doing
"You're way ahead of us." It was great when they told me that and here I thought that I was 
just, you know, not doing that much, but it was great. 

In a discussion about other family members helping to care for her grandchild (the child's aunts and 

birth mother), Mrs. Manuel stated that she does it by herself rather than force them to help. 

Well I tried to [talk to them about helping], but nothing works. They just get mad at me, so 
I don't, I don't say anything cause it hurt me. I just get hurt myself, so I ... I, I, I do it myself. 

The most highly elaborated representations of identity are found in the narratives Mrs. Manuel 

tells about her care-taking experiences with her grandson. The Burn Narrative is a five-minute story 

about an emergency medical situation involving Vernon. We had been talking about the kinds of medi-

cal treatment she would seek for her grandson when he was living with her. She stated that she didn't 

like to take him to the Indian Health Service clinic because she had access to the same remedies that 

they prescribed (Tylenol'" and cough syrup). She paused for about five seconds and then inserted the 

burn story through an abstract which said that one time they did take him to the clinic, and that in fact 

it was an emergency situation because he had gotten burned on the legs. 

Mrs. Manuel's Bum Narrative 

1. One time we rushed him when he got 

2. burned on the 
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3. legs 

~ R:mhm 

5. I was soo tired of 

6. cleaning house all dayan' 

7. an' ah 

8. cooking 

9. the same time 

10. R: mhm 

11. and 

12. an' they wanted to 

13. ~ wanted to go to 

14. take a bath. 

15. I said, 

16. "You have to wait till I get [through]" 

17. (shift to high pitch register) 

18. Then I thought, 

19. "Well, I'll do that in between my my cooking an' " 

20. R: mmm 

21. or was I washing dishes it was anyway 

22. it was working in the kitchen .,. 

23. an' uh ... 

24. I put him in the tub and I turned the wa 

25. the water on and I didn't think of ... 

26. the water 

27. being hot .. 
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28. and it burned all his [leg) 

29. R: Ooh. noo 

30. [it burned all his leg) (ingressive airstream) 

31. R: Ooh 

32. Aah 

33. R: Ooh 

34. (long pause) 

35. I never could uh 

36. R: Ooh 

37. forget that day 

38. R: Ooohh (rising pitch register) 

39. That night (weeping) 

40. R: Ooohh 

41. I was really crying (weeping) 

42. R: Oh I imagine 

43. I never thought I'd hurt him like that (weeping) 

44. R: Ooh 

45. And he was yelling an' 

46. trying to cry and yell ling) 

47. R: Vb huh 

48. I [stand here) (or) [still hear), 

49. "Wait, wait Vernon" 

50. Then finally I went over there and [I looked) (weeping) 

51. an the water was smoking and everything (weeping) 

52. R: Ooh 



53. R: And you grabbed him out of there 

54. grabbed him out and wrapped him up and took him to the hospital 

55. emergency (weeping) 

56. R: Oohh 

57. (weeping) an he'll be all right 

58. R: mhm 

59. it was 

60. not like 

61. second de-, first degree burns 

62. R: uh huh 

63. but it took quite awhile before he g-

64. got over it ... 

65. he go to ... 

66. Saint Mary's .. 

67. 

68. TMC 

R:mhm 

69. R: mhm 

70. (long silence) 

71. (weeping) 

72. R: mmm ... how big was he then? 

73. He was just about ... 

74. three years old 

75. R: Okay 

76. But he understands when we leave him in the hospital 

77. R: yeah 
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78. I didn't stay because my husband was sick too 

79. an' 

80. we'd tell him. 

81. "We'll be back Vernon." 

82. "Arrh. arrh, [good) bye [ )." 

83. He'd go. 

84. 

85. Yeah .. , 

R: uh huh 

86. We'd stay up there in Tucson ... 

87. then go an' 

88. then we'd go an' ... 

89. an stay with these guys in Tucson, too 

90. R: mhm 

91. they're friends of ours too 

92. R: mhm 

93. (long silence) 

94. yeah (whisper) 

95. (weeping) 

96. R: Yeah, that must have been awful. (low pitch register) 

97. (heavy sobbing) 

98. (R gets KleenexT>< from table, takes to HJ, embraces her) 

99. R: But he's okay now, he's okay now, mmm, he loves you. 

100. (heavy sobbing) [ ) [he's all right now) 

101. R: I know it must have been a terrible thing 

102. (heavy sobbing) 
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The central theme of Mrs. Manuel's narrative is that she is a good care-provider validated by 

her reference to O'odham social norms (she is an industrious person) and by reference to moral 

evaluation of herself (she is a good person who didn't mean to hurt her grandchild). Rather than tell 

a story which illustrates examples of positive care-taking behavior (stories of physical therapy routines. 

stories about taking her grandson to a medicine person), Mrs. Manuel chooses to narrate a 

"counterexample" (Price 1987) in which her behavior directly harms her grandson. Vernon was 

seriously burned by hot water in his bath, which she drew for him. She left him alone in the bath and 

then ignored his cries for help. There is no question of the emotional impact of the events on Mrs. 

Manuel in the past as they actually occurred. nor on her at the time she told me this story, 

approximately ten years later. She wept heavily throughout the story, emphasizing how much she had 

cried the evening of the event. 

In the following analysis I will focus attention on structural elements and discourse strategies 

which assist in the construction and presentation of Mrs. Manuel as a person of sincerity and self-

coherence. As she tells this story Mrs. Manuel makes continuous reference to her feelings, thoughts and 

actions which occurred during the events of the storyworld (Chafe 1979) (the time and place in which 

the story events occurred), and she also makes reference to her own intellectual attitude toward the 

events she is narrating. She does this by distributing pronominal self-references ("I") across the 

narrative structure. The general theory of narrative (Labov 1972, Labov and Waletzky 1967, Pol<myi 

1989, Linde 1989) holds that there are strategic sites in narrative in which self-construction and self-

representation occur. The evaluation section of narrative in which speakers provide hearers with their 

interpretation of the meaning of the story, and their justification for telling it, is a rich resource for the 

expression of affective propositions. Linde maintains that narrative evaluation is the most important part 

of personal narrative because it provides the social function of storytelling: 

The narrative clauses focus on what happened. while the evaluative material adds the social 
dimension of what the events mights mean permitting the interlocutors to create and negotiate 
their social meaning (1989:4). 
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As we have seen in the pedagogical texts codas are also important sites for the expression of affective 

propositions. Codas appear as free clauses closing off narrative action, providing coherence between 

the past (storytime) and the present (on-going interaction), and in so doing are rich sites for the 

creation and maintenance of coherence of identity (Schiffrin 1987, Polanyi 1989). Evaluation and codas 

are major sites in Mrs. Manuel's story which assist her in representing herself as a person of good 

character. 

in addition to structural elements narrators of autobiographical stories have a wide range of 

linguistic devices to use as strategies in the construction and presentation of their identities. Goffman 

maintains that speakers 

have a whole array of expressions. some purely gestural, to use when referring to an own past 
action that is blameworthy or praiseworthy, thereby ensuring that the "I" who is currently 
before his recipients is to be distinguished from the "r' responsible for the action in question 
(1974:520). 

Rather than directly asserting statements about her identity, Mrs. Manuel distributes the responsibility 

(Hill 1991) for making moral judgments about herself (the content of the affective propositions) across 

several voices in the narrative, and onto the listener. The idea that narrators create ~:.iltipk voices in 

order to express specific points of view is based on Goffman's (1974) insight that discursive selves arc 

not homogene~us points of view. but are rather "diffuse assemblages" laminated across "voices". This 

notion has been operationalized by Hill (1984, 1990, 1991) in her work on responsibility and seif in 

narrative in which she demonstrates how narrators "distribute" themselves across a "voice system" in 

orcer to assign responsibility for differing points to view to a variety of voices. Hill's (1984) narrator. 

Don Gabriel, a Mexicano elder telling about the murder of his son assigns the responsibility for 

distributing conflicting points of view to an "animator" who "controls and distributes the speakings 

necessary to express a conflict of values" (1990). Don Gabriel's "self" is distributed across a system 

of voices which includes, among others, an evaluative voice, a strategist voice and "figures" which speak 

through reported speech. These voices are in dialogue with each other-debating, discussing, quoting. 

lamenting, evading, threatening, each articulating different points of view. 
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Like Don Gab~el, Mrs. Manuel distributes responsibility for conflicting points of view across 

a system of voices. These voices include a neutral voice of the narrator, an autobiographical voice which 

makes evaluative comments on Mrs. Manuel's actions, several figures which speak through reported 

speech, a voice from the health care world and a rebuttal voice. 

The neutral voice of the narrator introduces the narrative in the abstract (lines 1-3) with 

summary clauses linking it directly to the preceding discourse with an indefinite time reference, ·'one 

time". I had asked if she could remember "one time" when she had taken him to a medicine person. 

and after a brief discussion of not liking to take him to the Indian Health Service Clinic she began the 

story of "one time" in which she had taken him to the clinic. An autobiographical voice (Evaluation 

1, lines 5-14) immediately begins to establish Mrs. Manuel's identity as a good care provider by 

referring to O'odbam social norms of industriousness and responsibility. This voice identifies that she 

had been working hard that day, (I was soo tired of cleaning house all dayan' an' ah cooking at the 

same time.) Evaluation devices which mark her fatigue, and thus index Mrs. Manuel's industriousness 

include vowel length on the adjective emphasizing a high level of fatigue (line 5: I was 5.QQ tired ... ). 

use of breathy voice quality and a slower tempo in the delivery of these phrases than in the preceding 

abstract or the following narrative events sections. In the next lines (Evaluation 2, lines 15-19), a 

reported "I" in constructed dialogue indexes Mrs. Manual as a hard-working person who doesn't want 

her work interrupted. The reported self further indexes Mrs. Manuel as being industrious, and 

responsible in her care for her grandchild. She decides to give him a bath between her household 

chores, "Well, I'll do that in between my my cooking an' " (line 19). 

At this moment the autobiographical voice interrupts the reporting ''figures'' to ask exactly 

what Mrs. Manuel had been doing during the actual events, (Evaluation 3, lines 21-22) "or was I 

washing dishes, it was anyway, it was working in the kitchen .... " Labov (1972) suggests that this type 

of "external" evaluation is often used by speakers to directly tell listeners what the point of the story 

is. In this case rather than moving directly from the storyworld to the interactional world (the question 
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was not directed at the listener), Mrs. Manuel moves to a general discourse world to indirectly assert 

the point that she is industrious. 

In the narrative events section 1 (Enes 23-28), a narrator voice begins to replay the events (I 

put him in the tub, I turned the water on), and then an autobiographical voice comments on that action 

(I didn't think of the water being hot ... and it burned all his leg), indexing Mrs. Manuel's role in the 

event. This comment is an example of evaluation by suspension of the action (Labov 1982) in which 

speakers call attention to a particular part of the narrative by pointing out actions that were not taken, 

"evaluating the serio~ess of the situation by comparison with what might have taken place" (Labov 

1982:226). The autobiographical voice suspends the action and points out the seriousness of the event 

yet to come (the hot water burns Vernon seriously on the legs). It predicts the serious outcome using 

a negative device which contrasts an action that didn't occur (think of the water being hot which would 

have prevented the burn), with one that did (I didn't think ... so therefore something happened). By 

forecasting the seriousness of the situation., Mrs. Manuel frames the events yet to come so that the 

listener is implicated, practically demanding an empathetic response to the climax of this section. After 

a brief pause the narrator voice delivers the peak clause (line 28, "and it burned all his [leg)"). At this 

point I as the listener participate in establishing the seriousness of the event through my empathetic 

responses (line 29). 

Thus far the story has been liberally evaluated so that Mrs. Manuel's claim to good "care

providerness" is steadily being built (despite the content of the story described by narrative main line 

clauses). In building evidence for her claim to good character she uses various techniques, including a 

complex voice system, evaluative elements (adverbs, adjectives) embedded in narrative clauses, and 

external evaluation. These elements function in various ways to construct a seU that is accepted by the 

listener as coherent and credible. The voice system allows Mrs. Manuel to distribute responsibility for 

making judgments about herseU across a variety of voices. External evaluation assists in building 

suspense in two climax sections (lines 21-22 and 32-44 discussed below) which serves to highlight the 
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seriousness of the events, and to implicate the listener as an active participant in the construction of a 

picture of Mrs. Manuel as a good care provider who didn't mean to hurt her grandchild. The evaluation 

material is used to reference social norms which validate her claim to good character (and therefore 

a good care-provider). It is also used to provide moral comment on her actions (and feelings), further 

validating her claim to good character despite her "bad" behavior. By the end of the story Mrs. Manuel 

has made it absolutely, unequivocally clear that she is a good caring person who did a terrible thing to 

her grandson. This claim is made credible through an intricate weaving of weeping and evaluative 

devices utilized to establish the "sincerity" of Mrs. Manuel's feelings. 

The remainder of Mrs. Manuel's narrative is told through heavy weeping. I wish to argue 

following Hill (1990), that in Mrs. Manuel's narrative, weeping is a coherent aspect of the narrative 

presentation, assisting in the construction of "sincerity" and self-coherence. Hill presents convincing 

evidence that weeping is a coherent aspect of narrative presentation in Dona Maria's (a Mexicano 

woman) tale of sorrows. Dona Maria's "uncontrollable" weeping constructs a meta-pragmatic device, 

"sincerity," the evaluative device which establishes credibility for her overall claim to "good character" 

(despite the reports of her "bad" behavior) (1990:36). Hill argues that rather than viewing weeping as 

an "incoherent" disruption in which "an underlying bodily force bursts through the culturally 

constructed presentation of narrative" (the premise of Goffman's 1959 ''frame breaks" and ''flooding 

out" theory), discourse analysts should follow the presupposition of discourse theory "that every aspect 

of discourse is systematic-'coherent'-at some level" (1990:34). Weeping appears to be a coherent 

aspect of Mrs. Manuel's discourse, working in conjunction with other narrative devices to both establish 

the seriousness of the events, and to index the sincerity level of her sadness. Because Mrs. Manuel is 

using a "counterexample" (Price's 1987 description of a narrative device utilized to illustrate 

"inappropriate or unexpected behavior" in cultural models of illness represented in Ecuadorian women's 

narratives), she has to establish both the seriousness of the events and the absolute "sincerity" of her 

remorse and sadness regarding those events. Her claim to good character cannot be validated unless 
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the listener understands and agrees with her interpretation of the events (they were very serious, and 

she was, and is now, sincerely sorry). As with Dona Maria's weeping, Mrs. Manuel's weeping does 

"double duty"-it constructs "sincerity," and it allows Mrs. Manuel to work on "her own sense of self-

coherence, which must have been sorely tested" (Hill 1990:34). 

Mrs. Manuel begins to cry immediately (line 32) following the narrative section which 

established the "awful" fact that her thoughtlessness led to the scalding of her grandson's legs. Using 

ingressive airstream the autobiographical voice repeats the peak narrative clause (line 30).1 The listener 

has responded with empathy and continues a high level of empathetic involvement (lines 29, 31, 33, 36, 

38, 40, 42, 44) signaling that she understands the seriousness of the event and the sincerity with which 

Mrs. Manuel recounts the experiences and her feelings about it. Mrs. Manuel weeps heavily throughout 

the evaluation section (lines 30-45) in which she explicitly describes her emotional st:!te after the 

scalding. 

Using modal verb tenses, repetition and contrasting clauses (evaluative devices used to 

elaborate her point) the autobiographical voice represents Mrs. Manuel's feelings from an indefmite 

time period between the event and the present (lines 35-37 and 43), "I never could forget that day"' 

and "I never thought I'd hurt him like that." Contrasting clauses (lines 35-37 and 39-41) emphasi7.e her 

feelings about the events-"I never could forget that day / that ni~ht I was really crying." In the 

process of representing herself as weeping heavily the night of the event (line 41, "That night I was 

really crying"), she wept heavily, effectively establishing self-coherence between the deeply emotionally 

affected Mrs. Manuel who participated in the events in the past, and an equally deeply affected Mrs. 

Manuel who is narrating the story in the present interaction. This evaluation section sets the stage for 

the following event section in which the protagonist'S behavior is once again harmful-Mrs. Manuel is 

slow to respond to her grandson's cries. 

lIn the speech of O'odham women, repetition and subordination are often done using ingressive 
airstream. 
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As she resumes the narrative event line (lines 45-49) the heavy weeping tapers off. The 

narrator voice tells how her grandson yelled as the water was burning him, and through a reported 

speech figure (line 49) and embedded evaluation (line 50, adverb "finally"), she recounts how she 

slowly responded to his cries for help. Heavy weeping is resumed in line 50 and 51 as the autobiograph

ical voice graphically describes how she realized what was happening to Vernon, "Then finally I went 

over there and [I looked] an the water was smoking and everything." At this point the weeping prevents 

her frem continuing the tempo of the saga and so the listener steps into the storyworld (line 53) and 

bridges the potential gap with a narrative clause. "and you grabbed him out of there." Mrs. Manuel in 

a choked voice immediately repeats the clause and completes the complicating action. bringing the story 

to resolution (lines 54-55). She weeps profusely at the end oi the clause, which is immediately followed 

by an empathetic "Oohh" from the listener. 

Mrs. Manuel weeps intermittently throughout the coda section (lines 57-100) beginning with 

a comment (line 57) which I attribute to a voice from the health care world attempting to reassure Mrs. 

Manuel and the listener that things aren't as serious as they sound-"an' he'll be all right, it was not 

like second de-, flrst degree bums." This comment holds the potential for relieving the heavy burden 

of responsibility Mrs. Manuel has established for herself. However she immediately counters the voice 

which down plays the seriousness of the bum incident. She momentarily stops crying and rebuts this 

suggestion (line 63) by saying, "But it took quite awhile before he g-, got over it." She supports her 

claim to the seriousness of the incident by listing the various hospitals where he stayed during recovery 

(lines 65-68), and through repeated references to staying in Tucson with friends when she and her 

husband came to visit him (lines 86-91). 

A long silence follows these comments and then weeping begins again. The listener asks about 

the age of the child at the event time (line 72), and Mrs. Manuel responds that he was young. Again 

Mrs. Manuel immediately counters the potential of "letting herself off the hook" (in the implied 

proposition that he was too young to know what was happening to him), rebutting the implied 
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proposition by saying (line 76), "But he understands when we leave him in the hospital." She provides 

evidence for the above statement. and thus reinforces her claim of "seriousness" of the events by 

illustrating a reported conversation between Vernon and his grandparents as they leave him in the 

hospital (lines 80-83). At this point the autobiographical voice also reinforces her claim to good 

character in her explanation (line 78) of why she left a young child alone in the hospital-her husband 

was also sick and she had to care for him too. 

After a few comments about staying with friends in Tucson during the grandson's recovery 

stage, Mrs. Manuel began to weep heavily once again. During this period the listener is totally involved 

with both Mrs. Manuel's present emotional state and in evaluating the seriousness of the event. The 

listener's comments and actions indicate that she is in complete agreement with Mrs. Manuel's 

assessment of the situation as terribly serious (line 96, "Yeah, that must have been awful", and line 101. 

"I know it must have been a terrible thing"), and of Mrs. Manuel's successful construction of herseU 

as a good care-provider (listener brings her a KleenexT>< and embraces her saying, line 99, "But he's 

okay now, he's okay now, mmm, he loves you."). Through heavy sobbing Mrs. Manuel acknowledges 

that her grandson wasn't permanently damaged by her behavior (line 100), "He's all right now"). 

Adding to the feeling of agreement established between narrator and listener is the repeated use of the 

affirmative element ''yeah'' by both speakers. The listener responds ''yeah'', line 77, to Mrs. Manuel's 

rebuttal comment that her grandson understood what happened to him (line 76). Mrs. Manuel responds 

"yeah", line 85, to the listener's backchannel affIrmation "uh huh" (line 84) indicating that she 

understood how Vernon would make sounds for "good-bye." Mrs. Manuel repeats "yeah", line 94, in 

a whispered voice after the long interval of silence, and directly before weeping. The listener picks up 

this ''yeah'' in the beginning of her comment in line 96, matching her voice quality to Mrs. Manuel's. 
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The point of Mrs. Manuel's narrative is an assertion that she is a responsible person who has 

provided good care to her grandson.2 She validates this claim by using evaluation techniques 

throughout the narrative which are designed to refer to O'odham social norms, and which allow her 

to make moral judgments about her behavior. Mrs. Manuel does not directly assert her point in the 

interactional world. nor does she explicitly state either the O'odham social norms, or moral judgements 

about herself. Mrs. Manuel indirectly asserts her point by distributing responsibility for moral 

judgement to a variety of voices in the narrative, and onto the listener. She takes great care in 

establishing the seriousness of the events and her claim to 'sincerity' about her remorse and sadness 

regarding those events because she is telling a counterexample (Price 1987) to the O'odham model of 

responsibility and caretaking in which her behavior caused harm to her grandson. Mrs. Manuel's display 

of strong, intense feelings heightens the point of the story by indexing both the serious nature of the 

events and the sincerity level of her sadness, and it implicates the hearer by involving her in the 

construction of Mrs. Manuel's identity. By the end of the story Mrs. Manuel's identity as a good caring 

person has been clearly and unequivocally established. 

Mrs. Manuel's story is a good example of the use of narrative as a resource for the exprcssio{) 

of affective propositions which is found throughout the life-history interviews with families (mothers 

and grandmothers) of chronically ill children. Narrative has long been re-::ogni.zeU as a major resnllrce 

for indirectly communicating powerful emotional feelings (Labov 1972, Polanyi 1985, Linde 1989). 

Labov and Fanshel (1977:105) maiatain that mrratives are designed to illustrate general propositions, 

and that these propositions are usually affective ones. A major point in their work with psychotherapeu-

tic discourse of North America is that affective propositions are indirectly expressed in narrative. 

Mainstream American narrators in Linde's (1987) study of explanatory systems found in oral life 

stories, covertly criticize professional choices made by the protagonists. 

21 am using 'point' in the sense of Schiffrin (1987:167) as the speaker's major conversational 
concerns which may "emerge through their contextualization in a narrative." 
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The use of narrative as a resource for affective expression has been documented to some extent 

cross-culturally, including the above-mentioned work of Hill (1984, 1987) with Mexicano-speaking 

Mexican peasants, Hutchins' (1987) study of implicitly held beliefs in myths utilized by Trobriand 

villagers to explain their understanding of death, and Kleinman's (1980) work on illness narratives told 

by chronically ill and disabled Chinese people. Directly related to my work with narratives told by 

O'odham mothers and grandmothers of chronically ill children, is Price's (1987) work with Ecuadorian 

women. In Price's analysis of cultural models of social roles in Ecuadorian illness stories, she found that 

implicit affective propositions were central to the stories: " ... it can be said that if cultural models of 

social roles drive the narratives, emotional propositions are the fuel that empower them" (1987:319). 

Much attention was focused on the role of the narrators as caretakers, taking the form of implicitly 

stated affective propositions. Affective propositions were strongly elaborated (more pronounced) by 

narrators who had more direct responsibility for a sick person's care than those who were less involved 

with care-taking. For example, the implicit proposition, "I did the right thing" appeared in children's 

illness stories told by their mothers. The most emotionally loaded stories were those about chronic 

illness and disability: 

Of all the illness situations, that of disabling chronic illness disease for which many treatments 
have been tried and failed provokes the most thought and feeling. Just as the situation is 
complex and emotionally charged, so are the stories told about it" (1987:332). 

Interview Formats 

Now I turn to a completely different interactional context in which there is almost no affective 

expression displayed-tbe context shaped by a question-response format. Question-response routines 

comprise the major part of both research interviews and medical and educational encounters. Before 

looking at a specific example of question-response routines from my work I want to point out some 

general features of interviews which influence the structuring of participation in interaction. Interviews. 

like other speech events shape the nature of interaction within them. The structure of the interview 
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format places a number of "systemic constraints" (Goffman 1981) on the exchange. The interviewer 

selects the topics through the kinds of questions asked, and controls the duration of the interview. 

Interviewers ask the first question, viewed in native English "talk exchange systems" (Sacks, Schegloff 

and Jefferson 1974), as the first part of an adjacency pair which then requires respondents to reply. Use 

of on-going question-response format continually dictates whose turn it is to speak. Not only do 

questions require some kind of response, they also establish a point of view, or "voice" (Silverman and 

Torode 1980) which shapes the content of the talk. These systemic constraints give the interviewer 

dominance or power over the form and content of the conversation. Respondents must either shape 

their answers to fit into the system of systemic constraints or attempt to break out by changing their 

participation in the encounter. Hill and Hill (1986) present several examples of their respondents 

replying to interview questions with their own questions in attempts to reject the subordinate role of 

the answerer. 

Systemic constraints on interviewer dominance are relevant to the issue of participation in 

cross-cultural contexts. Researchers looking at metacommunication techniques in other cultures have 

examined basic issues which relate to the O'odham case here. Scollon and Scollon's (1981) work with 

Athabaskan speakers shows that the issue of "display" -which participant in a particular interaction is 

expected to exhibit or display knowledge-interferes with Athabaskan-Canadian communication. From 

the Athabaskan point of view the person in the dominant role is the exhibitionist-the person who 

should do the most talking. In interview situations then, the person in charge (the interviewer), is 

expected to talk the most. This expectation of display differs for native English speakers who, as 

interviewers, want respondents to display their knowledge. The dominant role of the interviewer 

precludes this from happening. 

A general feature of participation in interviews is that the interviewer designates the next 

speaker through the question format. Questions and responses are viewed in the Sacks, Schegioff and 

Jefferson (1974) system of talk exchange as "adjacent" utterances which structure the regulation of talk, 
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such that turns at talk are "locally managed" productions. The constraints on participant turns become 

problematic in communities in which other tum exchange systems exist. Philip's (1976) work on the 

Warm Springs Reservation clearly illustrates cultural variability in the way that talk is regulated. Warm 

Springs interactional participants neither designate the next speaker in the encounter, nor are responses 

to questions seen as obligatory. Using examples from tribal district meetings, Philips identifies a Warm 

Springs tum-taking strategy as "general address," in which the speaker addresses the general audience 

rather than specific individuals. In general address the present speaker does not designate the next 

speaker, unlike "focused address" in which the next speaker is designated through the differentiation 

of "addressed" and "unaddressed" recipients. Addressed recipients, listeners who are directly addressed 

by speakers through verbal and nonverbal techniques, are more likely to be the next speakers. One of 

the ways that recipients are addressed is through local "tieing" between questions and responses, such 

that responses are addressed to the person asking the question, who then becomes the next designated 

speaker. Responses to questions in Warm Springs interaction involves a wider range of tieing, such that 

questions do not have to be responded to immediately, and next speakers are not designated by present 

speakers. "Non-local tieing" and general address have implications for participation in interview 

contexts in which the concept of local management of interaction is dominant, a topic I will return to 

later in this chapter. 

A third issue relevant to interview formats and participation in cross-cultural contexts is raised 

by Briggs (1986) in his discussion of the social roles of participants. He points out that the roles 

assigned to participants by the interview structure "preempt the criteria that normally define these 

individuals' roles in society (age, gender, occupation, etc.)" (1986:56). Social roles in a community often 

dictate who can ask questions and who can answer them. In the local communicative norms of 

Mexicano interaction, young people (or novice speakers) must listen well and only ask questions which 

are directly related to the elders' discourse. Only after displaying a certain degree of competence in 
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answering questions do younger speakers have the right to ask original questions. I found similar 

communicative norms in O'odham communities (see Chapter IV). 

Briggs' appraisal of the role of interviews in research calls for careful attention to how 

questions are used in local communities. One of the major ways that O'odham people ask for 

information is through the use of third-party requests, in which a speaker will indirectly ask questions 

through constructed discourse. An example from my fieldwork illustrates this well. One Sunday 

afternoon I was delayed by several hours from picking up my research assistant. After visiting several 

families in different villages we were sitti.."lg in the shade of a mesquite tree discussing where to visit 

next. I was listing families and distances from where we were sitting to their villages; she was quietly 

looking out the window, not taking part in the planning. 1 had supposed we would spend the rest of the 

afternoon setting up appointments for future interviews; as it turned out my tardiness had caused her 

to postpone some activities and she actually wanted to return to her home because she had other things 

to do. Rather than directly asking about my plans for the remainder of the day, she routed the question 

through a reported third-party dialogue which she had had with her mother. "When I noticed that you 

weren't here yet, I said to my mom, 'I wonder what she wants to do today. I need to go to town and 

do laundry, so 1 wonder how long she'll be.' When you didn't come by noon 1 told her that maybe I 

should go ahead and gQ." I immediately responded with an apology and the suggestion that we could 

finish our visits at another time. 

Mrs. Manuel's Interview Keeping in mind the cross-cultural issues involved in the use of 

interview formats I now turn to my example of a question-response routine in my conversation with 

Mrs. Manuel. This example is a five minute series of questions and responses which immediately 

followed an emotional discussion about Mrs. Manuel's search for adequate housing for her and her 

family. (R = researcher; MM = Mrs. Manuel) 

R: Well, if they, if you did build a house would you be able to have Vernon back for the 
weekends? 
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MM: Yeah, uh huh 

R: Is that what you want? 

MM: urn hmm 

[5 second pause] 

R: Does Mary want him ... at all? 

MM: She says that ... but like I said, "She runs around too much:' 

[13 second pause] 

R: Well yesterday you were telling me when we were talking that in the beginning a lot of 
people rejected him, or didn't want to have anything to do with him? 

MM: uh huh 

R: Is that because ... because he looked different? or what? 

MM: Yeah, because he cries a lot 

R: Ooh ... so why do you think they didn't? 

MM: I don't know 

[12 second pause] 

R: They seem to, they seem to like him now 

MM: Yeah ... I know they ... 

[5 second pause] 

R: Like I took Arlene and Kathy over there in June. We went to the group home and visited 
him II MM: uh huh II well you know that time that Dell and Ralph ... they were just 
leaving 1/ MM: uh huh / / and I guess Tony went over and got him and brought him 
back / / MM: oh yes / / and we were all at Marie's house / / R: yeah, uh huh / / she 
wasn't there but you / / MM: uh huh / / everybody was there and we had hamburgers 
and stuff / / MM: uh huh 

[21 second pause] 

R: So did anybody in your family give you any kind of support or help when he was very 
young and you were taking care of him? 

MM: Huh unt ... I never go to. well yeah .. my friends ... 

R: Other crucillistas? 
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MM: uh hmm 

[13 second pause) 

MM: It was, you know how they asked about him, "How's Vernon?" 

[29 second pause) 

Mrs. Manuel's participation in the question-response interaction consists of one-word responses 

in the form of affirmations or negations (yeah, uh huh, um hum, huh unt), and short phrases which 

briefly expand some of the yes/no responses (huh unt ... I never go to [anybody in the family); well 

yeah .. my friends [gave me support)). Most notable in this interactional context was the paucity of 

pronominal self-references. During the five minute interaction Mrs. Manuel made four brief self

references out of 16 responses, with only one brief affective comment in which she evaluates her 

daughter's commitment to care for Vernon. Using reported speech she refers to a comment she made 

previously ( ... but like I said, "She runs around too much"). There is no further elaboration of this 

affective proposition despite a lengthy 13 second pause between her response and the next question. 

In addition to a limited level of affective propositions found in this interactional context. there is no 

overt emotional display, either in the form of weeping or of voice quality changes. 

In the question-response interactional context, I, the researcher, participated in the role of first 

speaker, asking the questions, controlling the topics, and controlling the length of turns. Mrs. Manuel, 

in the role of hearer, answered with brief responses lacking elaboration of detail. This level of 

participant involvement is very predictable-the structure of a question-response format does not allow 

negotiation of roles, and so the hearer contributes less talk than the speaker. 

During our two hour conversation Mrs. Manuel's level of affective expression changed 

dramatically as the interactional contexts changed. There was a clear difference in the levels of 

elaboration of self-presentation in the narrative as compared to the question-response interactions. The 

interactions between Mrs. Manuel and myself in a research context shed light on problems in 
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institutional settings where narrative and reported speech is not the accepted genre. In medical and 

educational settings many O'odham families are forced to participate in interactional contexts which 

prohibit display of affective expression, and contribute to inconsistent representations of identity. 

Studies of doctor-patient, and parent-teacher communication in American settings have 

consistently documented the question-response format as the characteristic form of most medical and 

educational encounters (Frankel 1984, West 1984, Shuy 1983, Fisher and Todd 1983, Coulthard and 

Ashby 1975). In my fieldwork I observed this repeatedly in interaction. This format is described as a 

three-part structure, consisting of initiation, response and comments, in which professionals ask a 

question, clients respond, professionals assess the response through comments and then ask the next 

question (cL Mehan 1979, Mishler 1984, Fisher 1988, Shuy 1983). Researchers strongly suggest that one 

of the ways "the voice of medicine" (Mishler 1984) controls medical interactions is through the use of 

these question-response routines. The basic structure of the question-response interview format allows 

the professional to control the interaction in various ways. Professionals determine who talks when: 

they control the content of talk, and the topics which are initiated, by selectively responding to the 

client responses. Client responses are limited by the closed-ended structure of the questions. Client 

attempts to contextualize or give meaning to their responses, called by Mishler "the voice of the 

lifeworld", are consistently shut out by both the pattern of auestioning and by frequent disruptions from 

physicians. 

Misunderstandings in talk between professionals and clients are well documented (cf. Fisher 

and Todd 1983). The asymmetrical relationship existing between professionals and clients provides a 

context in which clients have difficulties "being heard." Fisher and Groce (1990:227) describe the 

asymmetry in the medical relationship in terms of the ways clients' voices "are systematically silenced 

by the voice of medicine," even when clients actively attempt to broaden the discourse. They provide 

evidence which shows how certain conversational strategies utilized by both physicians and patients to 

explain or justify a specific behavior, called "accounting practices," are used and responded to very 
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differently by participants. In order to insert information into the question-response format, clients most 

often appended information onto their response to a request from the physician. This information took 

the form of social accounts in which non-medical information was provided, and medical accounts. In 

the majority of cases, physicians did not respond to the elaborated information, rather they took the 

floor by asking the next question, thus ignoring the information provided by the client. Physicians never 

appended explanations to the few client requests; they volunteered accounts as they asked questions. 

thus further controlling the interaction. Clients on the other hand rarely volunteered information. rather 

they provided accounts when requested, or appended information to their responses. Although clients 

requested explanations or further information from physicians at a much lower rate than accounts were 

requested from them, responses were quite different between the participants. Clients always responded 

with relevant information, whereas physicians either did not respond or they presented information 

"using medical language that did not convey much information" (1990:235). Examples of this language 

included talk about "necessary" and "unnecessary" tests, "basic investigations needed"-terms which 

need to be understood with reference to other information which only the physician held. Fisher and 

Groce point out that rather than sharing this information with the client, the physician used his 

"institutionally-based authority" to justify his medical recommendations (1990:236). 

The Fisher and Groce study is a good example of how interaction situated in institutional 

contexts results in differing kinds of information, and different ways of presenting that information. 

Clients continUally attempted to talk about information relevant to both their social situations and to 

their health using practices which allowed them to insert accounts into the question-response format. 

Physicians' comments constrained and controlled clients' voices. It was very characteristic of 

participation in these medical interviews that client accounts were often personal vignettes and brief 

narratives which elaborated and contextualized the information. Physicians consistently ignoreu l!-lc~e 

narratives, further constricting information exchange. 
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When professionals attend to clients' attempts to provide information beyond that requested 

in the question-response format a different picture emerges. Tannen and Wallat (1986) found striking 

differences in the kinds and levels of information exchanged in three different interactional contexts 

within a medical setting. Although in each context (an intake interview, a pediatric interview and a 

social work interview) a question-response format was used, information from family members was 

either highly elaborated or relatively limited depending on the form of questioning and the responses 

of the professional. For example, forced-choice questions in which only one of two replies may be 

given, and interruptions of patients' responses resulted in condensation of information, whereas attentive 

listening and encouraging backchannel responses by the professionals brought about elaborations. Much 

of the elaboration was in the form of narrative. 

During my fieldwork I observed many encounters between professionals and family members 

in which routinized interview formats elicited minimal parental participation. As I pointed out in 

Christina's case (Chapter II), service providers ask most of the questions and present the majority of 

information found in the encounter; they control the topics and the content of the talk. Family members 

ask few questions, and usually give short responses to direct questions asked of them. As with Mrs. 

Manuel's responses in the question-response format analyzed in the beginning of this discussion, there 

is an absence of affective representations and there is very little information provided by family 

members. The irony involved here is that in interactions between service providers and parents, where 

the intention is for the parent or family member to participate as a major contribator of information. 

the genre itself limits involvement. 

Routine interview formats are not however the only form of institutional encounters operating 

in Q'odham communities. I have observed and participated in interactional contexts in which the genres 

and participation structures fostered family member involvement. Using my field notes as the data base 

I will describe one such encounter between an Q'odham social worker and six family members as they 

discuss problems and formulate a decision. 
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Q'odham Social Work Encounter 

The mother of two young children had decided she could no longer take care of her children. 

and so several months prior to this meeting she had left them in the care of her mother. The 

grandmother had suddenly developed a serious illness which prevented her from continuing to care for 

the children. A number of family members, including an elderly grandfather, several aunts of the 

children and several elderly sisters of the grandmother were temporarily providing care for them. A 

tribal agency, represented by the social worker, had become involved with the case when onc of the 

family memhers had requested monetary assistance on behalf of the children from the agcn~:,'. Relations 

between the mother and the other family members had become strained, such that there had been no 

face-to-face communication between them for several weeks. The social worker had arranged for a 

meeting among f'imily members in order to make a decision regarding official placement of the 

children. The meeting took place at one of the family member's home. 

When the social worker arrived with the mother, the family was eating supper outdoors at a 

large table. The new arrivals joined the others and when supper was finished the whole group moved 

to another table. The grandmother sat at the head of the table with all the other participants sitting 

along the sides of the table. The social worker began the meeting by giving an overview of the problem. 

In her lengthy talk (in English) she mentioned each family member's participation in the care of the 

children, their concerns with the mother's behavior and their feelings about placements for the children. 

She discussed various placement options, such as temporary placement at a group home operated by 

the tribe, placement with specific family members, placement with the mother and placement with god

parents living off the reservation. She then stated that the purpose of the meeting was to come up with 

the best solution for everyone involved. She encouraged everyone at the table to contribute to the 

discussion. She reminded the group that the purpose was not to criticize the mother, rather it was to 

hear everyone's ideas. She then sat quietly looking at her notebook. 
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After approximately 45 seconds, the person next to her began to speak. When the first speaker 

finished the person next to him began to speak. Each person sitting at the table spoke in O'odham or 

English, taking as long as they wanted, (approximately 5-10 minutes of talk for each speaker). There 

were lengthy pauses between speakers and no interruptions of speakers as they talked. The form of talk 

was personal vignettes and narratives; the content centered on how individuals felt about care-taking 

responsibilities which had been shifted from the mother to other family members, and on their concerns 

about future placement for the children. Some people spoke directly to the mother expressing their 

anger with her past behavior which they felt contributed to her decision to abandon her children; others 

addressed the general audience focusing on the hardship on all the family members and reminding them 

that they were a strong family who needed to support the mother's decisions. They all spoke about their 

ideas regarding the placement options. When the last speaker fmished the social worker focused on the 

placement decisions which had been discussed, and then talked about the placement with the god

parents-an option that all the family members had mentioned as agreeable with them. She then 

discussed the arrangements she would make with the god-parents and she made suggestions of how the 

family could maintain contact with the children. She gave the mother some options regarding length 

of temporary placement, and discussed the agency's timelines regarding permanent placement. She and 

the mother participated in this final discussion with the remainder of the participants sitting quietly. 

DISCUSSION 

My point in discussing this case is not to analyze the way the decision was made but to suggest 

that when interactional contexts are structured in ways which foster participation, O'odham people do 

participate. Had the social worker used a question-response routine asking individual family members 

what they thought of specific placements, or what concerns they had, the participation would most 

probably have been in the form of affirmations and negations, and short phrases expanding or 

accounting for their answers. Based on my observations of other O'odham interactions in bureaucratic 
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settings it is most likely that only a few people would have talked, and the major speaker would have 

been the professional. In this case. although the professional opened and closed the encounter. she did 

not do the majority of the talking. She asked very few questions, and she did not assess or commenl 

on the contributions made by the participants. Like bureaucratic discourse, topics were limited to the 

concerns of the case-placement options, feelings about care-taking responsibilities, however speakers 

could talk about the concerns without limitations imposed by question-response structures. 

The dominance provided by the structure of interview formats to researchers and to medical 

and educational professionals certainly appears to be mitigated in three different encounters I illustrated 

in Chapters V and VI. In the ma'kai-client encounter (Chapter V), there are several things happening 

which make this a very different encounter from doctor-patient interactions in Western institutions. 

Clients and accompanying family members use the narrative geme to provide information regarding 

the nature of the illness. The ma'kai does not control the length or content of the client's tum at talk. 

Neither does he or she redirect or control topics through comments and questions. Neither the 

specialist, nor the client-participants designate who the next speaker should be. 

In addition to a high level of client participation or "display" (Scollon and Scollon 1(81), ihe 

ma-kai also displays. In many cases he or she actually does more displaying than the other participants. 

The client participates at length initially by providing reasons for the visit, and then the specialist 

diagnoses and performs the treatments, and then spends a long time explaining both the cause of the 

illness and any follow-up procedures the client should do. The nature of this encounter is very different 

from both bio-medical and educational encounters in which the client (or family member) is expected 

to display during the majority of the interaction, and yet is constrained from doing so by the question

response format. In Joe's (1980) work with Navajo families of children with disabilities she found that 

Navajo families expected the non-Indian professionals to display their expert knowledge and to take 

a major role in making decisions, a quite similar finding to Scollon and Scollon's (1981) "display" issues. 
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The issue of differences in expectations for who displays or participates quite probably plays 

a role in O'odham-service provider interactions. In my discussions with O'odham people who had 

returned from clinic visits, they recounted their frustrations at being forced to answer many questions 

which they fmd irrelevant and rude, while at the same time not being allowed to talk about their issues 

at the beginning of the interaction. 

The communicative structure of the O'odham social work encounter is similar to the ma'kai

client interaction, and to other O'odham meetings at the district and tribal levels. At these meetings a 

general feature of participation involves the kind of turn-taking strategy identified by Philips (1976) as 

"general address." Like Warm Springs speakers, O'odham speakers do not usually designate the next 

speaker. IT speakers desire to participate they stand up and talk; when finished they sit down. In the 

social work encounter all the family members (and myself) participated in the meeting without desig

nating the next speaker. 

The interactional context in which Mrs. Manuel told me her emotional story shares similar fea

tures with the O'odham encounters. Mrs. Manuel talked at length using a genre familiar and productive 

for her. Her level of participation was not constrained by a set of questions which demanded specific 

responses. In fact in the two hour discussion that we had, she told many narratives, continuing to par

ticipate at a high level until I introduced the question-re,>p<:mse format, at which time her participation 

changed dramatically. 

In light of these data the importance to both researchers and service providers in carefully 

looking at interactional contexts seems clear. In interactional contexts in which the genre and participa

tion structures encourage involvement, the potential for both information to be elaborated and affective 

propositions to be expressed is considerably higher than in decontextualized interactional contexts which 

define many research interviews and routine medical and educational encounters. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

CONCLUSIONS 

I have tried in this study is to expose the sources of miscommunication in cross-cultural com

munication which contribute to frustration and confusion in managing disability experienced both by 

O'odham families of children with disabilities and chronic illness, and non-Indian service providers. I 

showed in Chapter II that the problems of managing disability in cross-cultural contexts are extremely 

complex. I introduced these complex problems using case studies illustrating possible sources of mis

communication, which I then explored in detail in the following chapters. I focused on major factors 

underlying the communicative process which are identified in the literature as significantly contributing 

to misunderstanding in either cross-cultural contexts, or in bureaucratic contexts. These factors include 

differences in knowledge and differences in discourse strategies held by participants in interaction. and 

features of the interactional context, including participation structuring and discourse genres. Using data 

from a variety of sources I explored these factors as they are represented in O'odham discourse about 

health and illness knowledge, and as they are reflected in face-to-face interaction. In this discussion I 

summarize sources of miscommunication identified here. 

In Chapter II, I suggested that conflicts in beliefs about illness and treatment (described in the 

medical literature as explanatory models) held by families and service providers are contributing to mis

understandings. Studies in doctor-patient relationships have consistently pointed out that explanatory 

models held by specialists can differ significantly from their clients' understandings and beliefs about 

etiology and treatment, and that when these differences in illness models exist, they become sources 

of conflict which result in dissatisfaction (Katon and Kleinman 1981). 

The data in Chapter IV clearly show that the way many O'odham people think about preven

tion, etiology and treatment of disabling illness differs significantly from Western bio-medical ideas. The 

underlying proposition in O'odham cultural models of illness points to the effectiveness of words, 
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thoughts, and actions in preventing, causing, and treating serious illness. This proposition informs the 

cultural knowledge represented in the discourse of the O'odham people who took part in my study. 

O'odham cultural knowledge includes propositions about family members' responsibility in causing and 

preventing illness to children through their own thoughts, words, and actions. Causal relationships exist 

between human behavior and illness in the areas of treatment of others who are disabled or different, 

behavior towards animals by expectant parents and behavior at ceremonies. Other propositions include 

the potential dangers of bio-medical birthing procedures, the role of individuals in causing their own 

illnesses, and the ideas of latency and intentionality. 

O'odham models of treatment also differ from bio-medical models. O'odham people believe 

their medicine people are capable of diagnosing and curing illness through the power of thoughts, 

words, and actions. Individuals are also seen as possessing the ability to bring about their own, or their 

children'S, relief from illness. Many people believe in using both the O'odham system and the bio

medical system in their quest for treatment. 

Using the information from the elderly on cultural knowledge we can begin to explain some 

of the care decisions in Chapter II. For example, cultural models for Successful Treatment, and 

strategies based on the understandings of the model, differ radically between decision makers. Service 

provider models for Successful Treatment involve biomedically-based beliefs, including specific drug

treatment therapies to control seizure behavior and special surgical treatments to correct scoliosis. 

Service providers' strategies for treatment include prescribing and monitoring drug treatment therapies. 

and performing surgery. Family models include ideas about O'odham medical treatments which include 

the use of sacred smoke, and preclude the use of drug treatment therapies. Their strategies include 

reducing the levels of seizure medication, and frequently taking children to an O'odham medicine 

person. In the case studies of Michael and Dell we saw that these differences in treatment models 

resulted in dissatisfaction. 
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A second source of miscommunication is evidenced in the differences in discourse strategies 

utilized by participants in interaction. In Chapter IV we saw that the discourse strategies used to talk 

about health and illness knowledge are characterized by linguistic indirectness and ambiguity. Formulaic 

paradigms and vague anaphoric and deictic expressions are consistently used by O'odham people as 

they discuss children and adults with disabilities, talk about handicapping conditions in general and 

provide information regarding cause, prevention and treatment of serious illness. This conventionalized 

language is used by O'odham people as they discuss the topics either in O'odham or English. Mitigating 

devices are also used in both O'odham and English to describe people with disabilities and disabling 

conditions, such that the harshness of direct reference is' mitigated, or softened. 

Formulaic and conventionalized language use is characteristic of everyday language in both 

O'odham and English. In Chapter V, I discussed some of the differences between everyday language 

used by lay people and professionals' expert language which are sources of confusion and frustration 

in Western bureaucratic encounters. In that chapter I focused on the social organization 0; health and 

illness knowledge specifically looking at variation in knowledge and language existing between 

nonspecialists and experts within O'odham communities. I showed that the diversity in discoursc 

practices and knowledge between O'odham lay persons and expert medicine people is very similar to 

the variation which has been documented between doctors and patients in Western medical encounters. 

Lay persons in both cultures use highly contextua1ized language and embed and elaborate information 

in narratives, while specialists' language is characterized as "context-free." In that discussion I argued 

that the lay/expert dichotomy in O'odham does not seem to contribute to misunderstandings between 

expert and client in the way that it affects communication between doctors and patients in Western 

encounters. One of the explanations for this observation is that features of O'odham interactional 

contexts, particularly the fc;:atures that promote the use of narrative genres, balance the asymmetrical 

relationship between client and ma-kai. Significant for my discussion here is that when lay - professional 

interactions are situated in cross-cultural contexts there is a double complexity in the communicative 
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situation. Asymmetrical and problematic encounters result from not only the lay/expert language 

dichotomy routinely found in professional - client interactions and from radically different cultural 

knowledge bases, but also from features of the interactional context. 

The interactional contexts in which 0' odham families and service providers participate is a third 

major source of miscommunication. In Chapter VI I argued that elaboration or constriction of informa

tion exchanged in face-ta-face encounters is highly influenced by features of the interactional context. 

Focusing on participant structuring I pointed out that question-response routines constrict the 

deployment both of affective propositions and other information that might be provided by families. 

As we have seen throughout this study, the conventional format utilized by many O'odham people to 

provide knowledge and information differs significantly from a question-response format. As described 

in Christina's case in Chapter II, major facts and supporting evidence is embedded in narrative, or 

narrative-like chunks of information presented without interruptions from listeners. Listeners neither 

ask questions, 1I0r make comments during the speaker's presentation. A period of silence follows the 

speaker's turn, and then there are comments, questions, and turn exchanges. In Chapter IV we saw the 

importance of listening strategies in the pedagogical formats of elderly O'odham people as they 

admonished younger people to "listen well" and "not ask questions." The major genre utilized by 

grandparents to instruct children in O'odham ways was narrative. O'odham speakers in my study 

represented knowledge about health and illness in narrative form, presenting and elaborating 

propositions in both personal, and didactic narratives. During their presentations there were no 

interruptions from the audience. Questions and comments were made only after the speaker finished 

talking. This conventional O'odham strategy for providing information was also illustrated in the ma:kai

client encounter described in Chapter V, and in the social work encounter in Chapter VI. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

The major findings of this study are: 1) a system of beliefs and practices about cause. preven-

tion and treatment of serious illness exists in O'odham communities which differs significantly from the 

bio-medical system within which medical and educational services to children with disabilities is pro-

vided; 2) intracultural variation exists in O'odham communities between language and knowledge held 

by specialists and lay people; and 3) the major genre, narrative, used by O'odham people to provide 

information differs significantly from the formats routinely used by service providers to elicit 

information. These fmdings have implications for both researchers and service providers.! 

Implications for Research 

Implications for anthropological research include: 1) Cultural models must be looked at in 

contexts of interaction; 2) cultural knowledge research must investigate variation internal to the group; 

and 3) variation across interactional contexts must be attended to. I briefly discuss each of these 

implications before discussing implications for service providers. 

My study illustrates the importance of looking at cu1.t:.!!"a! ~!,-'lf."1~ iT! interactive frameworks 

rather than focusing on them in isolation. C.utural models are constructed out of fragments of ideas, 

beliefs, and concepts that are expressed in discourse. That discourse is situated in interactional contexts, 

and it must be examined in those contexts in order to understand how various social and cultural factors 

shape the nature of that discourse and the knowledge embedded in it. Cognitive science's failure to 

address the situated nature of knowledge and language is a major concern to other researchers studying 

cognition and behavior (Keesing 1987, Suchman 1987). Suchman argues in her study of problems of 

human-machine communication that "all activity, even the most analytic, is fundamentally concrete and 

embodied" (1987:viii). Rather than beginning a study of action with the premise that plans of actions 

!The primary topic of this dissertation is the explication of basic communication issues. and although 
it is not an applied study I feel it has implications for service providers. 
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should be the focus, Suchman begins with the idea that actions are "primarily situated" in social and 

interactive contexts, and "essentially ad hoc" in their production; plans (or cultural models) are viewed 

as representations of actions, rather than strict determiners of behavior: 

... however planned, purposeful actions are inevitably situated actions. By situated actions I 
mean simply action taken in the context of particular, concrete circumstances '" the 
circumstances of our actions are never fully anticipated and are continuously changing around 
us. As a consequence our actions, while systematic, are never planned in the strong sense that 
cognitive science would have it. Rather, plans are best viewed as a weak resource for what is 
primarily ~ activity. It is only when we are pressed to account for the rationality of our 
actions, given the biases of European culture, that we invoke the guidance of a plan (1987:ix). 

The situated nature of learning, remembering, and understanding is a central fact. It may 
appear obvious that human minds develop in social situations, and that they use the tools and 
representational media that culture provides to support, extend, and reorganize mental 
functioning. But cognitive theories of knowledge representation and educational practice, in 
school... have not been sufficiently responsive to questions about these relationships 
(1987:xiii). 

Cultural beliefs and practices regarding etiology, prevention and treatment of chronic illness presented 

in discourse are essentially representations of actions, "plans," which have been learned, remembered. 

understood, and experienced in social situations. Cultural knowledge, as such, is embedded in multiple 

contexts-the social circumstances in which it was historically learned and experienced, the interactional 

context in which it is situated, and the discourse structure in which it is represented. Therefore, cultural 

knowledge and the models constructed of that knowledge must be examined in an approach which 

focuses on, and illuminates the interactive influence of those multiple contexts. 

The preseI!.t study points to the importance of investigating intra cultural variation in knowledge 

and language. Knowledge is socially organized and distributed within groups along various dimensions 

(Roberts 1987, Philips 1987, Cicourel 1987). In order to obtain a more accurate picture of cultural 

knowledge and discourse practices within a community, cultural knowledge research must recognize and 

focus on internal variation. A focus on the social distribution of knowledge along the specialist-lay 

dimension in my study reveals important information regarding the impact of decontextualized 

institutional language on communication in both O'odham and Western medical settings. I found that 

the ways O'odham specialists organize their knowledge is different from lay O'odham people, and quite 
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similar to Western physicians. This finding then led me to look at other features of interactional 

contexts which also shape the nature of discourse. 

My study also suggests that research focusing on representation of knowledge in discourse must 

investigate variation across interactional contexts. This is necessary in order to accurately reflect the 

ways that features of the context shape discourse and knowledge. The importance of discourse genres 

in structuring participation in interactional contexts was clearly evidenced here. The salience of narra

tive genres to O'odham participation was shown to be a critical source of variation across interactional 

contexts. The finding of clear differences in representation of knowledge across contexts supports the 

concern of many social scientists (voiced so clearly by Briggs 1986), that researchers must carefully 

attend to how the structure of the interview format shapes the nature of their data. A critical 

methodological issue raised here is the importance of examining similarities and differences in language 

form in the context of naturally occuring speech (Philips 1987), rather than solely from interview data. 

Implications for Service Providers 

In my discussion with people involved with managing disability on the O'odham Reservation. 

bits and pieces of a more humane, more culturally appropriate system were mentioned. No one directly 

said, "Here's a system that might make things better," but in their talk there were hints and musings 

of a better way. One elderly woman who had watched me working on my lap-top computer suggested 

that the clinics should try to be more "user-friendly." As a way to talk about implications for providing 

health and educational services to Native American people in cross-cultural contexts, I am going to 

suggest ways to begin to provide "user-friendly" services. 

The major recommendation that I and other researchers working with Native Americans in 

cross-cultural contexts have is this: recognition of, and respect for, differences in belief systems and 

communication styles by all parties involved. I realize how simplistic this sounds, and yet how com

plicated it is to accomplish. Communication styles and cultural knowledge are part of our worlds which 
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Philips (1983) refers to as "invisible culture"-unlike material culture which is readily acknowledged 

as culturally distinct, talk and beliefs are not as easily recognizable in cross-cultural situations. Rather 

than being seen as cultural phenomena they are often experienced as frustrations in communication. 

and the understanding that the interaction "didn't go right." In the;> following discussion I present recorn-

mendations from my work and others which may offer opportunities for improved communication. 

1) Minimization of power differentials existing between participants. In Scollon and Scollon's 

(1981) recommendations for improving communication between Athabaskan-English speakers and 

Canadian-English speakers they emphasize that all speakers should use a kind of "deference" politeness 

system (Brown and Levinson 1978) in which differences between speakers is emphasized and tolerated. 

Deference systems are based on low power differentials between speakers. Tney recommend that 

we must educate ourselves to the value of all individual and group differences and treat them 
with genuine respect while maintaining our efforts to eliminate disparities of power between 
individual and groups (1981:202). 

As clearly evidenced in studies of doctor-patient communication reviewed here, and shown 

through examples of my work, asymmetrical power relationships derme many cross-cultural encounters 

which occur in institutional settings. One of the ways to begin to mitigate powe:- differentials is to 

provide interactional frameworks which encourage participation i.!l the encounter. In my fieldwork the 

most frequent complaint I heard about "going to the clinic" was "Questions, questions, question:.-!hat's 

all they do." The second was, "They never listen." As we have seen these two statements describe 

many medical encounters fairly accurately-professionals ask the questions, control the topics and 

length of responses, and as a result, often do not "hear" what clients have to say. Rather than opening 

medical encounters with a series of questions, and educational meetings with lengthy statements, 

professionals could state their intentions for the encounter and then allow participants to talk. For 

example, doctors could say, "Tell me about your child's illness. I'd like to know things like when you 

noticed it, what you did and how the child acted." 
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Educational encounters often involve multiple staff, such that O'odham patterns of general 

ad::!~css could be encouraged: ''We're all here today to talk about Christina's progress in the program. 

and to decide whether to make changes in her program. Each of us here knows something different 

about her and we all probably have ideas about what goals we want for her. Let's all contribute and 

see what we know about her." During client participation professionals should refrain from interrupting 

with either questions or comments. After clients have made their contribution follow-up questions can 

be asked. By changing the format from a rigid questio:l-response routine to one in which client partici-

pation is encouraged, clients may be more inclined to use narrative-the salient genre for many Native 

American groups and for medical clients in general. 

A second way to begin to minimize power differentials in encounters between professionals 

and Native American clients is to provide workshops in effective communication. Training programs, 

such as the EPICS (1988) project in New Mexico, teach families of children with disabilities how to 

communicate more effectively with service providers by focusing on a series of basic communication 

skills. In addition to workshops which teach families discourse strategies to use in institutional 

encounters, I also recommend training programs for ~ervice providers focusing on ways to encourage 

family participation. 

2) Recognition of the importance of, and respect for the practice of, American Indian systems 

of hcalth and illness beliefs and practices. For many years the call for culturally sensitive approaches 

to be incorporated into health and educational systems has come from many scurces. The two major 

ways to accomplish this involves education about cultural knowledge for non-Indian service providers, 

and the training and placement of Indian people in programs which serve Indian children with dis-

abilities. In their work on American Indian cultural perspectives on disability, Joe and Miller strongly 

recommend training workshops for non-Indian professionals and professional training for Indian people: 

Since Indian culture is so important in the understanding of perception of disability among 
Indians, non-Indian professionals should receive training in selected aspects of Indian culture 
and Indian values. The stronger the bridge of understanding, the less chance of misunderstand
ing and distrust between professionals and clients. In addition, training of Indian people in the 
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rehabilitation professions that serve the Indian disabled is extremely important and necessary 
... training of non-Indian professionals who work with disabled Indians should include 
instruction in the cultural history, language and traditions of American Indians and Alaska 
Natives ... (1987:30). 

I strongly support both training programs for service providers and educational and professional pro-

grams for Native American people. 

The words of Catherine Ross, a young Q'odham woman, represent the importance of under-

standing belief systems across cultures: 

You know for so long we were warned against saying anything about these things, but now I 

think it's important for teachers working with our handicapped kids to know about some of our 

beliefs. I think it makes it easier for them to understand why parents do some of the things 

they do ... like taking them to a medicine man for some things and to the clinic for others. I'm 

not saying they have to believe what we believe but we all need to respect how the other 

person does things, or why they do things, because after all we're here together to do good 

things for the kids. 
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APPENDIX A. ORTHOGRAPHY 

The O'odham language is written in the official orthography of the Tohono O'odham Nation. 

the Alvarez/Hale spelling system (for details, see Alvarez and Hale 1970). The individual letters used 

are displayed below in the form of a phonetic chart: 

Consonants: 

Stops: 

Fricatives: 

Nasals: 

Liquid: 

Approximants: 

Vowels: 

Voiceless vowel: 

Spread glottis: 

Constricted glottis: 

High: 

Low: 

Front Back 

Unroundcd 

e 

a 

i 

p c k 

b d d g 

s s h 

m n Ii. 

w y 

Rounded 

u 

o 

The consonants 4, ~, and! are retroflex: l;; and i are alveopalatal affricates: : is the glottal stop. 
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AUX 

COMP 

CON 

DET 

DIM 

DS 

EMPH 

EV 

FUT 

LOC 

NEG 

P 

PF 

REP 

SS 

1st person 

3rd person 

APPENDIX B. ABBREVIA nONS 
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AUX (from "auxiliary"; an independent grammatical element marked for subject 

values, aspect, and evidentials) 

complementizer 

conjunction 

determiner 

diminutive 

different subject 

emphatic 

evidential 

future /irrealis 

locative specifier 

negative 

plural 

perfective aspect 

reportative 

same subject 
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